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The Conseil des lnnu de Ekuanitshit hereby applies for standing betore the Commissjon 

of Inquiry Respecting the Muskrat FalJs Project (the "Commission" or the " Inquiry") on the 

grounds that its participation would forther tl1e conduct of the Inquiry and would contribute to 

the openness and fairness of the Inquiry, particularly wi'.th respect to the following questions : 

• w hat consultation occuned between the establ ished leadership of Indigenous 

people and Nalcor as well as the Government prior to the Project's sanction; 

• what risk assessments and reports were done regarding the concerns of 

Indigenous people; 

• whether these assessments were appropriately and reasonably considered by 

Nalcor and the Government; and 

• whether appropriate measures were taken to mitigate against reasonably potential 

adverse effects to the settled or asserted rights of the Indigenous people, both at 

the time of and post sanction. 

2. The Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit 

The fnnu of Ekuanitshit are part of the lnnu Nation, one of the aboriginal peoples of 

Canada whose rights are recognized and affinned by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

The lnnu of Ekuanitsbit are also a band within the meaning of section 2 of the bulian Act, 

RSC 1985, c 1-5. The applicant, Conseil des Imm de Ekuanitshit (the "Council"), is the elected 

governing body of the band. 

The Ekuanitshit reserve, also called Mingan, is located at the confluence of the Mingan 

River and the St. Lawrence River, across from Mingan Island and, somewhat fm1her1 Anticosti 

island. 
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The Innu Nation, which bas more than 16,000 members, is tbe largest First Nation in 

terms of population, among the Aboriginal nations whose reserves are located in Quebec and 

Newfoundland and Labrador. Nine Imm communities occupy reserves located in Quebec, while 

two other communities occupy reserves located in Labrador. 

Despite many of their reserves being situated on the shores of the St. Lawrence River, the 

lnnu bave occupied and lived off the te1ritory now known as Labrador since time immemorial, 

travelling great distances to engage in a variety of harvesting activities. In winter especially, they 

typically travelled in land and upriver, often portaging over to the Churchill Ri ver basin to 

harvest big and small game including caribou. moose, deer and fish. 

In 1979, the Goverm11ent of Canada agreed to negotiate a comprehensive claim filed by 

the Atikamekw and Montagnais Council, of which the community of Ekuanitsbit was a member. 

Canada's agreement was based, among other things, on tbe occupation and use of tbe territory in 

Labrador by the hmu whose reserves are located in Quebec and tbe studies produced in support 

of the claim establish that the traditional territory of the Innu of Elrnanitshit overlaps w ith the 

territory of the Muskrat Falls Project. 

3. Ekuanitshit's Engagement with respect to the Muskrat Falls Project 

In July 2008, the federal and provincial governments issued their guidelines for the 

environmental impact assessment process for tbe generating facilities on the Lower Churchill. 

These facilities consisted of the Muskrat Falls hydroelectric plant that was actually built on the 

Lower Churchill River in Labrador, as well as the hydroelectric plant at Gull Island on the Lower 

Chw·chill that was authorized but never built. The Environmental impact Statement Guidelines 

requ'ired Nalcor to consider the interests, values and concerns of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit, as well 
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as their contemporary and hist01ic activities, while it planned and carried out the project. 1 In 

particular, the Guidelines required Nalcor to consult with the lnnu of Ekuanitshit regarding the 

potential environmentaJ effects of the project and appropriate actions to accommodate their 

interests. 

ln January 2009, the provincial minister and the Canadian EnvironmentaJ Assessment 

Agency entered into the Agreement for the Establishment of a Joint Review Panel for the 

Env'ironmental Assessment of the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project. Under the 

agreement, the Joint Review Panel was required to invite Aboriginal groups to make submissions 

on their rights in the Project region and possible negative impacts. 

From 2009 to A-pril 2011 , the Conseil des lJmu de Ekuanitshit made several submissions 

to the Joint Review Panel regarding Nalcor's enviromnental impact study and it also participated 

at a public hearing held in Sept-Iles, Quebec in April 2011. Copies of these submiss'ions are 

attached as document E-1 . 

Jn May 20 11 , the federal and provincial governments again issued guidel ines for the 

environmental impact assessment process, this time for the transmission lines between Labrador 

and the island of Newfoundland, the so-called ''Labrador-Island Transmission Link Project''.2 

These Environmental impact Statement Guidelines again required Nalcor to consider the 

interests, values and concerns of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit, as well as their contemporary and 

historic activities, whiJe planning and carrying out the project.3 As with tl1e previous guidelines, 

Nalcor was required to consult with the lnnu of Ekuanitshit regarding the potential 

environmental effects of the project and appropriate actions to accommodate their interests. 

1 Section 4.8 of the Ernriron111e11ral Impact Statement Guidelines: Lower Churchill Hydmelectric Generation 
Pro/eel, issued by tbe Government of Canada and tbe Government of Newfoundland a11d Labrador (July 2008): 
bttp://www.mae.gov.ul.ca/env _ assessrnent/projects/Y20 I 0/ 130S/lowet ___ cburch.i U_ fu:ial_gu idelines _ en.pdf 
2 Enviro11111e11tal fmpacr Statemenr Guidelines: Labrador-ls/and Tra11sm1:vsion Link, issued by the Government of 
Canada and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (May 2011 ): 
http://www.mae.gov.nl.ca/env _ assessment/projects/Y:20 l 0/1407 / 1407 _ final_ eis ____guidelines.pdf 
3 Section 4.8. 
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As Nalcor began to produce and release component studies as pa1t of the environmental 

assessment process for the transmission lines in 2011 and 2012, the Conseil des lnnu de 

Ekuanitshit wrote to federal and provincial government representatives on numerous occasions 

to provide comments on the studies themselves as well as on the consultation framework being 

employed. 

For example, in June 2011 the Council provjded preliminary comments on the Histo1ic 

and Heritage Resources Component Study, noting that Ekuanitshit had not been consulted and 

requesting that the governments find the study incomplete and direct Nalcor to engage the 

community regarding its historic and contemporary use of the project area. In September 2011, 

the Council provided preliminary comments on the Aboriginal Communities and Land Use 

Component Study, noting again that the study bad been released before any meetings with the 

community had taken place and raising concerns about the impact of the project on salmon 

migratory routes. In January 2012, in order to address some of the issues raised in its previous 

con-espondence, the CounciJ proposed a consultation plan by which government scientists would 

be invited to make presentations on two issues of paiticular importance to the community, 

narnely the 'impacts on fish and caribou. Copies of the above correspondence are atiached as 

document E-2. 

In April 2012, following the environmental assessment and the federal decisions 

autho1izing construction of the two hydroelectric plants on the Churchill River, the Conseil des 

hmu de Ekuanitshit applied for judicial review alleging, among other things, that it had not been 

sufficiently consulted. The Federal Court of Appeal, ruling on Ekuanitshit'.s application, made 

the following comment that is of equal application to the provincial government: 

There .is no doubt that the Joint Review Panel, and as a consequence the respondents 

in this matter [the Government of Canada and Na.leer Energy], examined .... the 

circumstances under which the appellant [the ConseiJ des lnnu de Ekuanitshit] could 

continue to pa1t icipate in the process so as to ensure that its concerns were taken into 
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consideration and, if required, accommodated. ft is therefore expected that at each 

stage (perm.its, licences and other authorizations) as well as during the assessment of 

the adequacy of con-ective measures taken by N alcor and the relevant government 

authorities to address any adverse consequences of the Project, particularly on the 

caribou which is of interest to the appellant, the Crown will continue to honourably 

fulfill its duty to consult the appellant and, if indicated, to accommodate its 

legitimate concerns (see in tbis regard Taku River at para. 46).4 

Ln May 20121 the province's Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat did in 

fact issue "Aborig inal Consultation Guidelines" meant to assist Nalcor Energy and provincial 

regulatory departments and agencies to "discharge any duty to consult that the Province may 

owe" to identified Aboriginal governments and organizations, including the Innu of Ekuanitshit, 

before issuing "regulat01y approvals" for the " Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation 

Project." A copy of these guidelines is attached as part of the document E-3. 

Ln July 20 13, tbe province issued virtually identical guidelines for the "Labrador-Island 

Transmission Link Project," the ltnes that ultimately connected the Muskrat Falls plant to the 

Is land of Newfoundland. The Transmission Link Project was defined in these gu idelines to 

exclude any other project and the gi.1idelines were not to "apply to pennits issued for components 

of the Project on the Is land of Newfoundland." A copy of these gt1idelines is attached as part of 

the document E-3. 

Each set of gi.1idelines included a list of " Possible Project Regulatory Approval 

Applications," which ranged from the most elementary, such as building permits for temporary 

on-site structures, to the very complex, such as alterations of bodies of water or the protection of 

endangered wildlife. Each set of guidelines applied a 30-day tjmeframe to all applications 

identified in Nalcor Energy's Environmental Impact Statements. 

4 Co1111cil of the /111111 ofEk11a11itshit 11. Ca1111da (Attomey General). 2014 FCA 189, para. 109 (emphasis added). 
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As appears from the attached document E-4, an email of April 25, 2014, from Peter 

Madden, the Regulatory Compl iance Lead for the Lower Churcbm Project at NaJcor Energy, in a 

period of less than two years Ekuanitshit received 18 different environmental effects monitoring 

plans, addressing issues ranging from ice fonna6on to species at risk protection. Provincial 

departments and agencies ultimately approved no less than 1,969 different permits for the 

construction of Muskrat Falls, the Labrador Island Link, and the Maritime Link from 2012 till 

June 30, 2016. 5 

4. Decision on the Role of Indigenous Peoples 

In bis March 14, 2018 decision on the interpretation of the tenns of reference for the 

Inquiry, as contained in the Commission of lnqui1y Re.sp ec ting the Muskrat Falls Project Order 

(the "Order in CoWJcil"),6 the honourable C01mnissioner Richard LeBlanc specifically addressed 

the role of Indigenous people before the Commission, stating: 

[47] Having said this, it is obvious to me that the Lieutenant Governor-in-Council intended 

that the established leadership of the Indigenous people would have a part to play in this 

lnquiry. If that is so, the part that they should play would be in areas of concern or of 
interest to those Indigenous people. I note that paragraph 4(b )(v)( a) refers, as regards the 

issue of the cost escalation of the constrnction of the Project, to any risk assessments, 

financial or othe1wise, conducted in respect to the Muskrat Falls Project. At present, while 

l do not have full information, I am aware that certain assessments l ikely were conducted, 

specifically risk assessments concerning environmental issues prior to, as well as 

subsequent to, sanction. I have decided here that a contextual and purposive review of the 

Order in Council pe,mits me to investigate into what consultation occuned between the 

established leadership of the Indigenous people and Nalcor as well as the Government 

p1ior to sanction, what r,isk assessments and reports were done as regards the concerns of 

the lndigenous people, whether these assessments were appropriately and reasonably 

considered by Nalcor and the Government and whether appropriate measures were taken to 

mitigate against reasonably !)otential adverse effects to the settled or asserted rights of the 

5 https://www.gov.nl.ca/ola/wp-contcnt/uploads/laa permit approvals.pdf 
'' Commis.\/011 af !11q11i1y Respt!clfn[< the Muskrat Falls Prqject Order. NLR IO l/1 7. 
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Indigenous people both at the time of and post sanction. In investjgating these matters, I 

will not be determining any claims or treaty rights for any of the Indigenous people as this 

clearly does not fall within the Commission's mandate. 7 

5. Conseil des fnnu de Ekuanitshit Contributions to the Inquiry 

The Conseil des Lnnu de Ekuattitshit submits that its partic ipation as a party w ith standing 

would further the conduct of the Inquiry and would contribute to tbe openness and fairness of U1e 

Inquiry with respect to a number of issues identified by the honourable Commissioner LeBlanc. 

In particular, with respect to the role of Indigenous peoples before the Commission, the 

honourable Commissioner LeBlanc concluded that the Inquiry's tem1s of reference pem1it him to 

inquire into the following questions of concern to Indigenous peoples: 

• what consultation occurred between the established leadership of Indigenous 

people and Nalcor as wel I as the Government prior to the Project's sanction; 

• what risk assessments and reports were done regarding the concerns of 

Indigenous people; 

• whether these assessments were appropriately and reasonably considered by 

Nalcor and the Government; and 

• whether appropriate measures were taken to mitigate against reasonably potential 

adverse effects to the settled or asse1ted rights of the Indigenous people, both at 

the time of and post sanction. 

The Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit is particularly well-placed to ftuther the conduct of 

the lnqu1ry into each of these questions of concern to lndigenoqs people identified by 

Commissioner LeBlanc. As outlined above, the Conseil des lnnu de Ekuanitshit has 

7 Commission of lnquiry Respecting the Muskrat Falls Project, J11te1pretatio11 of the Tenns of Reference for the 
Muskrat Faff.~ lnquily, March 14t11

, 2018: https://www.muskratfallsinquiry.ca/files/20180314-Interpretation-of-The
Terms-of-Reference-Final.docx.pd f 
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demonstrated an ongoing interest in tbe Muskrat Falls Project and has been an active participant 

throughout the entire history of tbe project. More specifically: 

• Ekuanitshit participated in the environmental assessment of the hydroelectric 

facilities on the Lower Churchill; 

• Ekuanitshit participated in the envirornnental assessment of the transmission lines 

from Labrador to the island of Newfoundland; 

• Following the environmental assessment process, Ekuanitshit was involved in 

litigation before the Federal Court and Federal CoU1t of Appeal dealing with, 

among other things, tlJe adequacy of consultation prior to the authorization of the 

construction of the hydroelectric facilities; 

• Ekuanitshit has participated in the consultations that have continued lo occur 

subsequent to the project's authorization. 

As a result of this long history of involvement, the Consei l des lnnn de Ekuanitshit would 

further the conduct of the Inquiry with respect to the natw·e of the consultations and risk 

assessments that were conducted, as well as any measures that were implemented to mitigate the 

possible adverse effects of tbe project on aboriginal peoples and their rights. For example, the 

Council would assist the Inquiry with respect to any consultations, risk assessments a11d 

mitigation measmes regarding the protection of their cultural heritage {e.g. archaeology) and the 

protection of the wildlife that they harvest, such as caribm.i. 

Furthermore, the participation of the Conseil des lnnu de Ekuanitshit as a party with 

standing would contribute to the openness aud fairness of the Inquiry. In his interpretation of the 

Order in Council, the honourable Commissioner LeBlanc concluded that the Lieutenant 

Governor-in-Council clearly intended that the established leadership of Indigenous peoples 

would participate in the Inquiry. While Indigenous peoples may have particular areas of concern 

or interest, allowing for their full participation in the Inquiry will help to assure Indigenous 
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peoples that their concerns have been considered fully and fairly. In the case of the Innu of 

Ekuanitsbit, their leadership has participated in consultations and environmental assessments 

since the project was announced, raising the community's concerns about the impact of the 

project on their Aboriginal rights and appropriate mitigation measures, specifically 1neasures to 

protect their cultural heritage and the environment, including endangered species and other 

wildlife. By participating as a party w ith standing, the Conseil des Imm de Ekuanitshit would 

help to ensure that lndigenous peoples affected by the project are fairly represented and that the ir 

concerns are fairly addressed. 

6. Hearing of application 

In ljght of the costs to the Council that would be associated with a hea.ring jn either 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay or St. John's, the Counci l requests that it be granted standing on the 

basis of these written submissions alone. If the honourable Commissioner does not grant 

standing to the ConseU des lnnu de Ekuanitshit based on these written submissions alone, then 

the Council requests an opportunity to appear before the Commissioner to explain their reasons 

for requesting standing at the hearing date on April 6, 2018 in St. John's, Newfoundland and 

Labrador. 

7. Application for funding 

An appl.ication for funding is attached to the present appl ication for standing. 
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1.0 CONTEXT 

In order to obtain the necessary authorization for the construction and subsequent operation of the 

hydroelectric generating facilities of the Lower Churchill Complex in Labrador, Nalcor Energy 

submitted an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) (Nalcor Energy, 2009) to the Canadian 

Environmental Assessment Agency in February 2009. In view of the value and cultural importance of 

woodland caribou and waterfowl, the Ekuanitshit (Mingan) Innu hired consulting biologist 

Natalie D' Astous to conduct a review of the chapters dealing with these issues. 

This review focuses on the chapters of the EIS submitted by N alcor Energy dealing with woodland 

caribou and waterfowl and on the component studies used for the impact assessment. The primary 

objective is to verify the quality of these studies, to determine whether the conclusions of the impact 

assessment are realistic and objective, and suggest corrective methods if necessary; and to determine 

whether these studies comply with the EIS Guidelines issued by the Government of Canada and the 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Owing to budget and time constraints, this report is a preliminary analysis aimed at identifying the 

weaknesses of the component studies and EIS. Suggestions for subsequent analysis approaches and 

methods will be made where applicable. 
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2.0 GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

2.1 Woodland caribou 

The data used to produce the impact study on the woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) were 

obtained from a report prepared by Minaskuat Inc. (Jacques Whitford) (Minaskuat Inc., 2009) on the 

Red Wine Mountains herd and the George River herd. The George River herd will not be dealt with 

in this report. The caribou belonging to the Lac Joseph herd are not considered to be users of the 

study area. 

The impact study is essentially a review of the literature on all existing data for the Red Wine 

Mountains woodland caribou herd. More detailed analyses were conducted using existing telemetry 

data in order to determine caribou habitat selection, movement patterns and corridors used for 

crossing the Churchill River. 

In the author's opinion, the study by Minaskuat Inc. (2009) was carried out in accordance with 

recognized methodologies. The literature review is exhaustive and appears to be complete. 

Considerable attention was given to the assessment of habitat use, the annual distribution of caribou 

and corridor use (to cross the Churchill River). The main conclusions drawn from these analyses are 

that the availability of habitats for caribou calving, travel routes and foraging is not a limiting factor 

in the study area either before or after Nalcor Energy's hydroelectric development project. 

Generally speaking, the carrying capacity of the environment is seldom a limiting factor for woodland 

caribou, with gestation rates of approximately 100% among adult females (Courtois, 2003; Courtois 

et al., 2002). Calf mortality is high in the first few weeks oflife, often due to predation (Crete et al., 

1990). Caribou are quite sensitive to human disturbance (Dyer et al., 2001; 2002) and highly 

vulnerable to predation and hunting mortality (Seip, 1991,1992; Cumming and Beange, 1993; Dyer et 

al., 2001). Disturbance is therefore more a more significant limiting factor on the growth of a 

population than habitat availability. The issue in the case of this Project is not habitat loss but 

rather the disturbance caused by the type of land use. 
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In my opinion, it would therefore have been advisable to conduct a complete inventory of the 

watershed in the winter or spring (provided that the George River herd is not in the area), as Hydro

Quebec did for the Romaine Complex in the winter of 2008 (at the request ofEkuanitshit). An 

inventory would have made it possible to determine whether caribou from the Lac Joseph herd (LJH) 

use the study area. According to Schmelzer et al., 2004 (page 14), the range of this herd extends to a 

large degree into the study site. Although the Lac Joseph herd is considered the only woodland 

caribou herd in Canada that may be growing in number (Thomas and Gray, 2002), given its federal 

status as a threatened species (COSEWIC), it would have been appropriate to conduct at least one 

inventory to determine this herd's use of the study area. 

The precarious status of the Red Wine Mountains herd (RWMH) is obvious. The most recent estimate 

for this herd was 87 individuals in 2003 (Schmelzer et al., 2004). However, the last inventory was cut 

short due to the presence of the George River herd in the RWMH's range. Furthermore, in 2003, the 

government was not yet using the more accurate woodland caribou inventory method developed by 

Courtois et al., 2001. It is known that woodland caribou live in small groups, distributed contiguously 

(Crete, 1991; Courtois et al., 2001; Courtois, 2003). Caribou trail systems are not extensive. Caribou 

groups vary considerably in size and have a highly heterogeneous distribution. In order to obtain a 

more accurate population estimate, all caribou groups must be counted. To this end, an inventory 

using flight lines spaced 2 km apart (combining fixed wing aircraft and helicopters) must be carried 

out (Courtois et al., 2001). 

According to Rebecca Jefferey (pers. comm., wildlife biologist, Government of Newfoundland and 

Labrador, Goose Bay, November 2008), the animals tagged with ARGOS collars are not very 

representative of those herd members that live in the western part of the range. Additional tagging 

appears to be necessary in order to improve the representativeness of the locations for this herd. 

Given the precarious status of the RWMH and the obvious project pressures on the herd, and in order 

to improve the representativeness of the herd's locations, an inventory, with captures, of the Churchill 

River watershed should have been carried out. 

In the Environmental Impact Study (Nalcor Energy, 2009), habitat loss caused by implementation of 

the Project is considered negligible. Given that habitat is not a limiting factor for woodland caribou, 

but that the issue rather is the opening up of the area and increased disturbance, we essentially agree 

with the study's projections. However, significant cumulative effects are anticipated by Nalcor 

Energy (page 5-112), owing to the construction of additional transmission lines, the opening up of the 
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area by the construction of additional roads, the return of low-level military overflights from Goose 

Bay, and logging, which is normally accompanied by the construction of new roads. For a population 

whose viability is far from assured, the cumulative effects might prove fatal for this herd. 

Nalcor Energy is already participating in the work of the RWMH recovery committee (Labrador 

Woodland Caribou Recovery Team). Although this participation is laudable, it seems clearly 

inadequate. For a project of this magnitude, it is surprising that the Labrador government did not 

require an additional inventory, as it did in the case of mining companies (New Millennium Capital 

Corp. and Labrador Iron Mines) that had a mining project in the Schefferville area for a herd 

considered extinct. To ensure the survival of the RWMH, the proposed mitigation measures, such as 

non-harassment policies, road speed limits, awareness sessions for personnel, and hunting bans, are 

all worthwhile measures, but incomplete. It would be particularly important to exhaustively monitor 

this herd during the work (which requires conducting inventories regularly and adding telemetry 

collars). 

Unlike the EIS prepared by Hydro-Quebec in 2008 for the Romaine Complex, the Nalcor Energy EIS 

examines the impact of building a transmission line, which is a very positive initiative. However, last 

April, the author of this review was contacted by a firm from St. John's, Newfoundland, to participate 

in an impact study with a view to the construction of an additional transmission line. The route of this 

transmission line would be along the Quebec border in the direction of the Blanc-Sablon area. If this 

Project is being seriously considered, it should have been included in the impact assessment. This 

Project could further contribute to the opening up of the territory in the woodland caribou habitat and 

affect other herds, such as the Joir River herd. 

2.2 Waterfowl 

The data used to prepare the impact study on waterfowl, including the Canada goose, were obtained 

from a study conducted by LGL Ltd. (LGL Ltd., 2008). This technical study is generally complete, 

and the effort made to inventory clutches and early and late breeders is more than adequate. However, 

backdating (determination of egg-laying dates) lacks precision, particularly for the American black 

duck and the mallard. This backdating was determined on the basis of stage 2A to 3 clutches. The 

variability in staging can easily cause errors of one to two weeks in the backdating estimate. The 

same applies for the surf scoter. In concrete terms, however, this has little significance for estimating 
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impacts due to the interannual variability in the egg-laying phenology of waterfowl based on the 

advancement of spring. 

One negative point that should be mentioned is that the estimate of waterfowl use of the study area 

during the spring migration period was clearly underestimated. This estimate is based on a single 

inventory. At least three inventories would be required to obtain a more accurate idea of peak 

abundance (Fran9ois Morneau, pers. comm., June 2008). In fact, migration occurs in waves; in order 

to characterize this migration, an inventory must be conducted every two days for approximately 

eight days. It is therefore likely that the population of Canada goose that uses the study area during 

the spring migration is underestimated. This is consistent with the Aboriginal traditional knowledge 

reported in the EIS. 

The estimation of impacts and the mitigation measures are supported by a large quantity of data on 

habitat, breeding pairs and clutches. However, the Project's impact on migrating waterfowl 

populations is probably underestimated. 

6 



3.0 CONCLUSION 

Owing to time constraints, this is a preliminary assessment only. The sections of the EIS submitted by 

Nalcor Energy dealing with woodland caribou and waterfowl, and the component studies were 

reviewed. Compared to the EIS prepared by Hydro-Quebec for the Romaine Complex Project, the 

EIS prepared by Nalcor Energy for the Lower Churchill Project is clearly superior and more 

complete. The inclusion of Aboriginal traditional knowledge in the various sections is an excellent 

example for future EISs. 

To raise another point, use of the study area by woodland caribou from the Lac Joseph herd was not 

determined, even though the range of this herd partially overlaps the project study area. This would 

require conducting inventories, with an additional marking program to identify their use of this area. 

According to the EIS Guidelines issued by the Government of Canada and the Government of 

Newfoundland and Labrador, all "valued environmental components" or VECs must be studied and 

the woodland caribou is recognized as a VEC (Anonymous, 2008). Failure to consider this herd 

contravenes these guidelines. 

The most recent estimate of the Red Wine Mountains caribou herd dates to 2003 and the inventory 

had to be cut short due to the presence of migratory caribou in the area. At the time, the population 

was estimated at only 87 individuals. In light of the precarious status of the RWMH, the obvious 

project pressures on the herd, the opening up of the area (facilitating logging and mining) and the 

return oflow-level military flights, and in order to improve the representativeness of herd locations, 

an inventory, with captures, of the Churchill River watershed should be carried out using the method 

developed by Courtois et al., 2001 before construction commences. The very survival of this herd is 

at stake. 

Although the data used in drafting the impact study on waterfowl are generally of high quality, in my 

judgement waterfowl populations during spring migration were clearly underestimated due to the 

methodology used. 

Finally, the monitoring and mitigation program for woodland caribou is not very detailed. According 

to the EIS Guidelines issued by the Government of Canada and the Government of Newfoundland 

and Labrador (pages 39 and 40), monitoring and follow-up programs must be described in greater 
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detail (see the requirements reproduced in the appendix). The current description of the monitoring 

and follow-up program for the woodland caribou in the EIS is clearly inadequate. 

Based on this initial analysis ofNalcor Energy's EIS, it is clear that the sections dealing with 

woodland caribou are not in compliance with the EIS Guidelines. Given the importance of the 

Lac Joseph herd for the Ekuanitshit Innu and the precarious status of the Red Wine Mountains herd, 

the author believes that there is a strong case to be made in calling on the Newfoundland and 

Labrador Hydro authorities to correct these deficiencies. 
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5.0 APPENDIX 1 (from Anonymous, 2008, pages 39-40) 

The proposed approach for monitoring shall be described and shall include: 

(a) The objectives of the monitoring program and a schedule for collection of the monitoring data 
required to meet these objectives; 

(b) The sampling design, methodology, selection of the subjects and indicators to be monitored, and their 
selection criteria; 

( c) The frequency, duration and geographic extent of monitoring, and justification for the extent; 

(d) The application of the principles of Adaptive Environmental Management; 

(e) The reporting and response mechanisms, including criteria for initiating a response and procedures; 

(f) The approaches and methods for monitoring the cumulative effects of the Project with existing and 
future developments in the Project area; 

(g) The integration of monitoring results with other aspects of the Project including adjustments to 
operating procedures and refinement of mitigation measures; 

(h) The experience gained from previous and existing monitoring programs; 

(i) The advisory roles of independent experts, government agencies, communities, holders of Aboriginal 
traditional and community knowledge and renewable resource users; 

G) The procedures to assess the effectiveness of monitoring and follow-up programs, mitigation 
measures and recovery programs for areas disturbed by the Project; and 

(k) A communications plan to describe the results of monitoring to interested parties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context 

The Lower Churchill Development Project, which includes two hydroelectric generating stations, was 
announced to the responsible authorities in November 2006. This Project is subject to the environmental 
assessment process of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador and of the Government of Canada, which 
issued joint guidelines in July 2008. In January 2009, they also announced that the Project would be assessed by 
a joint review panel. 

The proponent, N alcor Energy, filed its environmental impact study in February 2009 and the Review Panel 
asked stakeholders to submit their comments and opinions on the adequacy of this EIS, as measured against the 
guidelines that the proponent is required to follow. 

This EIS, which includes an executive summary and three volumes (in six documents), as well as the 
69 component studies supporting the EIS and the guidelines, are available on the Web at: 
http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/05/documents-eng.cfm?CEAR ID=26178&categoryID=9. 

1.2 Concerns of the Ekuanitshit Innu 

The traditional territory of the Innu of the Lower North Shore includes the land located between the Churchill 
River and the St. Lawrence River, as well as the large plateaus at the head of these watersheds. The major rivers 
of the Lower North Shore and the Churchill River are the main transportation and communication routes. 

The Ekuanitshit Innu are particularly concerned about the aspects of the Project that may have significant 
adverse impacts on the components that they use and value in this vast territory, namely: 

• fish species; 
• large ungulates, waterfowl and other wildlife species that they trap and hunt; 
• quality and diversity of natural environments; 
• transportation and navigation routes and corridors; and 
• conservation of and respect for their cultural heritage. 

1.3 Consultants 

In view of the cultural and other importance of these components, the Ekuanitshit (Mingan) Innu hired 
consulting biologist Natalie D'Astous and the environmental consulting firm Biofilia Inc. (Pierre Dumas and 
Vincent Clement) to conduct a review of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and the documents relating 
to these subjects, and to submit their comments. 

The objective at this stage is to verify whether the EIS and the supporting documents adequately meet the EIS 
Guidelines, and whether should be judged acceptable and thus allowed to proceed to the next stage, namely 
public consultations on their content. 

Owing to budget and time constraints, only the potentially major impacts on the above-mentioned resources 
were analyzed. This does not mean that there might not have been any concerns and reservations had the 
analysis been conducted concerning other aspects, including the impacts associated with construction activities 
and the filling of the reservoirs. 
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1.4 Project 

The main project components are: 

Gull Island generating station 
• Located 225 km downstream of Churchill Falls; 
• Powerhouse containing five Francis turbines, for a total capacity of 2250 MW; 
• Closing of the river by a concrete-faced, rock-filled dam, 99 m high and 1315 m long; and 
• Construction of a reservoir 125 m above sea level, 232 km long with an area of 200 km2, inundating an area 

of85 km2
• 

Muskrat Falls generating station 
• Located 60 km downstream of Gull Island; 
• Powerhouse containing four Kaplan turbines, for a total capacity of 824 MW; 
• Closing of the river by two concrete dams; 

o Southern section: 29 m high and 325 m long; 
o Northern section: 32 m high and 432 m long; and 

• Construction of a reservoir 39 m above sea level, 59 km long with an area of 107 km2, inundating an area of 
41 km2

• 

Transmission lines 
• A 735-kV line, 203 km long, between Gull Island and Churchill Falls 
• A double-circuit 230 kV line, 60 km long, between Muskrat Falls and Gull Island. 

Tree clearing for construction of the reservoirs 

Where feasible, it is planned to clear all trees from elevations of 3 m below the low supply level (as well as all 
the tree tops above this elevation) to 3 m above the full supply level. 

Virtually all the trees would therefore be cleared from the Muskrat Falls reservoir and from the upstream section 
of the Gull Island reservoir; only a ring of trees would be cleared in the downstream section of the Gull Island 
reserv01r. 

In total, approximately 70% of the inundated forest area would be cleared. 

2. GENERAL COMMENTS 

2.1 Operating regimes 

2.1.1 Guidelines 

The Guidelines require (4.3.5a) a description of the following elements: 

• Turbine flows, ecological flows, operating levels for different hydrological conditions (low and high flows 
including flows lower than the ecological flows); 

• The time of year, frequency and amplitude of water level fluctuation ranges in all the reservoirs; and 

• Flow rates (maximum, minimum and average) and velocities in all the sections of the river affected, as well 
as seasonal and daily variations in water levels. 
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2.1.2 EIS 

The only data provided in the EIS on this subject (Volume IA, 4.5.1.1: Operating Regime) are: 

Gull Island Muskrat Falls 
Elevation 125 m 39m 

Type of operation base/intermediate base 
Daily fluctuations a few centimetres a few centimetres 

Weekly fluctuations could be up to 1 m maximum 0.5 m 

Annual variation 
variations possible at certain times 
of the vear 

Possible drawdown before the spring 
3m 

flood 
Possible rise during the spring flood 2m 5m 

2.1.3 Comments 

This terse description clearly does not comply with the requirements of the EIS Guidelines and does not permit 
a detailed analysis of the Project's environmental impacts, particularly on the aquatic environment. This is a 
very serious deficiency in the EIS which, in this respect, clearly does not comply with universally accepted and 
respected standards. 

2.1.4 Conclusion 

It is imperative that the EIS be corrected by adding a very detailed section providing the elements required by 
the Guidelines. The standard in this regard is to present all the results based on a simulation of the daily flow 
rate, water level and velocity conditions in all the affected areas over a minimum period of 25 years. 

Before conducting this simulation, the proponent will have to very clearly define, as required, the rule it plans to 
apply for managing flows and levels during project operations, based on technical, economic and environmental 
constraints. 

Following the detailed analysis of the environmental impacts, particularly on the aquatic environment as 
discussed below, it may be necessary for the proponent to identify and test other management rules capable of 
mitigating the impacts on the environment and maximizing the development of aquatic resources. 

2.2 Impacts on the Churchill Falls regime 

2.2.1 Guidelines 

The EIS Guidelines (4.3.5a vii) require that the proponent provide a detailed description of the changes in 
management of lakes or reservoirs upstream and downstream of the project area. 

2.2.2 EIS 

The EIS does not provide any data on changes in the operating rules of the Churchill Falls facility, following the 
commissioning of the two generating stations downstream. 

Consequently, there is no analysis of the environmental impacts of these changes in the management of the 
components comprising the Churchill Falls Complex. 
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2.2.3 Comments 

The Complex generates 65% of the energy potential of the Churchill River basin. Once commissioned, the two 
new generating stations will generate the other 35%. 

There is every reason to believe that this change in the plant and equipment with the addition of two large 
generating stations primarily operating as run-of-river plants will cause changes to these rules. In fact, with this 
new configuration, a different and more efficient approach can be taken to manage exceptional flows, long-term 
management of energy reserves and medium-term management of the three generating stations in order to meet 
weekly (higher during weekdays) and daily (higher during daytime) demand patterns. 

Indeed, the proponent implicitly acknowledges, for instance (Volume lA, 4.5.1.1), that there will be daily and 
weekly fluctuations in levels in the two impoundments, which would necessarily result in contrary effects in the 
Churchill Falls reservoirs, in order to meet the same demand pattern. 

2.2.4 Conclusion 

The proponent must therefore: 

• Clearly state and define the current and future management rules for the Churchill Falls generating station; 

• Indicate, on the basis of simulations, the impacts of these regime changes in the Project's components: 
reservoir levels, flow downstream of the facilities, etc.; and 

• Discuss the environmental impacts of these changes, particularly on the aquatic environment. 

2.3 Consultation 

2.3.1 Guidelines 

The Guidelines clearly state (2.2) that the proponent must inform and consult Aboriginal populations. Section 
4.8 indicates that the consultation must make it possible to gain an understanding of the interests, values, 
concerns, contemporary and historic activities, Aboriginal traditional knowledge, and important issues facing 
these communities. The proponent must also explain how these aspects will be considered in planning and 
carrying out the Project. The communities to be considered included the Innu communities whose reserves are 
located on Quebec's Lower North Shore. 

This consultation must include: 

• Informing the community of the Project and its potential environmental effects; 

• Identifying any issues of concern regarding potential environmental effects of the Project; and 

• Identifying what actions the proponent is proposing to take to address each issue identified, as appropriate. 

2.3.2 EIS 

In the Executive Summary ( 4.1 ), the proponent states that it informed and consulted the local communities, in 
keeping with its consultation commitment set out in its internal policy. Concerning the Innu of the Lower North 
Shore (4.2.4), the proponent notes that it offered to meet with the communities to provide them with information 
and an opportunity to express their concerns and interests: "A number of these meetings have been held and the 
information shared is intended to enable the Quebec Innu to participate more effectively in the environmental 
assessment process." 
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In Volume lA, the proponent lists the numerous consultation sessions held in various Labrador communities 
and notes the concerns and interests expressed. With respect to the Innu of the Lower North Shore (8.3.4 and 
8.3.5.2), the proponent states that: 

• They provided comments on the draft EIS Guidelines; 

• Discussions were initiated in May 2008 with six communities; and 

• Nalcor Energy will continue its efforts to fulfill consultation requirements for these communities in 
compliance with the Guidelines and its internal policy on this matter. 

Appendix I of Volume 1 provides details concerning the information and consultation sessions with all the 
stakeholders, as well as conferences and presentations on the Project. There is no mention of any meetings with 
the Quebec Innu, let alone any comments, concerns and interests expressed by these communities. 

2.3.3 Comments 

In May 2008, the proponent initiated the information component of the consultations with the Innu of the 
Lower North Shore. The proponent does not provide any information on the dates, nature, participants or 
outcomes of the meetings. 

The concerns and actions components of the consultations are never addressed and there is no indication as to 
why they were not conducted. 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

These deficiencies constitute an obvious failure on the part of the proponent to comply with the EIS Guidelines, 
and the EIS should not be considered adequate unless: 

• The program of consultation with the Innu of the Lower North Shore is properly carried out, in accordance 
with the Guideline indications; 

• The proponent clearly reports on the Innu's concerns about the Project; and 

• The proponent clearly states its commitments to the concrete measures that it is proposing in order to 
consider these concerns, particularly regarding the anticipated impacts on the area's wildlife resources, 
communication and transportation routes, and Innu cultural heritage. 

2.4 Mitigation measures 

2.4.1 Guidelines 

The Guidelines ( 4.6.1) require that the EIS describe the mitigation measures proposed to mitigate the significant 
adverse effects of the Project and the proposed compensation measures concerning aquatic wildlife. 
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2.4.2 EIS 

Section 4.8 (Environmental Management) of the EIS states that: 

• The environmental protection measures and mitigations will be managed and controlled through the 
proponent's Environmental Management System (EMS), which monitors environmental performance and 
integrates environmental management into a company's daily operations, long-term planning and other 
quality management systems; 

• An Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) will be developed for the Project to help achieve a high level of 
environmental protection throughout the work areas and activities associated with the Project. The EPP is a 
working document for use in the field for project personnel and contractors; 

• The EPP will be updated and modified as required according to the project phase and as determined by site
specific conditions and monitoring results; 

• A table of contents of the EPP is provided in Appendix G; 

• Site-specific environmental protection plans will be developed for key project components; they will 
address, for example, access roads, reservoir preparation and transmission line construction; 

• A thorough analysis of all planned activities will be conducted prior to the start of construction to identify 
the activities that will require a specific EPP. Each plan will identify potential effects, appropriate 
mitigation measures, adaptive management measures, contingency measures, and responsibilities for 
implementation and compliance monitoring. 

2.4.3 Comments 

At several points in its EIS, the proponent mentions various measures that may be considered in order to 
mitigate the Project's impacts. However, nowhere in the EIS does the proponent propose adopting specific 
measures, nor does it even make any formal commitment to apply these measures. 

However, the Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Protection Act (s. 57) clearly provides that an EIS 
must include: 

(e) a description of 

(i) the effects that would be caused, or that might reasonably be expected to be caused, to the 
environment by the undertaking with respect to the descriptions provided under paragraph 
(d), and 
(ii) the actions necessary, or that may reasonably be expected to be necessary, to prevent, 
change, mitigate or remedy the effects upon or the effects that might reasonably be expected 
upon the environment by the undertaking; 

(g) a proposed set of control or remedial measures designed to minimize any or all significant harmful 
effects identified under paragraph (e). 

The proponent's proposal to identify the appropriate mitigation measures later in EPPs is contrary to this Act 
and to universally recognized practice in this regard. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is some doubt as to whether the proponent will be able to subsequently 
identify the mitigation measures on the basis of a "thorough analysis" given that it does not appear to have been 
able to do so at this stage in the process. 
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2.4.4 Conclusion 

In order for the proponent's EIS to be considered adequate, it is therefore absolutely essential that: 

• The mitigation measures proposed by the proponent be clearly identified in its EIS; 

• The proponent make a formal commitment to implement these measures; 

• The mitigation measures be subject to public review; and 

• The mitigation measures be included in the conditions attached to government authorizations to carry out 
the Project. 

2.5 Monitoring program 

Likewise, the proponent must include in its EIS details about the environmental monitoring program that it 
plans to conduct, which it has not done. 

3. COMMENTS ON THE COMPONENT STUDIES 

3.1 Fish and fish habitat 

3.1.1 Guidelines 

Concerning the description of the aquatic environment, the EIS Guidelines specify the following requirement: 

(4.4.4.2): The proponent shall describe the relevant components of the aquatic environment within the study 
area, including biological diversity, composition, abundance, distribution, population dynamics and habitat 
utilization of aquatic species, including fish. 

3.1.2 EIS 

Section 2.3 of Volume 2A states that 17 fish species can be found between Muskrat Falls and Churchill Falls. 
The ecology of these species is amply described in reference to the available scientific literature. The 
component studies indicate that fish inventories were carried out in 1998 using gillnets and electrofishing (CS 
Fish #8), and in 2006 using gillnets, fyke nets and angling (CS Fish #4). No data were provided on spawning 
activities or on the location of spawning grounds. 

The analysis of the impacts on fish and fish habitat is essentially based on a complex methodology that can be 
summarized as follows: 

• For each fish species, an attempt is made to establish a Habitat Utilization Index (HUI), which is expressed 
in Habitat Equivalent Units (HEU s ), under current conditions and with the Project; 

• Future indexes are established based on the nature of future banks (which depends on substrate, slope and 
wave exposure), water depth and current velocity, as well as the requirements of each species at each life 
cycle stage; 

• The pre- and post-project comparison is used for the determination, for a given species, of harmful 
alteration, disruption or destruction (HADD) of fish habitat, which is prohibited by the federal Fisheries 
Act, unless authorized by the Minister, contingent upon acceptable HADD compensation. 
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In its component studies, the proponent outlines several limitations and deficiencies concerning its method for 
analyzing the impacts on fish and fish habitat: 

• The paucity of studies within the province on utilization of the various types of fish habitat, which has 
made it necessary to rely on information from other areas of Canada and the United States (CS Fish #5, 
2.2); 

• HUis cannot be used to characterize the reproductive potential of fish, since few mature fish were captured 
during their spawning season and, in any case, were probably not captured on their spawning substrate; 

• Since the ideal water depth and velocity conditions cited in the literature for the spawning of the various 
fish species are only very rarely encountered, for future conditions, substrate alone was used as the quality 
criteria to identify potentially usable spawning habitat (CS Fish #5, 3.2.4.2 ); the proponent acknowledges 
the fact that not considering water depth and velocity for characterizing spawning potential results in 
limitations to the method used; 

• Due to the variable conditions of the study area and the requirement for additional study, the calculated 
values for bank erosion of the future reservoirs are subject to some degree of uncertainty and only graphical 
representations of the erosion potential classifications were produced (CS Hydrology #1, 6.2); and 

• "The current assumption regarding post-project conditions is that the habitat classifications and utilization 
values used are valid for a future stable condition .... It is expected that the nearshore zone will establish a 
relatively stable shoreline over a 10 tol5 year time scale after inundation although it is acknowledged that 
certain aspects of the reservoir evolution may take a longer period." (CS Fish #3, 5.0: Predicted Future 
Reservoir Conditions). 

The proponent also mentions several sources of impacts that could not be analyzed in its studies (CS Fish #3, 
4.3: Potential Effects of Operation): 

• "The effects of the managed flow regimes (both within a reservoir and downstream) can be varied and 
widespread on the species inhabiting both the reservoir and downstream." 

• "One of the concerns related to hydroelectric development is the operation regime and the potential effect 
of reservoir drawdown on the biological productivity and stability of a new system. The extent, timing and 
duration of drawdowns can affect habitat quality and biological productivity by: 

3.1.3 Comments 

o exposing incubating fish eggs in littoral spawning areas to desiccation and freezing, thereby 
reducing egg to fry survival; 

o exposing littoral zone benthos to desiccation and freezing thereby reducing production; 
o reducing biological production at lower trophic levels (bacteria, periphyton, phytoplankton); and 
o reducing availability (volume, surface area) of thermally optimal habitat for growth and feeding 

during the period of maximum growth for fish (summer-fall)." 

The proponent based its environmental analysis of fish in the reservoirs solely on a pre- and post-project 
comparison of Habitat Utilization Indexes. The results generated by this method are clearly not very reliable: 

• The potentials are not based on local requirements of species, but rather on data from outside the province; 

• According to the proponent, failure to consider water depth or current velocity in characterizing spawning 
potential poses limitations on the interpretation of the study results. Indeed, these are essential factors for 
characterizing the suitability of these habitats; 
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• The future spawning substrates thus generated are found only on the banks of the reservoirs and never at 
depth; a number of species do not spawn on banks; and 

• During the shoreline erosion process, a high percentage of fine material normally accompanies coarser 
material (gravel, pebbles); since the survival of the eggs of a number of lotic fish species is directly related 
to the absence of fine material in the spawning substrate, the reproductive success of these species is 
compromised for several years after filling of the reservoir. 

Moreover, even if this method generated more reliable results, it is not suitable for analyzing the impacts of a 
hydroelectric project on the aquatic environment: 

• This method provides an assessment of what conditions would be like 15 or 20 years after filling of the 
reservoirs, whereas it is imperative to know the conditions that will be immediately accessible to the 
various species upon filling of the reservoirs; 

• Among other issues, the proponent acknowledges that erosion in the large Gull Island reservoir will be low 
because of the coarse and generally homogenous nature of the overburden soil and low wave energy; there 
will therefore be few available spawning grounds in this reservoir, even in the long term; and 

• The species that do not immediately find the conditions that they require may have disappeared by the time 
these conditions become available. 

Finally, the study completely fails to take into account the actual operating conditions of the facilities or 
fluctuations in water level and velocity regimes in the reservoirs. The proponent itself acknowledges that these 
factors cause significant impacts (see above). In addition, the variation in current velocities caused by a change 
in turbined flows during egg incubation periods can have significant impacts on egg survival. 

3.1.4 Conclusion 

In order for its EIS to be considered adequate, the proponent will have to: 

• Determine the area of spawning grounds required for each fish species in each section of the reservoirs, at 
locations where substrate, depth and velocity conditions are suitable for the species; 

• Clearly indicate the locations and surface areas of these spawning grounds after filling of the reservoirs; 

• Identify the locations, in each section of the reservoirs, where spawning grounds could be developed in 
order to compensate for the deficits in area between the required spawning grounds and those that will be 
available; 

• Determine the surface area of habitats essential to the other phases of the life cycle (nursery, feeding, and 
migration habitats) of the species present and ensure that these habitats are available; 

• Conduct an analysis (which was not done in the proponent's EIS) of forage fish dynamics and habitats and 
ensure the abundance of these fish so as not to affect the entire fish food chain; 

• Conduct a fine analysis of the impacts of water level and velocity regimes in the reservoirs for the various 
fish species, on the basis of a multi-year production simulation; and 

• Clearly define the rules for managing reservoir levels that will help avoid significant impacts on fish 
populations and promote their development. 
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3.2 Caribou 

3.2.1 Guidelines 

The EIS Guidelines (4.4.4.3) require that the proponent describe the composition, distribution, abundance, and 
habitat utilization of terrestrial fauna. A description must also be provided of caribou population dynamics, 
migratory patterns and river crossings. 

3.2.2 EIS 

The component study on caribou (Large Mammals #4, by Minaskuat Inc.) deals with the sedentary woodland 
ecotype (Red Wine Mountains herds) and the migratory ecotype (George River herds) and provides an 
exhaustive review and synthesis of the available literature on these herds and their habitats. For the woodland 
ecotype, the study concludes that the availability of habitats for calving, travel routes and foraging is not 
considered a limiting factor in the study area either before or after the Project. 

However, the EIS (Volume 2B, 5.15.4.2) concludes that the cumulative impacts on the Red Wine Mountains 
herd could reduce the numbers and viability of this herd. To mitigate these impacts, the proponent is 
considering conventional measures, such as a no-harassment policy, road speed limits, hunting bans and 
awareness sessions for personnel. 

3.2.3 Comments 

For the woodland ecotype, the Minaskuat impact study appears to have been carried out in accordance with 
accepted methods and the study conclusions seem to be plausible. 

However, these woodland caribou are in fact known to be much more sensitive to human disturbance than to 
limitations associated with the environment's carrying capacity. As the proponent notes, in the case of this 
Project, the disturbance caused by the opening up, human occupation and use of the area is a much greater 
concern than habitat loss. The proponent will therefore have to propose much more effective measures to 
address this issue, such as real-time monitoring of the Red Wine Mountains herd and their demographics during 
the Project and pro-active steps in certain areas when caribou wearing collars approach the areas where workers 
are present. 

In addition, in its EIS, the proponent did not deal with the Lac Joseph herd, which is also present in this 
watershed and which uses part of the study area. The proponent did not conduct any inventories or additional 
observations of this herd in the context of its Project, as Hydro-Quebec did on the territory of the Romaine 
Complex, at the request of the Ekuanitshit Innu. 

Interested readers may find it useful to read the more detailed analysis provided by Natalie D' Astous in her 
expert report (see references at the end). 

3.2.4 Conclusion 

The fact that the proponent did not conduct a recent winter or spring inventory of the Lac Joseph herd is a 
serious deficiency of the EIS. Because of the precarious situation of the Red Wine Mountains herd and the 
status of this species, more accurate and more recent information on its use of the area must also be obtained. 
Nalcor Energy's contribution to the Labrador Woodland Caribou Recovery Team is laudable, but clearly 
insufficient. 

These inventories of the two herds must be carried out. The EIS should include formal commitments by the 
proponent concerning the control measures planned in order to minimize disturbance of the herds during 
construction. 
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Furthermore, as is true for the EIS as a whole, the mitigation measures and the monitoring program for 
woodland caribou are not sufficiently detailed and should, at a minimum, comply with federal and provincial 
guidelines in this regard. 

3.3 Waterfowl 

3.3.1 EIS 

The data that were used to produce the impact study for waterfowl, including the Canada goose, were taken 
from the component study Avifauna #2 (LGL Ltd., 2008). 

3.3.2 Comments 

Generally, the LGL study appears to be complete and the effort made to conduct the inventory of clutches and 
early and late breeders is more than adequate. There are certain methodological deficiencies, but they do not 
have any significant consequences on the impact analysis. 

However, the analysis of impacts during the spring migration period is based on a single inventory, when there 
should have been at least three, in order to more effectively determine peak abundance. As a result, the impacts 
during the spring migration were probably substantially underestimated. 

3.3.3 Conclusion 

The waterfowl study should be supplemented by more detailed inventories during the migratory periods. 

3.4 Resource use 

The EIS Guidelines (4.4.4.4) require that the proponent describe the current use ofresources within the study 
area (including aquatic resources) by Aboriginal persons for traditional purposes, specifying the location of 
camps, harvested species and transportation routes used. 

This obligation was clearly not met with respect to the Innu of the Lower North Shore, and the proponent must 
remedy this deficiency in order for its EIS to be considered adequate. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the content of the EIS submitted by the proponent clearly shows that the treatment of several 
essential aspects required by the EIS Guidelines is totally inadequate. In many respects, the quality of this EIS is 
far below provincial, national and international environmental assessment and management standards. 

Based on the analyses presented above, it may be concluded that the proponent has only a very theoretical, 
academic and speculative view of the ecological mechanisms that accompany the construction and operation of 
large hydroelectric facilities and does not have a clear, detailed and accurate understanding of the impact on the 
resources affected by its Project or the measures that will be required to mitigate the Project's adverse effects. 

The Ekuanitshit Innu are very concerned about this situation, which creates great concern and uncertainty about 
the fate of their valued resources. They would be seriously concerned if the proponent's EIS were accepted 
without these serious deficiencies being corrected. The Ekuanitshit Innu want to know precisely how this 
Project may affect these resources and would like to evaluate the measures that the proponent formally 
undertakes to implement to address these issues. 
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These issues include the following, as detailed above: 

• The project description must be completed by a detailed presentation of the water level, velocity and flow 
regimes during the operating period; 

• A detailed presentation of the changes in the operating regime of the Churchill Falls facilities must be 
provided and a detailed analysis of its environmental impacts must be conducted; 

• The program for consultation of the Innu of the Lower North Shore must be carried out in accordance with 
the EIS Guidelines and the results presented in the EIS; 

• The proposed mitigation measures and monitoring program must be clearly described in the EIS, as 
required by legislation, so that it can be included in the public consultation and in the authorization to 
implement the Project; 

• The analysis and treatment of all aspects concerning fish and fish habitat in the reservoirs must be 
supplemented by a fine analysis of water level, velocity and flow regimes and their ecological impacts upon 
filling and start of operation of the reservoirs; 

• Woodland caribou inventories as well as a capture program must be carried out in the winter or spring. 
Appropriate and effective monitoring and mitigation measures must be proposed in order to ensure that 
woodland caribou are not affected during the construction period; 

• The waterfowl study must be supplemented by additional inventories during the migratory periods; and 

• The EIS must be completed by a description of use of the study area by the Innu of the Lower North Shore. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Ekuanitshit Innu 

For thousands of years, the Ekuanitshit (Mingan) Innu have continuously occupied a vast territory 
extending from the Romaine River north to the Churchill River and west to the Manitou River. 

The Government of Canada has recognized this fact by accepting the results of research on land use and 
occupation conducted in the early 1980s by the Atikamekw and Montagnais Council as the basis for 
negotiations aimed at signing a modern treaty. 

The Newfoundland government and the proponent also recognize that the Mingan Innu claim Aboriginal 
rights in Labrador: Lower Churchill Hydro Resource: Request for Expressions of Interest and Proposals 
(January 2005), p. 23. 

For the purposes of this environmental assessment, the Ekuanitshit Innu are represented by Corporation 
Nishipiminan, an organization recognized by the Funding Review Committee as eligible for funding 
under the Aboriginal Funding Envelope. 

B. Scope of the present comments 

The comments provided herein on the adequacy of the information contained in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) submitted by the proponent, Nalcor Energy, are made subject to the right of the 
Ekuanitshit Innu to make further comments on any issue they may consider relevant during the course of 
the environmental assessment. 

On another note, the Ekuanitshit Innu have learned of the letter from the federal Environment Minister 
dated May 15, 2009, concerning the extension of the EIS consultation period to June 22 for the 
participants from the Nunatsiavut Government and the Innu Nation and Labrador Metis Nation 
organizations. 

The Ekuanitshit Innu wrote to the Minister to inform him that they would not presume that it was his 
intention to discriminate among Aboriginal participants, and that since their rights and territory would be 
affected by this project in the same way as the other groups to whom his letter was addressed, the 
Ekuanitshit Innu would also take advantage of the extended deadline. 

C. The Environmental Impact Statement is deficient 

For the reasons set out below, the EIS does not meet the requirements of the guidelines issued for this 
environmental assessment and the proponent will have to provide additional information before the 
Review Panel holds public hearings. 

Specifically, the proponent failed to conduct any consultations with the Ekuanitshit Innu, except for a 
single letter proposing a meeting, nothing more. 

Furthermore, the scientific comments submitted concurrently with the comments contained herein 
demonstrate that the EIS also fails to meet the guideline requirements, specifically with respect to wildlife 
and hydrology. 



II. Legal requirements of the environmental assessment 

The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act expressly provides that a federal authority must consider, 
among other things, "any change that the project may cause in the environment ... and any effect of any 
change ... on the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes by aboriginal persons": 
subsection 2(1 ). 

The Act also states in section 16.1 that "community knowledge and aboriginal traditional knowledge may 
be considered in conducting an environmental assessment." 

Finally, one of the purposes of the CEAA is "to promote communication and cooperation between 
responsible authorities and Aboriginal peoples with respect to environmental assessment": paragraph 
4(l)(b.3). 

III. Requirements imposed by the guidelines 

The Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines issued by the Government of Canada and the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador in July 2008 attach some importance to Aboriginal issues. 

The guidelines specify that the Innu community of Ekuanitshit is one of the Aboriginal groups to be 
considered: §4.8. 

Concerning the Aboriginal groups to be considered, "The EIS shall demonstrate the proponent's 
understanding of the interests, values, concerns, contemporary and historic activities, Aboriginal 
traditional knowledge and important issues facing Aboriginal groups, and indicate how these will be 
considered in planning and carrying out the Project.": §4.8. 

The guidelines stipulate in particular: 

• Aboriginal participation in the environmental assessment process: §2.2; 
• The consideration of Aboriginal traditional knowledge in the environmental assessment: §2.3, 3.1; 
• In the section on the identification of issues and selection of valued environmental components 

(VECs), that Aboriginal concerns related to the component shall be considered: §4.4.1; 
• Contemporary and historic Aboriginal land use shall be taken into consideration in the delineation of 

study areas specific to each VEC: §4.4.2; 
• Aboriginal traditional knowledge shall be considered in the description of the existing environment of 

the study area: §4.4.4; 
• In the description of relevant land and resource use within the study area of the VECs, the proponent 

shall include "current use of land and resources (including aquatic resources) by Aboriginal persons 
for traditional purposes, including location of camps, harvested species and transportation routes": 
§4.4.4.4; 

• The assessment of the beneficial and adverse effects of the Project on the socio-economic 
environment shall consider how the Project may affect Aboriginal groups: §4.5.1; 

• Mitigation measures to ensure continued access and passage on land by Aboriginals "for harvesting 
and travel ... and the alternatives to be provided in the event of disruption": §4.6.1 (f); 

• Mitigation measures "to maximize labour market opportunities" for Aboriginals: §4.6.1 (1). 

Obviously, if the proponent does not consult the Ekuanitshit Innu, it will be unable to consider their 
interests, values and concerns or their contemporary and historic activities, as the guidelines require: §4.8. 



Without specific and planned consultation, the EIS canno{ adequately describe the Project's effects on 
this Aboriginal community or the planned mitigation measures. 

rv. Preferential treatment reserved for Innu N ation 

A. Newfoundland and the proponent's refusal to consider the Quebec lnnu 

Nalcor is a Newfoundland Crown. corporation and until the EIS Guidelines were issued in July 2008 
requiring Nalcor to consult the Ekuanitshit lnnu. the proponent blindly followed the exclusion policy of 
its owner, the Government of Newfoundland. 

In 2006. the Newfoundland Minister of Natural Resources informed the province's legislative assembly 
that the Quebec governmen.t would deal with the Aborigi11al peoples in Quebec for the transmission lines 
in that province. For the rest, he stated that Newfow1dland was obligated only to deal with the Tnnu in 
Labrador. 1 

Indeed, the ongoing policy of the Newfoundland government has been to exclude the lnnu whose reserves 
am located in Quebec. For decades, the position oftbe Newfoundland government concerning Aboriginal 
land claims bas been that cross-boundary claims shall be addressed only after settlement of all claims to 
the same area by Aboriginals residing in Labrador. 2 

Since 1987, the province has sought to create divisions between the Labrador lnnu and ilie Quebec lnnu 
and has succeeded in doing so. First, it was only by agreeing to exclude the Quebec lnnu that ilie 
Labrador lnnu were able to come to the negotiating table with Newfoundland. Second, the Labrador lnnu 
no longer have any interest in considering the Quebec lnnu since they know that the Quebec Jnnu will 
never have access to negotiations until the Labrador Tnnu have settled all their claims. 

B. Ten-year advance granted to l nnu Natio11 

The proponent acknowledges that the Aboriginal consultations organized by it between 1998 and 2008 
involved only Tnnu Nation, i.e. an organization of the two communities in Labrador, Sheshatshiu and 
Natuashish: §8.3. l ., 9. 1.2. These two communities have received funding from the proponent for 
consultation purposes since 2000, even before the Project was defined: §8.3.1 .5. 

According to the proponent. throughout its planning since 1998, lrum Nation was the only source 
consulted to obtain information as a basis for compiling a description of the existing environment: §9.4. 

lnnu Nation also benefited from direct participation in planning and conducting ilie environmental 
assessment through a joint Environmental and Engineering Task Force: §8.3.1.3. lnnu Nation was also 
the only Aboriginal member of the lnnu Traditional Knowledge Committee: §8.3 .1.4. 

In addition, the proponent negotiated process agreements with Jnnu Nation covering not only 
consultation. but also the negotiation of au Tmpacts and Benefits Agreement (TBA): §83.2. 

1 
Newfoundland and Labrador. House of Assembly, Proceedings, Vol. 45, No. 2 (May 18, 2006): ''We have Ilic: 

responsibility, l'be obligation and the duty, to deal. with the Aboriginal lnnu, or the lunu people, in Labrador.~ 

1 
- Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, Intergovernmental Affairs Secretariat, "Policy Regarding Aboriginal Land 
Claims" (De.cember 1987), p. 11 : "Crossboundary c.laims by narive groups that are not residents of Labrador may be 
addressed only after the settlement of all claims to tbat specific areas f sic l by the resident Labrador na6ves." 



In fact, in September 2008, Innu Nation, the province and the proponent signed an agreement in principle 
for an IBA to be called Tshash Petapen (New Dawn Agreement) that provided for: 

• Royalty payments and the participation of Labrador Innu in project development; 
• Processes for ongoing project-related discussion and cooperation during its construction and 

operation phases; 
• Mechanisms for job creation and business opportunities related to training, commercial participation 

and environmental protection. 

The proponent describes the content of this IBA in terms of benefits stemming from the Project for the 
Innu: §8.3.1.6. 

C. The proponent has preferred to consult a community that will not be affected 

The proponent has preferred to consult an organization half of whose communities it represents will not 
even be affected by the Project. 

The proponent's preferred partner for discussions and negotiations is Innu Nation, an organization that 
reflects the provincial boundaries and includes the two communities in Labrador, Sheshatshiu and 
Natuashish. However, the proponent admits in its EIS that the community ofNatuashish will not even be 
affected by the project unless its residents are flying in to work on the Project: Vol. III, p. 4-25. 

In fact, the word "Natuashish" appears only once in the volume describing the biophysical assessment 
(Volume II, Part A, "Biophysical Assessment"). It should be noted that the Innu Traditional Knowledge 
Committee was established in November 2006 and is composed of ten residents from Sheshatshiu but 
only one resident from Natuashish: Appendix IB H, Report of the Work of the Innu Traditional 
Knowledge Committee, p. 4. 

The Innu community closest to the project site, Sheshatshiu, is a community whose members traditionally 
spend part of the year in Quebec, according to the proponent itself: Vol. III, p. 2-31. Sheshatshiu has 
established and continues to maintain ties with several Innu communities now established on reserves on 
Quebec's Lower North Shore: Appendix IB H, Report of the Work of the Innu Traditional Knowledge 
Committee, p. 18. 

V. Situation of the Ekuanitshit Innu 

A. Ties with the territory affected by the Project 

As mentioned above, the traditional territory of the Ekuanitshit Innu extends from the Romaine River 
north as far as the Churchill River. 

In another environmental assessment, Hydro-Quebec had no problem recognizing that "[translation] 
essentially, the territory used by the Ekuanitshit Innu in the 20th century ... extends as far as the Churchill 
River in Labrador": Complexe de La Romaine; Etude d'impact sur l'environnement (December 2006), 
Vol. 6, p. 38-8. 

Moreover, this use is described in detail in the memoirs of Mathieu Mestokosho, an Ekuanitshit Innu born 
around 1887 who, for most of his life, headed to the Labrador interior in August, returning to Mingan 
only in late spring: Serge Bouchard, Recits de Mathieu Mestokosho, chasseur innu [Caribou Hunter: A 
Song of a Vanished Life] (Montreal, Boreal, 2004). 



The interviews conducted for the proponent as part of the research on historic and archeological resources 
also showed recent use of Gull. Lake by the Ekuanitshit Jnnu ("people from Mingan"): Cultural Heritage 
Resources, Report 5. Historic Resources (Labrador Study), p. 78. The same report mentions beavy use of 
the area by the Mingan lnnu in the 19th century, associated with the Winokapau trading post: p. 33; 
Cultoral Heritage Resources, Report 4, Historic Resources Overview Assessment 1998-2000, Voltm1e I, 
p. 27. 

In a recent sn1dy on lnnu traditional knowledge concerning the Romaine River, two Bkuanitshit Imm 
provided information about ice, but based on their experience in the Churchill River area and in the 
reservoir created by the first phase: Daniel Clement, Le savoir i1111u re/at if a la Unaman-shipu, report 
submitted to Hydro-Quebec Equipement (September 2007). p. 147-48.3 

B. Late. contact by Nalcor 

ln 2005, when the Government of Newfoundland and the proponent issued a Request fot Expressions of 
Interest and Proposals for the development of this project, they openly stated that the Mingan Imm are 
claiming Aboriginal rights in Labrador and that it may be necessary for a third party to consult lhem: 
Lower Churchill Hydro Resource: Request.for Expressions of fllterest and Proposals, p. 23. 

Unfortunately, the proponent was slow to follow its own advice: in the project registration/project 
descfrption submitted in 2006, it recognized the traditional occupation of the affected area by the 
Labrador Innu, but made no mention of the Innu whose reserves are located in Quebec. 

The first contacts with the Ekuanitshit Jnnu were made in the fonn of a letter to the Chief dated 
May 20, 2008, from the proponent"s Vice-President. The letter was therefore sent nvo weeks after the 
Ekuanitshit Innu were recognized as eligible for funding by the Funding Review Committee and less than 
two months before the guidelines requiring the proponent to engage in these consultations with the 
Ekuanitshit lnnu were issued. 

The letter did not suggest any practical means for holding consultations, except a meeting "as soon as 
practicable," and did not offer ru1y support for the capacity of the community to respond to this invitation. 

In any event, during 2008, the Ekuanitshit lnnu were busy participating in the environmental assessment 
of the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex .Project (CEAR Reference No. 04-05-26 13), a major project 
proposed in the heart of their territory. 

In the absence of technical and financial capacity prior to the al location of funding by the funding 
Review Committee, the Ekuanitshit Innu were unable to respond simultaneously to two such major 
projects. In tenns of action taken by the proponent, it was only in a letter to the Chief dated 
May, 13, 2009 that the proponent proposed an agreement which would include concrete support through 
the funding of a consultation officer position. 

A discussion on consultation methods was initiated during an initial exploratory meeting between 
representatives oftbe proponent and members of the Ekuanitshit lnnu Council, held ih the community on 
June 1. 2009. 

3 
Tbjs i.nfonuation concerned "Uipitatsbjsb.ikuau ['an expanse of flat ice']" when there is "a hole that forms under the ice" 

and ' 'Kainipaisbikuau f' an expanse of sloping ice'l", i.e. '' ice that gives way, that cracks." 



In addition, in the EIS, the proponent undertakes to hire employees by means of "engagement and 
benefits strategies" that it plans to offer to Innu communities in Quebec: §3.6.5.2. If this is truly the 
proponent's intention, then it is strange, to say the least, that it never informed the Ekuanitshit Innu of its 
plans. 

C. Place of the Ekuanitshit Innu in a study area delineated based on cultural and geographic 
realities 

The proponent's decision to consult the Innu for a decade based on their settlement site - i.e. by 
consulting only the communities of Sheshatshiu and Natuashish because their reserves are located within 
the province's boundaries - fails to study the real "current use ofland and resources for traditional 
purposes by aboriginal persons." which must be considered in an environmental assessment pursuant to 
subsection 2(1) of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. 

The report on historic and archeological resources notes that even from the perspective of the Labrador 
Innu, the Project will be implemented in an area that can only be studied in the context oftransboundary 
use and occupation involving the communities from Matimekosh-Lake John (Schefferville) to Pakua
Shipi (St. Augustin). 

In fact, this is an area of overlap that is directly linked to the permanent community established at 
Ekuanitshit: 

Innu senior informants made reference to a number of other areas that were used not only for 
subsistence purposes but also to consolidate social ties with other Innu groups, including those 
from the St. Lawrence River north shore (e.g., Sept-Iles and St. Augustin) and the Quebec
Labrador deep interior (Schefferville and Kaniapiscau) where Innu and also Cree "territories" 
overlap. 

Significant statements regarding places, travel routes and portage trails include: ... 

• from "Two Rivers" and Shoal River (OF) to Mathieu Andre's store near Mecatina River 
and Mingan, year after year; 

Cultural Heritage Resources, Report 5, Historic Resources (Labrador Study), §5.5.2.2. 

In another environmental assessment, Hydro-Quebec had no problem recognizing that the communities 
whose reserves are located on Quebec's Lower North Shore "[translation] each occupy and exploit the 
portion of the interior that is most easily accessible to them by water." For the Ekuanitshit Innu, among 
others, "[translation] their hunting territories are vast, contiguous from west to east and extend at least as 
far as the English-speaking village of St. Paul's River, on Quebec's Lower North Shore, and north as far 
as the Churchill River": Hydro-Quebec, Complexe de La Romaine; Etude d'impact sur l 'environnement 
(December 2006), Vol. 6, p. 38-7. 

Aboriginal use necessarily reflects the occupation of the territory by wildlife, which does not follow 
provincial boundaries. 

When developing a recovery strategy for woodland caribou in Labrador, for example, the 
recommendation of the Newfoundland Department of Environment was to coordinate efforts with both 
the Government of Quebec and the Innu of the Lower North Shore: Newfoundland and Labrador 
Department of Environment and Conservation, Recovery strategy for three woodland caribou herds 
(Rangifer tarandus caribou; boreal population) in Labrador (2004), Table 1. 



The Environmental Impact Statement also acknowledges that the range of the George River Caribou Herd 
encompasses the territory of Quebec and Labrador, including the Lower Churchill area. This herd is 
therefore of great importance for many Aboriginal peoples: §2.4.3. 

VI. Conclusion 

In its EIS, the proponent included Table 8.1 entitled "Innu Concerns," but this table reflects only the 
concerns oflnnu Nation. 

A comparison with the situation of the Ekuanitshit Innu has been inserted in the table and the results are 
provided below. 



Innu Concerns Project Team Comment Comparison with the Ekuanitshit 
Innu 

Consultation 

• There was no consultation • A variety of means were used to • There was no attempt to consult 
with Innu regarding the consult with Innu in Sheshatshiu and prior to 2008 • The knowledge of 
construction of the Churchill N atuashish • ITK has been respected the Ekuanitshit lnnu was not taken 
Falls Project• Consultation and used in the EIS • Special efforts into consideration • No financial 
should be meaningful • Project were made to consult with Elders • support was offered prior to 2009 
information must be available Consultation with Innu has been and this offer of support is limited 
to all Innu ongoing since 2005 to a consultation officer position 

Culture 
• Concerns that the Project • Project Team has attended community • The Ekuanitshit lnnu have the 
will affect the Innu spiritual meetings in Sheshatshiu and Natuashish same concerns, but there was no 
connection to the land • Wage • There have been extensive discussions consultation 
employment will conflict with with Innu and advisors to Innu Nation• 
traditional values • Concern Cultural sensitivity training has been 
that country foods will not be provided • Provisions for cultural leave 
available (e.g., loss of access, and country food at the work site are 
contamination) being discussed with Innu Nation 

Benefits 

• There should be long-term • The Project environmental and • No royalty payments, no 
benefits for all Innu, including engineering work to date has employed commercial involvement and no 
elders • Must include training Innu and used Innu companies • There participation in the work were 
and employment are ongoing efforts to assist Innu to offered to the Ekuanitshit lnnu 

build a training and employment 
database • Hiring policies will include 
specific efforts to train and hire Innu • 
Efforts will be made to create a 
comfortable and supportive workplace 
for Innu • Nalcor Energy and Innu 
Nation are negotiating a Lower 
Churchill Project IBA. Key elements of 
the commercial terms of the IBA 
include a structured royalty regime 
under which Innu will be entitled to 
receive an annual royalty payment 
based upon a percentage of net proceeds 
from the generation component of the 
Project 



If the proponent does not consult the Ekuanitshit Innu, it will be unable to consider their interests, values 
and concerns, or their contemporary and historic activities, as the guidelines require: §4.8. Without any 
specific and planned consultation, the EIS will not be able to effectively describe the Project's effects on 
the Ekuanitshit Innu, or the planned mitigation measures. 

Before the EIS was filed in February 2009, the proponent failed to undertake any consultations with the 
Ekuanitshit Innu, except for a single letter in May 2008. This letter proposed only a meeting and did not 
offer, for example, any technical support, whereas Innu Nation has already benefited from funding and 
close involvement in the environmental assessment process for a decade now. 

The Ekuanitshit Innu agreed to discuss the format for future consultations with the proponent. However, 
their systematic exclusion to date is not consistent with the guidelines, nor with the social, historic and 
scientific reality of the study area. This exclusion stems solely from the arbitrary and discriminatory 
policy to exclude Quebec Innu, adopted by the Government of Newfoundland, which owns the proponent. 

The Environmental Impact Statement cannot be considered adequate until consultations with the 
Ekuanitshit Innu have been completed. 
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The Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines (the Guidelines) jssued by the federal and 
provincial governments require that the proponent prepare a study of the project's 
environmental impacts, including its impacts on the hmu of Ekuanitshit. 

However, the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) submitted by the proponent-even with the 
additional information- does not take into account the interests, values, concerns, contemporary 
and histo1ic activities, and traditional knowledge of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit, as the Guidelines 
require. The only Aboriginal party to which Nalcor has offered serious consultation js Innu Nation, 
despite the fa.ct that the proponent has stated that Natuashish is not affected by the project. 

The experience of the Innu of Pakua Shipi demonstrates that the agreement proposed by Nalcor to 
Ekuanitshit was inadequate, from the standpoint of both budget and timetable, Furthermore, even 
when its superficial study demonstrated contemporary occupat1on of the territory in the vicinity of 
the project, the proponent was not willing to change its timetable to discuss the necessary 
accommodations. 

The lnnu of Ekuanitshit nonetheless remain willing to collaborate with Nalcor so that the 
proponent can provide the Panel with the necessary studies, despite the failures of the past. 

More specifically, the Innu ofEk.'llanitshit are calling on the Panel to exercise its authority to 
convene a meeting of the Aboriginal party and the proponent in order to " clarify" the supplemental 
information submitted by the proponent concerning them, and to determine whether cooperation to 
obtain the necessary information would be possible. 

U. Criteria for determining the sufficiency of the Environmental Impact Statement 

A. Introduction 

Before commenting on the facts alleged by the proponent in jts Supplemental Information to the 
Information Request (rR) JRP.151, we would like to describe the framework established for this 
environmental assessment by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (the CEA Act), the 
Guidelines, tbe Panel ' s terms of reference and the directives issued concerning its work. 

In law, the effects of a project "on the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes 
by aboriginal persons" do not constitute a sociocultural fact, but rather an environmental effect 
that, according to the CEA Act, must be considered_ 
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The position of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit is that the EIS submitted by the proponent, as completed by 
the Supplemental Information, is insufficient if it does not meet the requirements imposed by the 
federal and provincial governments concerning Aboriginal peoples, including their community. 

The Panel could not hold hearings without contravening its tenns of reference if the required 
information were not made available to the pubLic. Indeed, the purpose of the public hearings is not 
to complete a deficient envrronmental impact statement, but rather to allow the interested parties to 
provide their observations and to ask questions concerning the information that the government has 
deemed necessary to the assessment of the project. 

B. The role anticipated for Aboriginals in the environmental assessment of the 
project 

1. According to the Canadian E11.viro11mental Assessment Act 

The primary purpose of the CEA Act is " to ensure that projects are considered in a careful and 
precautionary manner before federal authorities take action in connection with them, in order to 
ensure that such projects do not cause significant adverse environmental effects" : paragraph 4(1 )(a). 

The de finition of"environmental effect" provided in subsection 2( I ) of the CEA Act includes, in 
particular: 

• "any change that the project may cause in the environment;" and 

• "any effect of any change [ ... ] on the cunent use of lands and resources for traditional 
purposes by aboriginal persons." 

One of the other purposes of the CEA Act is "to promote communication and cooperation between 
responsible authorities and Aboriginal peop les with respect to environmental assessment' ': 
paragraph 4( l )(b.3). 

Also, the CEA Act provides in section 16. l that "community knowledge and aboriginal 
traditional k11owledge may be considered in conducting an environmental assessment." 
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2. According to the Panel's terms of reference 

The terms of reference for the Panel set out in Schedule 1 to tbeAgreement Concerning the 
Establishment ofa Joint Review Pane/ 1 between the federal and provincial Ministers of the 
Environment state that: 

In performing its responsibi lities, the Panel shall promote and facilitate public 
participation and ensure that the process takes into account the concerns and traditional 
knowledge of Aboriginal persons or groups and tbe concerns and community lrnowledge 
of the public. 

The Panel is also required to hear the views of Aboriginals on ''traditional uses and strength of 
claim as it relates to the potential environmental effects of the project on recognized and 
asserted Aboriginal rights and title." The Panel must repo1t on "any concerns raised by 
Aboriginal persons [ ... ] related to potential impacts on asserted or established Aboriginal rights 
or t1tle." 

The Panel will not have a mandate to make any determinations or interpretations of"tbe validity or 
the strength of any Aboriginal group1s claim to aboriginal rights and title," or of''the scope or 
nature of the Crown's duty to consult Aboriginal persons" or ''whether Canada or Newfoundland 
and Labrador has met its respective duty to consult and accommodate in respect of potential rights 
recognized and affirmed bys. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982." 

3. According to the Guidelines 

a) The key role of Aboriginals 

Lndeed, the Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines2 issued for this project assign a key 
role to Aboriginals. 

1 Agreement Concerning the Establlshment of a Joint Rel'iewPanelfor the Enl'irot1menta/ Assessment £?(the Lower 
Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Proiect. Issued by the Government of Canada and the Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, 2008, on-line: <http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents/3 l023/31023E.pdf.>. 
2 Environmental Impact Swtemen/ Guidelines: Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Prqject; Newfo11ndla11d and 
Labrador Hydro, Issued by the Government of Canada and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, July 
2008, on-line: <http://www.c-eaa.gc.ca/050/documents/28050/28050E.pdf.> . 
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Aboriginal and public participation is a central objective of an environmental assessment 
process and a means to ensure that a proponent considers and responds to Aboriginal and 
public concerns. ln preparing the EIS, the proponent shall inform and consult with the 
affected Aboriginal and local communities, interested regional and national organizations 
and resource users. 

b) The proponent's primary obligation to Aboriginals 

Among other things, the proponent is obligated to demonstrate in the ElS that it has studied 
the issues that are important for the lnnu of Ek'llanitshit. 

4 .8 CONSULTATION WITH ABORIGINAL GROUPS AND COMMUNTTlES 

The EIS shal l demonstrate the proponent' s understanding of tl1e interests, values, concerns, 
corttemporary and historic activities, Aboriginal traditional knowledge and important issues 
facing Aboriginal groups, and indicate how these will be considered in planning and 
carrying out the project. The Aboriginal groups and communities to be considered include, 
in Newfoundland and Labrador, the Innu Nation, the Labrador Metis Nation and the 
Nunatsiavut Government, and in Quebec, the lnnu communities ofUashat Mak Mani
Utenam, Ekuanitshit, Nutaskuan, Unamen Shipu. Palma Shjpi and Matimekush-Lake John. 

To assist in ensuring that the EIS provides the necessary information to address issues of 
potential concern to these groups, the proponent shall consult with each group for the 
purpose of: 
(a) Fami)jarizing the group wjth the project and its potentjal environmental effects; 
(b) Identifying any issues of concern regarding potential environmental effects of the 

project; and 
(c) Identifying what actions the proponent is proposing to take to address each issue 

identified, as appropriate. 

If the proponent is not able to or should not address any particular issue(s), the ElS should 
include supporting reasons. 
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• In the section on the identification of issues and selection of valued environmental 
components (VECs), that Aboriginal concerns related to the component shall be 
considered: ~4.4. l ; 

• Contemporary and historic Aboriginal land use shall be taken into consideratjon in tbe 
delineation of sh tdy areas specific to each VEC: §4.4.2; 

• Aboriginal traditional knowl.edge sha ll be considered in the description of the existing 
environment of the study area: §4.4.4; 

• In the description of relevant land and resource use within the study area of the VECs, 
the proponent shall include "current use ofland and resources (including aquatic 
resources) by Aboriginal persons for traditional purposes, including location of 
camps, harvested species and transportation routes": §4.4.4.4; 

• The assessment of the beneficial and adverse effects of the project on the socio
economic environment shall consider how the project may affect Aboriginal 
groups: §4.5. 1; 

• Mitigation measures shall be considered to ensure cont inued access and passage on 
land by Aboriginals "for harvesting and travel [ ... ] and the alternatives to be 
provided in the event of djsruption" : §4.6.1 (f); and 

• Mitigation measures shaU be considered "to max.imize labour market opportuni ties" 
for Aboriginals: §4.6.1 (I). 

c) According to Agency policy and guidance 

The Guidelines stipulate that Aboriginal traditional knowledge must be considered in the 
assessment: §2.3 and §3.1. According to Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (the 
Agency) policy3

, Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK) " is a body of knowledge built up by a 
group of people through generations of living in close contact w ith nature." 

3 CEAA, Co11sideri11g Aboriginal traditional k11owledge in e11viro11111ental assessments ,:011d11cted under the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act - Interim Principles, on-line: http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/uefault.asp?lang=ln&.rn=4A 795576-/ J. 
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The Agency has set out general principles to guide the collection of data on traditional 
knowledge, including the following: 

WORK WITH THE COMMUNITY 

A TK research should be p lanned and conducted with the ATK holders: work with the 
communities. 

The A TK held by each Aboriginal group is unique to that group, so consideration of A TK 
in a particular EA will need to be developed with the holders of the ATK. It is suggested 
that: 
• communities be contacted early in the EA process and informed that their input is being 

sought; 
• communities be provided w ith the oppo1t unity to determine w hether or not they w ish to 

provide A TK to the EA; 
• community members be provided with clear and accurate infonnation about the project, 

the EA, the EA process, which kinds of A TK may be sought, and bow any A TK 
provided may be incorporated into tl1e EA process; 

• practitioners be prepared for unforeseen delays and make extra efforts to maintain 
ongoing and extensive communications with communities; 

• practitioners place tl1ei1· ATK collection efforts in the context of broader long-tenn 
relationship-bui !ding. Thus, the establishment of a relationship of trust with the 
community, lts leaders, and A TK holders is crucial; and 

• where language may be an issue, translation may be necessary. 

C. The role of the Environmental Impact Statement in the environmental 

assessment process 

J. The purpose of an assessment 

The basic purpose of an environmental assessment is ''early identification and evaluation of all 
potential environmental consequences of a proposed unde11aking." This is the " information
gathering [, . . ]component[ ... ] which provide[s] the decision maker with an objective basis for 
granting or denying approval for a proposed development" : Friends of the Oldman River Society v. 
Canada (Minister of Transport), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 3. 

For a project of the scope of the project under study, tl1e Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Act delegates to the Revjew Pane l the role of conducting, to bo1Tow the expression of the 
Supreme Court, the "infonnation-gatherjng" that will provide the responsible authorities wi,th 
an "objective basis" for their decisions. 
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2. The Panel's information-gathering requirements 

The first task assigned by the CEA Act to the Panel is to "ensure that the infonnation required 
for an assessment by a review panel is obtained and made available to the public": parag:ra_ph 
34(a). It is only after this step has been completed that the Panel will ''hold hearings in a 
manner that offers the public an opportunity to partidpate in the assessment'': paragraph 34(b). 

The federal and provincial governments agreed in the Guidelines with respect to the 
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the proponent that "the purpose of the EIS is to 
identify alternatives to the project, alternative methods for canying it out, the environment that will 
be affected, the impo1tant environmental effects associated with the project, measures that are 
required to mitigate against any adverse effects and the significance of residual environmental 
effects": Preface. 

A deficient EIS cannot, by definition, be considered sufficient or be the subject of hea,ings since 
neither the public nor the Panel would have the " information required" for an assessment of the 
project. 

The Panel cat.mot proceed to public hearings without an adequate study since its terms of reference 
stipulate that it is only "once the Panel is satisfied that all the relevant infonnation is available, 
[that] it will make a determination on the sufficiency of the E IS for the purpose of proceeding to 
public bearings" : Agreement Concerning the Establishment of a Joint Review Panel, Schedule I, 
Pait III, Step 6. 

The information required by the federal and provincial governments in the Guidelines must be 
preswned to be relevant to the assessment of the pi:oject~ the Panel could dispense with 
infom,ation only if the proponent could demonstrate that this infonnation is not available. 

3. The role of the Environmental Impact Statement for the. purposes of 
the Panel's terms of reference 

Not only do the rules established by the federal Minister of the Errvironment4 li.Init the Panel's 
right to initiate hearings without the required information, they also limit the Panel ' s abili ty to 
obtain information subsequently. 

4 Pruceduresfor an Assessmenl by a Review Panel: A Guideline issued by 1/re Honourable Christine S. Stewarl. 
Minister qf the Environment. P11rsuan1 to s. 58(1 )(a) of ihe Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. November 1997, 
on-Ii ne: <http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/8894 2 D ED-33 D2-4B2C-8F8C24602 8403 3 BF/Procedures _for_ an_ Assessment __ by _a __ 
Review _Panel.pdf>. 
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The guidelines on the Procedures for an Assessment by a Review Panel require the Panel to 
"announce the hearings" " if after reviewing the additional information and written submissions 
from interested parties the review panel concludes that it has adequate information to proceed to 
bearings": section 4.16.2. 

However, the corollary of this obligation is the requirement that the Panel have "adequate 
information to proceed to hearings" before holding hearings. Indeed, section 4. 11 .1 states that 
these hearings will be "information assessment meetings," i.e. meetings to assess the information 
available "at the time of distribution of the EIS" and that the Panel " request interested parties to 
submit written comments on the EIS " 

The public hearings are therefore intended mainly to allow the public to ask questions and make 
comments on the project and are not intended to extend the information-gathering process. 

1t is important that the EIS- as completed by the additionaJ information- contain the information 
required before hearings are held, since it will not be possible for the proponent to complete the 
information afterwards. The guidelines in the Procedures for an Assessment stipulate that "the 
review panel shall not receive any new information after the hearings have ended"; section 4.17.28_ 

CU. Comments on the additional information 

A. Description of the process required 

We will dea:1 here only with the steps taken by the proponent to meet the requirements oftne 
Guidelines. Such an exercise requires, on the one hand, studying the contemporary occupation and 
traditional uses oftbe territory and, on the other, an exchange between the proponent and 
Aboriginals that will make it possible to determine the anticipated effects of the project. We call 
this process "consultation" simply because that is the tem1 used in section 4.8 of the Guidelines. 

However, the consultation we are referring to here is not the same as the consultation undertaken 
by the Crown as the responsible authority in the context of its constitutional obligations, which 
will be required by t.he ancestral rights and claims of the lnnu. As the Supreme Court of Canada 
explained, " [third parties] cannot be held liable for failing to di scharge the Crown' s duty to 
consult and accommodate" : Haida Nation v. British Columbia (lvfinister of Forests), [2004] 
3 S,C.R 511, para. 56. 
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B. Nalcor's approach to the Ionu whose reserves are in Quebec: favourable 
treatment accorded to the lnnu of Labrador 

Nalcor is not just a proponent like any other, but an agent of the provincial Crown; Hydro 
Corporation Act. 2007. S.N.L. 2007, c. H-17, subsection 3(4). In 2006, the Minister of Natural 
Resources infonned the legislative assembly that the provincial government was obligated only 
to deal with the Innu in Labrador. 5 

We have already pointed out the favourable treatment granted to Innu Nation and the failure by 
the proponent and its shareholder to take into account the Innu whose reserves are in Quebec. 

For at least a decade, the proponent has been consulting Innu Nation, an organization that reflects 
the provincial borders and includes the two lnnu communities in Labrador, Sheshatshiu and 
Natuash ish: Response to IR JRP.151 , p. 5. 

While the impact of the project on the Innu of Sheshatshiu is not disputed, the description oflhe 
contemporary occupation of the territory covered by the project does not mention the Innu of 
Natuashish even once: Supplemental Infonnation, pp. 3-8 to 3-10. This appears to confinn the 
proponent's statement in its EJS that the comm,unity of Natqashish will not be affected by the 
project unless its residents are flying in to work on the project Vol. III, p. 4-25. 

Nonetheless, NaJcor preferred to consult Natuashish rather than the Innu c01mnw1i ties wJ10se 
reserves are located in Quebec, up to May 2008, i.e. only a few weeks before the issuing of the 
Guidelines which required the proponent to consult them: Response to fR JRP.151, p. 5. 

Between 2000 and 2008, Sheshatshiu and Natuashish benefitted from a special and confidential 
consultation. These two communities received infonnation on the project even before it was 
submitted for environmental assessment, and a study was conducted on their occupation of the 
territory and their traditional knowledge: Response to JR JRP.1 51, p. 5. 

Innu Nation has received funding for the consultation process from the proponent since 2000, even 
before the project was defined: EIS, §8.3.1.5. Jnnu Nation also participated directly in the planning 
and implementation of the environmental assessment through a joint working group on the 
environment and engineering: EIS, §8.3.1.3. 

~ NewfoundJand an<l Labrador, House of Assembly, Proceedings, Vol. 45, No. 2 ( 18 May 2006): "'We have rhe 
responsibifoy, the obligation and the duty, to deal with the Aboriginal Innu, or the lnnu people, in Labrador." 
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Finally, on February 16, 2010, the proponent, Innu Na6on and the Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador signed an Impacts and Benefits Agreement, called Tshash Petapen ("New Dawn 
Agreement''), pertaining ro the project, as well as an agreement in principle on its implementation. 
On the same, day, the same parties signed the Churchill Falls Hydroelectric Development Redress 
Agreement: Response to IRJRP.151. p. 6. 

Note that only a tew weeks later, Nalcor proposed a new agreement to the other Aboriginal parties, 
intended to be comp leted before submission of i,ts report on the consultation, which was now 
scheduled for September 30, 2010: Response to IR JRP .15 I , pp. 7 to l 0. 

While the Innu of Quebec were offered studies to be completed over a four-month period, the 
studies involving Innu Nation have alrnady been going on for a decade and are not yet finished. In 
fact, an " In.nu of Labrador Contemporary Land Use and Harvesting Study Agreement" was 
reportedly agreed to by the proponent on July 22, 2010, but th~ results were not yet available as of 
September 30: Supplemental Infonnation, pp. 3-14, 3-17, 3- 32, 3-35 to 3-37. 

A document6 published by the Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Finance clearly 
indicates that, for the provincial government, the agreements sig ned in February 2010 with lnnu 
Nation were the only ones required to can-y out this project. The analysts described the 
agreements with Innu Nation as offering "the certainty needed to move forward with project 
planning and fu11her investment." No other Aboriginal paiiy is mentioned in this document. 

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that lnnu Nation was the only Aboriginal patiy with which 
the provincial government was interested in dealing and therefore the only one to which Nalcor 
was willing to offer genuine consultation, notwithstanding the clear terms of the Guidelines. 

6 Department of Finance, Economic Research and Analysis Division, n,e Economy 201/1. p. 41 , on-line: <http://www. 
economics.gov .nl.ca/E20 l 0/LowerChurchiltProject.pdf.>. 
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I. The previous experience of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

As we have already pointed out, the project under study is the second major proj ect proposed in 
the h.eait of the territory of the lnnu ofEkuanitsb.it in two years. During 2008_, the Innu of 
Ekuanitshit were busy participating in the environmental assessment of the Romaine 
Hydroelectric Complex Project proposed by Hydro-Quebec (CEAR Reference No. 04-05-2613). 

T his experience, although mixed, has created certain legitimate expectations among the Innu of 
Ekuanitshit concerning the conduct of a Crown corporation that is required to submjt an 
environmental impact statement to a joint review panel for a hydroelectric project of this scope. 

Unfortunately, the level of commitment, professionalism and expediency demonstrated by 
Nalcor in this situation fell sigmficantly short of Hydro-Quebec' s conduct in a similar situation 
in the relatively recent past. 

For the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project, even the socio-economic profi le of Ekuanitshit 
was based in part on a field survey conducted on the reserve between Febrnary and April 2007 in 
the fo rm of 18 semi-directed individual interviews, six collective interviews and a survey by 
questionnaire of 76 individuals. Subsequently, the data collected were validated in the three 
communities concerned in July and August 2007. 7 

For the same project, the infom,ation concerning the types of occupation and use of the 
territ01y by the lnnu was derived from the following sources: 

• A series of interviews conducted between January 16 and April 13, 2007; 

• Some 20 users who conducted overflights of the territory by helicopter, between 
August 13 and 17, 2007, in order to validate certain information; 

• Semi-directed interviews conducted of users in the community who practice Innu Aitun on 
the territory- and in particular who spend the most time in tl1e study area for this purpose - as 
well as of elders who practise l nnu Ai tun or who have spent time in the territory in the study 
area; 

7 
Hydro-Quebec, Complexe de la Ron1aine - Et11de d 'i111pact su/· /'environne111e111. Volume 9: Methodes, December 

2007, p. M25-5. on-line: <http,//www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents_ staticpost/cearref _26 l 3/ei_ volwne09.pdf>. 
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• A few meetings with managers of the Ekuanitshit band council (Council of the lnnu of 
Ekuanitshit) which also made it possible to gain a better understanding of the role of the 
council in its support of Irurn Aitun on community ten·itoiy as well as in the development of 
the outfitting operations owned by the council. 

Subsequently, the data collected were validated with Imm infotmants during trips to Ekuanitshit 
and Nutashkuan, from May to August 2007, du1ing which workshops and overflights were 
organized. 8 

In addition, a study was conducted to document the traditional ecological k.11owledge of the Imrn in 
relation to the physical and biological components of the Environmental Impact Statement. It 
should be noted that this sectoral study was canied out under contract with Hydro-Quebec, in 
accordance with a work plan agreed between tbe four Innu communities concerned and Hydro-• 
Quebec, by an expert chosenjointly.9 

Consequently, interviews took p lace with members of Ekuanitshit from December 1 to 22, 2006, 
using an initial interview guide in order to gather toponymic data, and a second interview guide in 
order to gather infonnation on the frequency of visits to the study area, use of tbe territoty (hunting, 
fishing and trapping), the plants and wildlife, the vegetation, modifications to the territory, and the 
river (ctment, depth and ice conditions). 

Finally, a separate study on salmon fishing in the Romaine River and its tributaries by the lnnu 
was based mainly on a field survey canied out in Ekuanitshit between February 18 and 24, 
2007. which included: 

• Semi-directed individual interviews that were conducted with four experienced Jnnu 
fishermen who regularly fish in the Romaine River and its tributaries, particularly 01e 
Puyjalon River; 

• In addition, a semi-directed interview that was conducted with a manager of the Ekuanitshit 
band council -in order to document the management and oversight of lnnu fishing in this 
particular river; 

8 Hydro-Quebec, Complexe de la Ro111ai11e - Et11de d 'impact sur f"e11viro1111eme111. Volume 6 : Milieu l111mai11 -
Com1111111a11tes i111111es et archeologie. December 2007, pp. 39-1 to 39-4, on-line: 
<http://www. ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents_staticpost/cearref _ 2613/ei_ volume06.pdt> 
9 idem. Vol. 6, p. 44-1. 
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• A group interview on the topic of salmon fishing in the Romaine Ri ver that was carried out 
with seven elders of the community . 10 

In a11 cases; a joint working group established by Corporation Nishipiminan on behalf of the Innu of 
Ekuanitshlt and Hydro-Quebec had validated an interview checklist prior to the interviews with the 
members. 

We have described in detail the methodology used for the studies on Ekuanitshit prepared for the 
Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project in order-to demonstrate the glaring differences petween 
an adequate approach and the approach proposed by Nalcor for the project under study. 

2. The approach adopted by the proponent 

a) Unilateral "consultation" 

In the initial responses to information requests, the proponent still agreed that it should at the very 
least ensure the participation of eacb Innu community named whose reserve is located iu Quebec, 
as well as the collection ofreliable and complete data on the impacts of the project on each 
community's contemporary use of the lands and resources: Response to IR .IRP.2, p. 3. 

However, once the proponent had set the arbitrary deadline of September 30,2010, to complete 
its consultation of Aboriginals, Nalcor provided a new interpretation of its obligations, which 
reduced them substantially: Letter from Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP to the Panel, June 17, 
2010. 

1n this letter, legal counsel for the proponent claimed that Nalcor's obligation would only be to 
provide infonnation as well as the oppmiunity to be consulted. It would be sufficient to send 
information, offer meetings and offer agreements if the proponent decided that this was 
warranted. 

Such a uni lateral approach is totally contrary to the Guidelines, wh ich stipulate, for example, that 
Abo1iginal traditional knowledge mnst be considered in the assessment: §2.3, 3.1. The Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency's policy clearly states that "consideration of ATK in a 
particular EA will need to be developed with the holders of the ATK." 

111 idem, Vol. 9, pp. M25-8 to 25-9. 
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In addition, the arbitrary timetable set by Nalcor was coutrary to the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency's guideline that "communities be contacted early in the EA process" and that 
"practitioners be prepared for unforeseen delays and make extra efforts for ongoing and extensive 
communications with communities." 

Tne experience of the Innu of Pakua Shipi, described below, demonstrates that, in this case, it was 
the timetable set by Nalcor and not the needs of the community that detennined the quality of the 
data collection and analysis by the proponent and of the consultation that it conducted. 

b) The unrealistic proposed agreement 

The agreement proposed by Nalcor to the Council of the Innu of Ekuanitshit on April 15, 2010, 
essentially involved the payment of $87,500, which the community was supposed to use to conduct 
its own study of the topics listed in section 4.8 of the Guidelines, all within a four-month period. A 
few weeks later, Nalcor announced that this study would not be followed by any other phase of 
work unless the proponent deemed it necessary. 

The draft consultation agreement proposed by the proponent to Ekuanitshit and to the other 
communities whose reserves are located in Quebec provided that the community hire a project 
coordinator for the pmposes of a process that would make it possible to attain the following 
objectives: 

• To enable Nalcor to respond to any qnestions, issues and concerns raised by the lnnu of 
______ about the project: 

• To enable Nalcor to determine what lnnu of ______ think about the project and 
rts impacts upon their values, interests and concerns; 

• To communicate the fmdings of the community consultation process to both Parties; 
• To identify ______ traditional knowledge and CUJTent use ofland and resources 

in the project area; 
• To enable Nalcor to comply with the Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines for the 

environmental assessment of the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project with 
respect to the lnnu of _____ _ 

• To identify what actions Nalcor proposes to take to address any issues and concerns 
identified by the Innu of _______ with respect to the _project; 

• To identify issues in relation to accommodation and mitigation, if any, for future 
discussion by the Parties. 

Response to IR JRP.151, Attachment 1, "Commwuty Consultation Agreement 
Template", May 20 I 0. 
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The lnnu ofEkuanitshit did not accept the offer since they considered this proposal unrealistic 
given the magnitude of the work to be done in the time allotted and with the proposed budget. In 
addition, they had doubts about the proponent's commitment to objective data collection. 

Subsequent events confirmed their concerns. A few weeks later, Nalcor announced that it had 
already concluded, even before having met wjth the Innu ofEk:uarutshit, that there was no 
evidence of their historical or contemporary use oft he project territory: Panel Update on 
Consultation Activities and Negotiation of Agreements, May 2010. 

c) The manifestly inadequate study of Pakua Shipi 

(1) Inadequacy of the work carried out by Nakor 

The community of Pakua Shi pi signed a similar agreement on April 26, 2010. This action did not 
prevent the proponent from declaring after the signing, but even before having commenced the 
study, that Nalcor had already concluded that there was "no record of historic or current land and 
resources use and occupancy by the community in the project area'' : Response to IR JRP.151 , p. 
7. 

ln fact , Nalcor devoted only two weeks to field research, having conducted only 11 interviews 
with 22 participants between June 29 and July 14~ 2010: ''Land and Resource Use Interviews 
Report - Pakua Shi pi", Appendix 4 to the Supplement, p. 4. 

But even such a perfunctory study was sufficient to refute Nalcor' s conclusion that there was no 
relevant occupancy of the territory. The proponent admitted havjog identified contemporary use of 
the land and resources by the lnnu of Pakua Shi pi in the vicinity of the project: p. 12. 

However, this consultation of the Innu of Pakua Shi pi remained incomplete at the end of the 
period stipulated in the agreement. In fact , as of the end of August 20 10, the data on land and 
resource use had not been va1idated with the persons interviewed. [n addition, Nalcor bad not 
presented either its responses or its proposed mitigation measures to address the questions and 
concerns raised by the community: p. 7 and 12. 

Nonetheless, Nalcor took the Libe11y of subrujtting a table of concerns expressed by the Innu of 
Pakua Shipi and proposed responses. According to the proponent, all the concerns e~pressed by 
Pakua Shipi would be resolved, except one, deemed not relevant or outside its mandate. 
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But while the proponent deemed that the concern that language barriers would prevent 
community members from benefitting from the employment opp01tunities created by the project 
was justified, Nalcor did not propose any solution: Supplement, Table 7-.5, p. 7-18. 

(2) Comparison with the study of the same community for 
the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project 

It is useful to compare the superfi cial exercise conducted by Nalcor at the las1 minute to the study 
of the same community submitted by Hydro~Quebec for the environmental assessment of the 
Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project several months before the public hearings. 

For a community 350 km from the mouth of the Romaine River and for which its research 
concluded that there was no use of the tenito1y in question, Hydro-Quebec nonetheless: 

• Conducted six group interviews with 35 members of the community; 

• Conducted a survey by questionnaire with 72 members; 

• Established a joint committee composed of representatives appointed by Hydro-Quebec and 
the Pakua Shipi band council to validate the interview checklists and the survey; 

• Hired a person from the commurtity as a local coordinator; 

• Organized tluee infonnation workshops in Pakua Shipi dealing with the main characteristics of 
the project, jobs on the complex work sites, as well as the impacts and mitigation measures 
related to terrestrial wildlife and fish (including increased mercury levels in the flesh of fish in 
the planned reservoirs), vegetation and wildlife habitats. 11 

Even though the conclusion was that the lnnu of Pakua Shipi do not use the area affected by the 
project, 12 Hydro-Quebec nonetheless sjgned with this commurtity (jointly with Unamen Shipu) a 
project Impacts and Benefits Agreement that provided in particular for "significant funding in 
support of economic and social development initiatives and trarning programs."13 

11 Complexe de la Roma lne - Complement ,fe I I elude d 'impact sur l 11111vlro1111eme11t J 11/or111ation comple111enlcdre re/alive 
a la com1111111au1e de Pakua-shipi, April 2008, pp. J , 3, 29, on-line: 
<http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents/273 J 1/2731 LE.pdf> 
l:t ldem .. p. 31 . 
13 Joint Review Panel, Romaine Rh·er Hydroelectric Complex Development Project: Investigation and Public Hearing 
Report, February 2009, p. 37, On-line: ~ttp://www.ce.aa.gc.ca/050/document✓34664/34664E.pdf> 
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D. The inadequate coUection of data concerning Ekuanitshit 

I. No field work 

Nalcor never sent staff to the community ofEkuanitshit to conduct a study on the contemporary 
and historical use of the project territory by the community. To date, its presence in the community 
has been Limited to two information sessions given by individuals who were not experts in biology, 
anthropology or other relevant fields. In fact, no experts were consulted who could substantiate that 
the infonnation contained in the proponent's study accurately reflects the traditional knowledge of 
the community on the contemporary and historical use of the s ite affected by the project. 

Nalcor announced its "2010 Consultation Program" in its preliminary Response to LR JRP .151. 
According to Nalcor, the 2010 Program would con-ect the deficiencies in its consultation efforts 
which have already been pointed out by the Joint Review Panel. Nalcor also took advantage of the 
oppmtunity to emphasize two new elements of its program: "conducting community 
interviews" and "collecting current land and resource use information."14 

With the exception of a visit organized in the context of the oral presentation of the Plain 
Language Summary of the Environmental Impact Statement, no Nalcor consultant or employee 
visjted tbe community during the 2010 Consultation Program. 

However, in preparation for the visit for the purposes of the presentation, legal counsel for 
Ekuanitshit had proposed that the experts of the two parties meet to discuss any data iu Nalcor•s 
possession. 15 Nalcor did not accept this invitation. 

Nalcor emphasized the steps that it claimed to be taking to visit the community this summer, 16 but it 
would appear that even by mid-September, the proponent no longer had any genuine interest il1 
proceeding with the consultation. Nonetheless, Nalcor had chosen the worst possible time to 
engage the community and conduct its information-gathering on land and resource use, 
since many lnnu leave the community during the summer per-iod. 17 

14 Nalcor. IR# JRP.151, Aboriginal Consultation and Traditional Land and Resource Use, p. 4. 
15 Letter from David Schulze to Todd Burlingame dated August 17, 20 I 0. 
16 See Nalcor's letter to Chief Jean-Charles Pieracho dated June 4, July 28. July 16 and August 2, 20 I 0. 
17 Letter from Da\lid Schu.lze to Todd Burlingame date.cl August 17, 20 I 0. 
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2. An approach that is inadequate to ensure a genuine understanwog 
of the interests and concerns of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

Rather than engaging the community directly, Nalcor chose to rely entirely on secondary sources 
to compile the profile of Ekuanitshit in the Consultation Assessment Report. 

In fact, the corporation re lied mainly on the documents produced by Hydro-Quebec in the context 
of the environmental assessment of the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Projecr and to a lesser 
extent on the documentation produced by the Innu of Ek:uanitsbit and submitted to the Joint 
Review Panel of the same project. 

This choice of documentation is somewhat misleading, for the fo llowing reasons. 

First of al I, the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project is a separate project that is not linked in 
any way to the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project. The genuine concerns the lnnu 
of Ekuani tsh·it bad about the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project are different from their 
concerns about the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation P1·oject. For example, one of the 
main concerns with the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project related to the opening up of the 
territory by roads, but in the case of the project under study, the Trans Labrador Highway already 
exists in the vicinity. For this project, the lnnu are more concerned about the project's potential 
negative effects on game. 

On numerous occasions during the negotiations with Nalcor with the goal of dratting a 
consuJtatioh agreement, the lnnu of Ekuanitshit proposed adopting a consultation approach 
similar to that taken by Hydro-Quebec in the context of the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex 
Project. Although Nalcor recognized the usefulness of this approach, the corporation prefe1Ted 
not to adopt this approach. JR 

It is therefore somewhat smprising to note that, in order to meet its own obligations, Nalcor l1as 
included in its report on Ekuanitsbit the data collected using this consultation model. In fact, 
the section on the Innu of Ekuanitshit produced by Nalcor is based almost exclusively on the 
documents .prepared by Hydro-Quebec. 

Apart from these docun1ents, Nalcor relied on the reports of two antlrropologists, from Statistics 
Canada and Indian and Nmihern Affairs Canada, to learn about the reality of the Innu of 
Ekuanitshit. Fwthennore, Nalcor misrepresented the content of the above-mentioned 
anthropological reports, a subject that we will discuss ,in greater detail later. 

18 E-mails from Mary Hatherly to David Schulze dated April 15 ahd May 30, 20 l 0. 
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A lthough we do not question the importance of consulting these secondary sources, the study of 
these docwnents can in no way replace the clirect contact that the corporation could have had with 
the community. To date, Nalcor has not given evidence of any serious intent to meet w ith the 
members of the community of Ekuanitshit. 

3. The table of concerns is misleading and is not the resuJt of a 
consuJtation process 

Nalcor's table entitled " Ekuanitshit: Issues of Concern and Proposed Actions" claims to represent 
the community's concerns regarding the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project: 
Table l 0-6. This table ,is not the result of consultations with the community and relies on dubious 
sources. 

Most of the documents cited come from environmental studies conducted in the context of 
Hydro-Quebec's Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project. 

As we have already pointed out, simply reading these documents cannot be considered consultation 
since: 

• They dealt with a different project, located in a different area of the comnllmity's teITitory 
quite far from the area affected by the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project; 
and 

• They were drafted after a long and complex consultation process between the proponent and 
the lnnu of Ekuanitshit, detailed above. 

In addition, in several places, Nalcor refers to the meetings held between the community's political 
team and the company as sources of its "understanding" of the concerns ofEkuanitshit. 19 However, 
these meetings were undertaken following ah explicit agreement which stipulated that these 
meetings did not constitute consultation. 

In fact, these meetings were initiated with the goal of arriving at an agreement that would permit the 
holding of a consultation process. In citing these meetings as evidence of its understanding of the 
community's concerns, Nalcor has perverted the community's eff01ts to establish a relationship of 
confidence and respect with the company and has turned the community against it. 

IY On pp. I 0- 15. I 0- I 7. 1.0-20, 10-2 1. I 0-23 to I 0-25 and 10-27 _ 
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Nalcor also cited in its table the submissions of the Jnnu of Ekuanitshit to the Pub]jc Utilities Board 
of Newfoundland and Labrador (PUB).20 The PUB had received a request from Nalcor to draw up 
a water management agreement between it and the Churchm Falls Labrador Corporation. 

The Innu of Ekuanitshit intervened because the community had concerns about the nature of this 
agreement and its potential effects on the ir interests in Labrador. As is attested by the PUB records 
summarizing this process, 21 Nalcor opposed the intervention of the Innu of Ekuanitshit and refused 
to recognize their right to intervene in this process. However, the PUB granted the lnnu of 
Ekuanitshit intervenor status. 

Even though Nalcor sought to prevent the participation of Ekuanitshit in the process before the 
PUB, it now cites the documents resulting from this process as an aspect of its consultation with the 
community. 

It should be pointed out that during the process before the PUB, Nalcor admitted that the lnnu of 
Ekuanitshit "have asserted a potentially credible claim of an Aboriginal interest in relation to land 
and resource usage" in the area affected by the project. 22 

It would appear that Nalcor now no longer holds this view. However, this change in position has 
not prevented it from presenting the debate before the PUB as a "consultation,'' despite the fact that 
the proponent never held any discussions with a single member of the conununity dw-ing this 
process. 

E. Tbe historical and contemporary activities of the Jnnu ofEkuanitshit 

1. Omission of the historical evidence 

The study entitled Occupation et! 'utilisation du. territoire par /es Montagnais de Mingan written by 
Robert Comtois in 1983 contains clear evidence concerning the historical activities of the Innu of 
Ekuanitshit in the area affected by the project. This study was prepared for the purposes of 
negotiation between the Attikamek-Montagnais Council, a group composed of three Atikamekw 
bands, and most of the Montagnais bands (Innu), including the Innu of Ekuanitshit, and the 
Government of Canada. 

20 On pp. I 0- 15, 10-16, I 0-18 to I 0-23, I 0-25 and l 0-27 
21 Available on line at the PUB website: <l1ttp://11225h099,pub.11f.ca/applications/Nalcor2009Watcr/index.htm>, 
22 Nalcor, ''Written Submission s on Behalf ofNalcor Energy," February 19, 20 I 0, on-line: 
<http://n225 h099. pub. nf.ca/appl ications/Nalcor2009W ater/ fi Les/submissions/Nalcor-Fi nalSubmission-Feb-19-.1 O.pd f>. 
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In his study, Comtois describes the traditional territory of the Innu of Ekuanitshit as including 
Winokapau Lake, 23 which is part of the Churchjtl River and is clearly located in the area affected 
by the project. He also describes how the lnnu of Ekuanitshit travelled to Melville Lake and to 
Winokapau Lake to trade after the fal l hw1t.24 These expeditions inch.lded trips to "Tsheshatshit." 25 

Comtois drew more than a dozen maps showing the various aspects of the occupation of the 
teITitory by the lnnu ofEkuanitshit. Several of these maps, including the one that we have attached, 
demonstrate that the lnnu of Ekuanitshit travelled from the coast as far as Winokapau Lake, on the 
Churchill River. From there, they fo llowed the Churchill River toward the North West River. 

However, this route via Winokapau Lake is not shown on Nalcor' s map illustrating historical and 
contemporary use by the Innu of Ekuanitshit, despite the fact that this map is based on Comtois' 
report: Table I 0-4. The comparison between Nalcor's map and Comtois' map, attached to this 
document, is striking: the evidence of the historical occupation of the project area by Ekuanitshit 
was deleted from the proponent's map. 

ln addition; Comtois describes this route of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit in these terms: 

[Translatio11] In the case ofTSHEHATSIU ITISTAN [the Innu word for the route 
to Winokapau Lake] , UINAUKAPAU [Winoka_pau] is the major lake of the area 
in which it is located. Also, apa1i from the various destinations that it makes 
accessible along its length for the harvesting of resources, TSHEHA TSHJHT 
(North West River) constitutes the other end of this route. However, the groups 
often stop at EKUANfTSHIT MlNlSTUK. one of the first two main islands 
located downstream of the falls called "Muskrat Falls", on the Hamilton River. 
Hence. this is the name that the TSHEHA TSIU INNUA T gave to this island, which 
became a main camping site of the EKUANTSHIU INNUAT during their visits to 
Goose Bay [ emphasis added]. 26 

The map that we have attached to our submission and Comtois' description of the route demonstrate 
the historical use by the lnn\J of Ekuanitshit of the area affected by the project. The historical use is 
so sigpificant that the lnnu of Sheshatshiu gave the name "Ekuanatshiu Ministuk" to one of the 
islands of Muskrat Falls. 

23 Robert Comtois, Occupation e1 utilisation du /erritoire par /es Montagnais de Mingun (Attikamek-Mo,1tagnais 
Cow1cil, 1983), p. 44. 
24 Ibid,, p. 120. 
15 Ibid,, p. 124. 
16 1/iid., p. 53. 
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Despite this, Nalcor claims that it found no evidence of the historical activities in the area.2 7 

Moreover, Nalcor wrote: "Like the locations and routes for the historical period, tl1e contemporary 
locations do not reveal sites or courses in the Winokapau Lake area. 1H fact, the routes do not go 
beyond the head of the Natashquan River'': p. I 0-11. However, the paragraph from the Comtois 
report cited above contradicts th.is claim. 

We fail to understand why Nalcor chose not to mention these aspects of the Comtois report. 
Nonetheless, there is a solution to these deficiencies: Nalcor can initiate discussions with the 
community in order to understand its hi storjcal and contemporary activities. 

Furthermore, we note that the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, in its submissions to 
the Jo1nt Review Panel dealing with the Romaine Hydroelectric Complex Project, made the 
following comments: 

The potential for -flooding to affect potential archaeological sites should also be 
detailed. Romaine River was a well documented Innu travel route into the 
interior of Labrador. It was also used to get to the north coast of Labrador - these 
are well known lnnu land use facts. 28 

The lnnu of Ekuanitshit obviously agree with this statement by the Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. 

Finally, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador bas published all tbe documentation 
collected during the arbitration of the Labrador border. This documentation includes the 
following statement made in 1921 by the manager of the Hudson Bay Company trading post at 
North West River: 

Mingan and Seven Island lndians' hunting grounds extend from Mingan and Seven Islands 
respectively to Lake Micbik.amau and the Grand or HamJ!ton River [now the Churchill 
River]. Over these hunting grounds they claim their fathers and forefathers have always 
hunted and trapped. 29 

27 Nalcor. JR# JRP.1 5 L ·•Aboriginal Cons•Jtation and Traditional Land and Resource Use," p. 8 
28 Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, ' 'Submission to the Joint Review Panel assessing the Romaine Complex 
Hydroelectric Project" (November 27, 2008) . 
29 Voluntary Statement of ERNEST F. EWING, of North West River, Lake Melville", 22 July 1921, in Privy Council, 
In The Matter Of171e Boundary Between The Dominion Of Canada And The Colony OfNe~fo1mdland On 77,e 
Labrador Coa.vt, p. 3737, on-line:< http://www.heritage.nf.ca/Iaw/lab8/labvol8_3736.htm1>. 
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The Supplement refers to a caribou hunting expedition to Cache River organized in February 2010 
in which 150 members of the Innu Strategic Alliance participated, including Ekuanitshit. However, 
the proponent describes this expedition as an exceptional event, organized for pol itical purposes 
and not indicating a contemporary occupation: p . 10-11 . 

However, the doctunents published by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador in fact 
confirm sustained contemporary occupation, motivated by hunting, in a region overlapping with or 
adjoining the project area. 

In a rep01t on the Trans Labrador Highway, the consultants hired by the prov,ince explain that, since 
the opening of the highway and over its entire route, "Innu from Sept-lles/Maliotenam, Betsiamites, 
and the Quebec Cote-Nord use the TLH to harvest caribou, porcupine, beaver, rtannigan and other 
species that may be encountered oppo11unistically in the vicinity of the road." 3 

Cmiously, while Nalcor describes ca1ibou hunting as an exceptional event in 20 I 0, the same year, 
the Minister of the Environment and Conservation was so concerned by their hunting activities that 
he wrote to the lnnu chiefs of Quebec to offer ''to sit down and discuss conservation issues related 
to fue caribou."31 

rv. The path to genuine collaboration 

A. Willingness to acknowledge the facts 

Despite the unfortunate context described below, the Ilmu of Ekuanitshit remain willing to 
cooperate with Nalcor so tl1at it can meet tbe requirements of the Guidelines and submit an 
Environmental fmpact Statement that is considered suffic ient. 

In response to a request made by Nalcor on July 16, 20 I 0, the lnnu of Ekuanitshit received 
representatives of the proponent in the community on September 13 for a presentation on the 

30 
Peter Armitage and Marianne Stopp, "Labrador lnnu Land Use in Relation to tb.e Proposed Trans Labrador 

Higbway, Cartwright Junction to Happy Valley-Goose Bay, and Assessment of Highway Effects on lnnu Land Use,~• 
submitted by lnnu Environmental Limited Partnership to Department of Works, Services and Transportation, 
29 January 2003, p. 62, on-line: 
<http://www.envgov.nl.ca/eov/eov assessmment/projects/Y2004/ 1012/iMuland• sereport.pdf> 
3 1 Statement. by Don Blm·age, Deputy Minister ofJustice, Minutes o f Social Services Committee, April 27, 20 10, 
on-Ii ne; <http://www.assemb ly. n l .ca/business/committees/ ga46sess ion3/201 0-04, 2 7%20%28S SC-Just i te%2 9. htm> 
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project to the elected leaders in a private meeting and to the members durjng a community 
assembly . 

Nalcor' s representatives told the elected leaders on September 13 that, even though the meeting 
was only for the purposes of providing information, they hoped to initiate a process that would 
make it possible to prepare studies on the actual occupation and use of the project area. 

AJso, the representatives of the Innu ofEkuanitshit have learned informally about the approach 
adopted with the Innu of Palnia Shi pi once the consultation agreement was signed based on 
Nalcor' s proposal. In fact, the budget provided by the proponent was allocated to local personnel, 
who gathered the data and forwarded the information, while Nalcor prepared the report. It 
appears from the "Land and Resource Use Interviews Report- Pakua Shi pi" that Nalcor 
employees or consultants also participated in the interviews. 

The report on Pakua Shipi submitted in the Supplemental lnfonnation also reveals that the 
proponent did not adhere to the proposed four-month timetable, since the agreement was signed on 
April 26, 2010, and as of September, part oft he work had not yet been completed. 

Nalcor's wUlingness to assume the cost of the interviews and of preparing tbe resulting report 
represents a change in the approach proposed in its "Draft- Community Engagement 
Agreement," since the budget offered to the communities is augmented by the vaJue of the time 
that Nalcor' s employees and consultants devoted to it. 

Having said that, the Imm ofEkuanitshit could not entrust Nalcor' s employees with the 
responsibility for compiling the information provided by community members or for conducting 
the analysis fo r the purposes of identi fyi ng traditional knowledge or contemporary occupation, as 
stipulated in the proposed agreement. Since the proponent bad adopted the position that there is no 
occupation-even before having completed its own study-it was not possible to create the required 
climate of confidence. 

B. The proposal of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

As stated in the Panel' s terms of reference, " should deficiencies be identified as a result of the 
review of the EIS [ ... ] clarification, explanation or additional technical analyses may be required 
from the proponent by the Pane]"~ Agreement Concerning the Establishment of a Joint Review 
Panel, Schedule I, Part Ill, Step 6, 

However, the Supplement to IR JRP.151 did not correct the deficiencies, since the requirements 
of the Guidelines concerning the Innu ofEkuani tsrut were not meL 
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Nonetheless, the comm.uni ty remains open to finding a solution and formal ly requests that the 
Panel exercise the authority granted in its terms of reference (Part III, Step 6) to call "meetings 
required for the clarification of additional and/or technical information." 

Concretely, the lnnu ofEkuanitshit propose the following solution: the parties could agree on the 
mandate of an outside expert who would prepare the report required by the Guidelines. Such an 
expert could, as stjpulated in the agreement proposed by Nalcor, be assisted by a local coordinator 
to gather data and transmit infonnation. The cost of this proposal would be essentially the same as 
for the agreement with Pakua Shi pi , since the work of the outside expert would replace the tasks 
that Nalcor' s consllltants or employees would have performed. 

V. Conclusion: Nalcor's failure to respect the context of the assessment 

A. The applicable rules 

The pdmary purpose ofthe Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (the CEA Act) is '"to ensure 
that projects are considered in a careful and precautionary manner . . . in order to ensure that such 
projects do not cause significant adverse environmental effects": paragraph 4(l )(a). 

The environmental effects of a project include any effect of any change that the project may cause 
in the environment on "the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes by aboriginal 
persons": subsection 2(1 ). 

To this end, the federal and provincial governments decided that " the ElS shall demonstrate the 
proponent's understanding of the interests, values, concerns, contemporary and historic activities, 
Aboriginal traditional knowledge and important issues facing Aboriginal groups," including 
Ekuanitshit, "and indicate how these will be considered in planning and carrying out the project .": 
Gwdelines, section 4.8. 

Indeed, with respect to the Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the proponent: "the purpose 
of the EIS is to identify [ ... ] the environment that will be affected, the important environmental 
effects associated with the project, measures that are required to mitigate against any adverse 
effects and the significance of residual environmental effects": Preface. 

The hearings will be mainly " information assessment meetings," i.e. meetings to assess the 
infonnation available "at the time of distribution of the EIS" and "request interested parties to 
submit written comments on the EIS.": Procedures.for an Assessment, section 4.11. l. 
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The terms of reference of the Joint Review Panel provide that it is only "once the Panel is 
satisfied that all the relevant information is available, [that] it ,,viii make a determination on the 
sufficiency of the EIS for the purpose of proceeding to public hearings": Step 6, This is the 
information required by the federal and provincial governments in the Guidelines which must be 
presumed to be relevant to the assessment of the project. 

A deficient EIS cannot, by definition, be considered sufficient or be the subject of hearings, since 
neither the public nor the Panel would have the " information required" for an assessment of the 
project. 

B. Nalcor's conduct 

Nalcor is an agent of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, which has long adopted 
the position that, with respect to this project, it will deal only with the Innu whose reserves are 
located in Labrador. 

Consequently, since 2000, the proponent has consulted the organization Innu Nation, which 
includes the two Innu communities in Labrador, Sheshatshiu and Natuashish. However, the 
proponent states in its EIS that the community ofNatuasbish would not even be affected by the 
project. 

Nalcor did not offer to consult any of the lnnu communities whose reserves are located in Quebec 
before May 2008, i.e. only a few weeks before the issuing of the Guidelines which forced it to 
consult them. 

Nalcor sought the approval of these same communities for a new proposed consultation agreement 
intended to be completed in only a few months, once the proponent and the province had signed a 
project Impacts and Benefits Agreement with Imm Nation in February 2010 (Tshash Petapen). 

However, the Innu of Ekuanitshit already had the experience of the environmental assessment 
of another major project proposed on their territory: the Romaine River Hydroelectric Complex 
Project proposed by Hydro-Quebec in 2008. 

What Nalcor proposed was in no way comparable to the level of commitment, professionaJi sm 
and expediency demonstrated by Hydro-Quebec when this other Crown corporation was required 
to submit an environmental impact statement to a joint review panel for a hydroelectric project of 
similar scope. 
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More specifically, the studies for the Romaine Hydroe.lectric Complex Project were the result of 
individual interviews and surveys conducted over periods of several months, using checklists 
drafted in advance by a joint working group, the results of which were subsequently validated by 
workshops and even by helicopter overflights. The study of traditional ecological knowledge was 
conducted under contract with Hydro-Quebec, but according to an agreed-upon work plan and by 
an expert chosen jointly. 

For the project under study, Nalcor proposed instead to the lnnu of Ekuanitshit to fulfil its 
obligations for the preparation of a study according to the requirements of the Guidelines by giving 
them $87,500 to conduct the study themselves within a four-month period. 

The unilateral approach adopted by the proponent particularly contradicted the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency' s guidelines on Abo1iginal traditional knowledge, which 
advocate a collaborative approach, initiated as soon as possible at the beginning of the process and 
making allowance for " unforeseen delays and[ ... ] ongoing and extensive conununications with 
communities." 

The Innu of Ekuanitshit rejected the agreement offered by Nalcor because they considered the 
budget and the timetable unrealistic. A few weeks later, Nale-or announced that it had, in any 
event, already concluded that there was no evidence of their historical or contemporary use of the 
project territory. 

The community of Pakua Shi pi signed a simiJar agreement, which did not prevent Nalcor from 
also denying their use of the territory. Only 11 interviews in two weeks at Pakua Shipi forced 
Nalcor to admit having nonetheless identified a contemporary use of the lands and resources in the 
vicinity of the project. 

However, at the end of the period stipulated in the agreement, this consultation of the Innu of Pakua 
Shipi remained incomplete: the data on the use oflands and resources bad not been validated and 
the responses to the concerns and the proposed mitigation measures had not been presented. 

C. The hearings cannot be held 

It is not the Innu ofEkuanitshit who prevented the proponent from completing its Environmental 
Impact Statement, since the record shows that the only consultation agreement offered was not 
serious. When such an agreement was accepted by Pakua Shipi, it could not be completed on time 
or within the allotted budget. 
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In addition, even when the results of the research at Pakua Shi pi contradicted the proponent ' s 
preconceived ideas and indicated occupation by the Innu of the territory in the vicinity of the 
project, Nalcor chose to submit i ts Supplemental Information and to declare all the issues resolved 
before having validated the results with the community. 

Everything indicates that, following the sig11ing of its Impacts and Benefits Agreement in February 
2010 with lnnu Nation and the province, the proponent was no longer interested in consulting any 
other Aboriginal party, 

Nalcor has therefore not demonstrated through its Environmental Impact Statement "the 
proponent' s understanding of the interests, values, concerns, contemporary and histori c activities, 
Abo1iginal traditional knowledge and important issues facing" the Innu of Ekuanitshit, nor has it 
-indicated "how these will be considered in planning and carrying out the project.": Guidelines, 
section 4.8. 

Without such a statement, "all the relevant infonnation" is not available and the Environmental 
Impact Statement cannot be considered sufficient by the Panel "for the purpose of proceeding to 
public hearings": Terms ofReference, Part ID, Step 6. 
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Le present memoire est un complement aux sourniss·ions deja faites a la Commission d'examen 
conjoint et a I ' Agence canadienne d'evaluation environnementale (ACEE) par les lnnus 
d'Ekuanitshjt dans le present dossier et deposees au registre. 

Les positions princi'pales adopteesjusqu'alors sont !es suivantes : 

• L'etude d' irnpact environnemental (EIE) ne saurait etre jugee recevable tant que la 
consulta6on des Innus de Ekuanitshit exigee du promoteur par les Lignes directrices ne 

. ' I sera pas te1mmee . 

• De plus, en 1 'absence d' une etude des effets directs et indirects sur le troupeau du lac 
Joseph, l'EIE ne respecte pas les exigences des Lignes directrices concernant !es grands 
mammiferes en general., le caribou en particulier, ainsi que les effets cumulatifs 2

. 

• Le ConsejJ des lnnus de Ekuanitsh·it n'a ni les ressources techniques, ni les moyens 
financiers requis pom foumir a la Commission une etude de I 'utilisation, par les Innus, 
des terres et ressources affectees par le projet et des effets negatifs potentiels du projet sur 
ces activites3

. 

• C'est plut6t au promoteur qu'appartient ! 'obligation, en vertlt de la partie 4.8 des Lignes 
directrices, de montrer sa comprehension des interets, valeurs, preoccupations, activ'ites 
contemporaines et historiques, le savoir h"aditionnel et les questions importantes pour les 
Innus de Ekuarutsrut << et indiquer comment ces facteurs seront I)ris en compte dans la 
pla11ification et I' execution du pro jet » 4. 

• L' absence d'une elude des Inn us de Ekuanitsbit est due aux moyens inadequats offerts 
par le promoteur pour la realiser, une offre qui swvait sa declaration que, de toute fayon, 
ii n 'existait aucun indice de leur utilisation historique ou contemporaine du territoire du 
projet5

. 

• Dans un autre ordre d ' idees, la veritable portee du projet n'est pas celle enoncee par le 
promoteur car dans les faits, le projet est maintenant constitue de la centrale de Muskrat 

1 RCEA 07-05-26178, document 413. 
2 Document 290. 
J Documents 273, 332. 542. 
4 Documents 290, 560. 
5 Document 517. 
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Fa lls et de la Jigne de transport a rile de Te1Te-Neuve, dont la centrale dependra 
entierement. 

• L 'evaluation en cours viole ainsi l 'article 15 de la Loi canadienne sur [ 'evaluation 
environnementale (LCEE) qui ex.ige !'evaluation de toute operation constituant un projet 
lie a un ouvrage si !'operation est « susceptible d 'etre realisee en liaison avec 
l'ouvrage >>

6
. 

11. L 'interet des lnnus de Ekuanitshit dans le pro jet 

L 'interet des I nnus de Ekuanitshit dans ce pro jet n 'a pas a etre demontre, car dans les Lignes 
directrices relatives a l'etude d'impact environne,nental qu ' ils ont emises, !es gouvernernents 
federal et provincial ont ex ige du promoteur qu 'il tienne compte des interets, valeurs et 
preoccupations de la communaute, ainsi que des activites contemporaines et historiques de ses 
membres. 

Neanrnoins, ii est utile de rappeler certains faits incontestables concernant I 'occupation, par Jes 
hums de Ekuanitshit, du territoire touche par le projet. 

• Les recherches du promoteur sur les ressources historiques et archeologiques ont fail etat 
d 'une utilisation intense de 1a region par Jes Innus de Mingan au XIXc siecle 7 • 

• Hydro-Quebec a reconnu, lors d ' une autre evaluation environnementale, que le 
« tenitoire utilise par les lnnus de Ekuanitshit au XX;: siecle ... en profondeur, .. . rejoint le 
tleuve Churchill au Labrador »8

. 

• Cette utilisation au XXc siecle est documentee dans 1'autobiographie de Mathieu 
Mestokosho, un lnnu de Ek:uanitshit ne vers 1885 et decede en 1980, qui raconte 
comment, pendant la plus grande pa1i ie de sa vie, lui et ui1 grand nornbre d 'autres 
membres de la communaute partaient au mois d'aout vers l 'interieur des ten-es du 
L~brador four aller jusqu'a Northwest-River et ne revenir a Mingan qu 'a la fin du 
pnntemps . 

<, Documents 560, 688. 
7 Cultural Heritage Resources, Report 4, HistoriL' Resources Overview Assessmelll 1998-2000, Volume L, p. 27. 
~ Hydro-Quebec, Complexe de La Romaine: Etude d'impact sur l'envirormemenl (decembre 2006), vol. 6, p. 38-8. 
9 Voir ,!'annexe B pour des extraits de : Serge Bouchard, Recfls de Mathieu Meslokosho, chasseur innu (Montreal, 
Bon~al, 2004 ). Pub lie en anglais : Caribou Hunter: A Song o.f a Vanished lluw Life (Vancouver, Greystoue Books, 
2006). 
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• En 1979, le gouvernement du Canada a acceptc !'occupation et !' utilisation du territoire 
au Labrador, revendiquees par les lnnus de Ekuanitsh.it, com.me base aux negociations 
visant la conclusion d'un traite, lorsqu'il a accepte de negocier avec le Conseil des 
Atikamekw et des Montagnais. (En 1994, le CAM a cesse ses activites et I' Assemblee 
Mamu Pakatatau Mamit a repris le dossier au nom des communautes de la Basse Cote
Nord, dont Ekuanitshit.) 

• Depuis 2000, le meme gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador, qui refuse de negocier 
la revendication globale des « Innus du Quebec » - sous pretexte qu' il faut d 'abord regler 
la situation avec Innu Nation10 

-, a declare que les Innus du Quebec etaient ou devaient 
etre impliques dans ses efforts de conservation du caribou 11 et plus particulierement dans 
son programme de retablissement du caribou des bois 12

. 

• Depuis 2009, la poursuite des activites de chasse au caribou au Labrador par !es lnnus 
d'Ekuanitsh it est financee par le Fonds lnnu Aitun, constitue par !'Entente sur Les 
repercussions et avantages (ERA) avec Hydro-Quebec, dans le cadre du projet du 
complexe de la ri vi ere Romaine 13

. 

Lors de !'audience, Jes membres de la communaute, a1nes et elus, viendront temoigner de leur 
occupation contemporaine et traditionnelle dtL ten-itoire touche par le projet. 

ill. La. « consultation » des Inn us de Ekuanitshit exigee du promoteur 

A. L'obligation legale du promoteur 

C'est le promoteur qui est oblige de demontrer dans l'EIE qu'il a etudie Jes questions 
importantes pour les Innus de Ekuanitsbit, entre autres communautes autocbtones. 

Un tel exercice exige, d ' une part, l'etude de !'occupation contemporaine et des utilisations 
traditionnelles du territoire et, d 'autre part, un echange entre le promoteur et les Innus pennettant 

10 « Ministerial Statement - Coastal I ink road », 29 avri 1 1999, w\vw.releases.gov,rtl.t~a/releases/ I 999/wst/0429003,htu, 
(« Om priority has been, and will continue to be, land claims settlement with. resi.dent Aboriginal groups in the 
~rovince, namely the Labrador 111111.1 Nat.ion and the Labrador Inuit Association » ). 
1 « Statement issued by Ed Byrne, Minister of Natural Resources )> l 0 avri1 2006, 

http://www.releases.gov .nl.ca/releases/2006/or/04 l 0n02.btm 
Jl Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Environment and Conservation, Recove,-y srra1egy for 1hree 
woodland cc1ribou herds (Rangzj'er tarandus caribou: borea/ population) in Labrador (2004). table l; 
(( Newfoundland and Labrador Government Cal ls on Quebec lnnu to Respect Conservation P1inciples >>, 21 fevrier 
2010, http://www.releases.gov.nl.ca/releases/20 l 0/nr/022 ln0 l .btm 
i, Annexe B au memoire : Societe Jshpitenitamuo, (< Gestion du Fonds lnnu Aitu:n : ERA Ekuanitsltit, Comite Jnnu 
Ai tun Ekuanitshit », 8 juillet 2010. 
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d'etablir Jes effets anticipes du projet. Ce processus est quaJ'i fie de<< consultation » dans la partie 
4.8 des Lignes directrices, 

B. L'offre de consultation faite par le promoteur etait manifestement 
inadequate 

Les Innus de Ekuanitshit ont refuse l'offre du promoteur de commanditer une erude au rabais, 
vite faite. lls pouvaient constater son caractere inadequat, notamment a cause de leur experience 
anterieure avec 1m promoteur et un projet similaires : 1e complexe de La Romaine propose par 
Hydro-Quebec. 

Tel qu'expose en plus grand details dans une autre somrnss1on, l'EJE deposee par Hydro
Quebec, pour le projet de La Romaine, comprenait plusieurs etudes sur !'occupation et 
l'utilisatjon du territoire par les lnnus de Ekuanitshit. Ces etudes avaient ete preparees par des 
consultants engages par Hydro-Quebec, mais dont le mandat avait !' approbation de la 
communaute et dont le travail beneficiait de sa collaboration 14

• Par ai lleurs, d' autres etudes 
avaient encore ete faites par Hydro-Quebec pour faire etat des impacts du projet sur cette 
occupation du ten-itoire par les Innus, ce qui constituait un travail distinct des etudes 
communautarres. 

Pour le present projet, le promoteur pretend qu'il aurnit rempli ses obligations envers les lnnus 
de Eku.anitshit en offrant au Conseil un montant de 87 500 $, avec lequel la communaute devait 
elle-meme completer une etude dans un delai de quah·e mois 15• 

De plus, l'etude devait traiter de tous Jes sujets enonces a la partie 4.8 des Lignes directrices, 
c'est-a-dire, non seulement « les interets, Jes valeurs, Jes preoccupations, les activites 
contemporames et historiques, le savoir traditionnel autocbtone et Jes questions importantes >> 

pour eux, mais aussi « indiquer comment ces facteurs seront pris en compte dans la planification 
et !'execution du projet ». 

Par contre, le promoteur a ete contraint d'admettre en mars 2011 que Innu Nation a re~u, quanta 
elle, quelques 12 millions$ de sa part pom Jes etudes du projet et de ses impacts sm Sheshatshiu 
et Natuashish 16

• Or, le financement de la consultation dans ces deux communautes remonte a 

1
~ Document 517, « Commentaires des Innus de Ekuan.itsbrt sur le Consultation Assessment Report depose comme 

supplement d' informalion a la demande d'infonnation No 15 l >), 25 octobre 2010. 
is Reponse a la demande d'infonnations 11" CEC.151 , Attachment 1, « Community Consultation Agreement 
Template)>, mai 2010. 
Jn « Cow-I begins hearing arguments into aboriginal objection to Lower Churchill>>, Canadian Press, 16 mars 201 1, 
http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/article/954723--court-begins-bearing-arguments-into-aboriginal-objection-to
lower-churchill 
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1998, avant meme que Je projet ne soit defini 17, et les etudes ont continue au moins jusqu 'en 
juillet 201018

. 

Si le promoteur est libre de faire des offres di:fferentes a di fferentes cornmunautes autochtones 
selon son evaluation de leurs besoins, la disproportion entre les 12 millions $ su1· 12 ans accordes 
a lnnu Nation et les 87 500 $ sur quatre mois offerts aux Innus de Ekuanitshit est si grande qu' ils 
sont en droit de douter de la bonne foi du promoteur 19 • 

C. Le role des In.nus de Ekuanitsbit 

L'obligation premiere appartient au promoteur de preparer les etudes exigees par les Lignes 
directrices et, a cette fin, il doit proposer a une communaute autochtone Jes moyens appropries. 

Une communaute autochtone telle que Ekuanitshit n' est pas obligee de cautionner une etude 
d ' impact inadequate, en acceptant tout processus de consultation que le promoteur veuille bien 
lui proposer. C'est pourquoi les Innus n'ont pas accepte l' offre que le prornoteur Jew· a faite. 

Lorsque la Commission a deci,de de p roceder aux audiences rna]gre les manquements de l ' EJE 
souleves par plusieurs communautes autochtones, dont !es In.nus de Ekuanishit, elle a presume 
que les lacunes de l'EIE pouvaient etre corrigees par les communautes elles-rnemes lors de leurs 

, . ?O 
presentations- . 

Malheureusement, le Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitsbit n'a n.i les ressources techniques, ni les 
moyens financiers requis, pow· pallier a l' absence d' etude a leur sujet faite par le promoteur. Le 
Chef Jean-Charles Pietacho viendra temoigner ace sujet tors de !'audience. 

Mentionnons que la derniere etude scientifique de !' occupation du territoire concerne rernonte a 
1983, lorsque le rapport intitule « Occupation et utilisation du tenitoire par Jes Montagnais de 
Mingan >> fut prepare par Robert Comtois pour le Conseil Attikamek-Montagnais11

• 

Par aWeurs, c'est le refus par le gouvernernent de Terre-Neuve de negocier avec eux sur leur 
revendication au Labrador, qui a oblige les lnnus de Ekuanitshit a concentrer leurs effo1is sur le 
territoire revendique au Quebec, d'ot1 !'absence d'autres etudes. 

17 BIB, §8.3.1.5 
1
~ Supplement a la demande d 'infonnatio11 CEC.15 l. pp. 3-14, 3-17. 3-32, 3-35 a J-37. 

19 Reponse a la demande d' informations n" CEC.151, p. 6. 
10 Nous faisio11s refe.rence aux Lettres de la Commission au Chef Jean-Cbarles P,ietacho datees le 3 decembre 20J O ei 
le l l fevrier 2011 
11 Voir !'annexe A au present memoire. 
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En.fin, la description meme de 1' utilisation du terntoire ne serait que la premiere partie de 
!' analyse prevue par !es Lignes directrices a l' egard des lnnus de Ekuanitshit, car encore faut-il 
savoir quels seraient !es effets du projet sur eux. L'evaluation des effets positifs et negatifs du 
projet sur la communaute (ex.igee par la partie 4.5.1 des Lignes directrices) requiert une expertise 
scientifique et technique en genie civile, hydrologie ou en biologie dont ne dispose pas le 
personnel du Conseil des lnnus de Eln.ianitshit et qu' il n' a pas les moyens d'engager. 

IV. La Commission n'a pas devant elle la portee reelle du projet 

A. Le probleme 

La portee du projet telle qt1e definie dans !'evaluation soumise a la Commission n' est pas 
conforme a l' article 15 de laLCEE, qui exige que la portee comprenne l' entierete du projet. 

Le promoteur n' a pas inclus la ligne de transport du Labrador a l'ile de Terre-Neuve dans la 
description du projet, qui est limitee au << Projet de centrale de production d'energie 
hydroelectrique dans la partie inferieure du fleuve Churchill )> Le promoteur a soumis la 
description d' un « Projet de ligne de transport d'energie entre le Labrador et l'Jle de Terre
Neuve» (<< Labrador - Island Transmission Link >>) de fa9on distincte le 29 janvier 2009. 

Mais considere dans son entierete, le projet devant Ja Commission comprend la Jigne de transport 
du Labrador a l'i'le de Terre-Neuve que le promoteur a definie comme un projet distinct. Pour Jes 
raisons qui suivent, le fractionnement d' un seul projet, entre centrales et ligne, est illegal. 

B. Les exigences de la loi 

Dans un jugement recent, la Cour supreme du Canada a expUque comment i i faut comprendre le 
schema de detennination de la portee d' un projet en vertu de !' article 15 de la LCiE: 

(39) Quelle que soit la voie a suivre dans le cadre de ]' evaluation, le pouvoir 
discretionnaise de r AR [autorite responsable] ou du ministre de determiner la 
portee du projet et de definir !'evaluation environnementale est decrit a 
I 'art. 15. Le paragraphe 15(1) accorde le pouvoir discretionnaire de 
determiner la portee du projet soit au ministre, dans le cas ou 1e projet est 
renvoye a la mediation ou a I' examen par une commission, soit a l 'AR. 
Toutefois. I' exercice de ce pouvoir est limite par le par. 15(3). Ce paragraphe 
prevoit !'evaluation environnementale obligatoire « de toute operation -
construction, exploitation, modification, desaffectation, ferrneture ou autre -
constituant un projet lie a un ouvrage »- Selan !' opinion que le « projet tel 
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qu' il est propose par Je promoteun> s ' applique en l'absence de texte ou 
contexte a. l ' effet contraire, la determination de la portee du projet par l'AR ou 
le ministre en ve1iu du par. 15( 1) est assujettie au par. 15(3). En d'autres 
tennes, la portee minimale du projet est celle du projet tel qu'il est propose 
par le promoteur, et I' AR ou le minist:re a le pouvoir de l'elargir lorsque !es 
faits et circonstances du projet le justifient. lls ont aussi le pouvoir 
discretionnaire, en vertu du par. 15(2), de combiner des projets connexes en 
un seul projet pour l'evaluation. En somme, bien que la p01tee presumee du 
projet a evaluer soit la ]Ortee du pro jet tel gu 'il est pro]ose par le promoteur, 
I' AR ou le ministre peut, en vertu _des par. 15(2) et (3), l ' elargir si les 
circonstances le j ustifient. 

[40) Ainsi , le pouvoir discretionnaire de detenniner la portee du projet en 
vertu des par. 15(2) et (3) constitue une exception a la these generale que le 
niveau d'evaluation est determine uniquement en fonction du projet tel qu'il 
est propose par le promoteur. La Loi presume gue le promoteur representera 
la totalite du projet propose lie a un ouvrage. Or, comme l'a souligne le 
gouvernement, un promoteur powrnit vouloir « fractionnerJe projet » en en 
presentant une partie au lieu de la totalite, ou en presentant plusiew-s parties 
d'un projet a titre de projets independants de fa<;;on a contourner des 
obligations add itionnelles en matiere d'evaluation (voir le memoire du 
gouvemernent, par. 73). [ .. . }22 

C. Le fractionnement du prnjet par le prnmoteur 

I. L'histoire du projet demontre la connexite entre la ligne et les 
central es 

Dans l' EIE, le promoteur mentionne que le projet <<Bas-Churchill» a deja subi une evaluation 
environnementale complete dans les annees 1979-8023

. Ce qu' il omet de mentionner est qne clans 
l'examen mene par la Commission d'evaluation environnementale de l'epoque, la Ligne de 
h·ansp01i de Labrador a Terre-Neuve et les centrales a Gull Island et Muskrat Falls ont ete 
etudiees ensemble comme un seul projet. 

Se Ion le rapport de la Commission, depose en decembre 1980, le projet consistait en ce qui suit : 

12 Mines Alerte Canada c. Canada (Peches el Oceans), f20101 l R.C.S. 6. 
23 EIE, p. 1-J 7. 
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l.1 ln troductio11 

Le projet bydro-electrique du bas Churchill consiste a construire des centrales 
sur le cours inferieur du fleuve Churchill et des lignes a haute tension, reliant 
Churchill Falls a Saint~Jean (Terre-Neuve), via le detroit de Belle Isle14

• 

De plus, le projet avait d 'abord ete divise en deux pru1ies aux fins de l'evaluation : w1 projet de 
centrale a Gull Island et un projet de lignes de transpo1t du Labrador a l'ile de Terre-Neuve. 

Cependant, lorsque la Lower Churchill Development Corporation a decide de construire aussi 
une centrale a Muskrat Falls, le gouvemement de l'epoque a decide de fusionner !es deux 
processus: 

Lars de la creation de la LCDC, le projet a ete modifie de fa;:on a inclure une 
centrale a Muskrat FaUs. Lorsqu'un examen a cet egard en vertu du PEEE 
[Processus rederal d'evaluation et d'examen en matiere d 'environnement] a 
ete demande, Jes commissions etablies precfalemment ont ete fondues en une 
seule comm1ss10n chargee de !'examen de !'ensemble du projet 
d 'amenagement du cours inforieur du Churchill 25

• 

Si en ve1tu du Decret sur !es lignes directrices visant le p rocessus d'evaluation et d'examen en 
matiere d'environnement, DORS/84-467, les deux centrales et la iigne de transport ne formaient 
qu' un projet, il n 'existe pas de raison pour laquelle le meme projet devrait pouvoir etre 
fractionne !ors d ' une evaluation en vertu de la LCEE. 

De plus, la decision de 1980 de fusionner Jes deux processus, meme quelques annees apres leurs 
debuts, devrait servir de precedent pour la presente evaJuation et pennettre a la Commission 
d 'evaluer les deux composanJes de Ce qui est un seul pro jet. 

2. Les objectifs du gouvernement provincial demontrent la connexite 
entre la ligne et les centrales 

Le Plan energetiq11,e ( « Energy Plan ») de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador, emis en 2007, decrit le 
projet du << Bas-Churchill » dans les tennes suivants : 

24 Annexe F au present memoire : Projet hydro-electrique cours in.terieur du fleuve Churchill, Rapport de la 
Commission d ' evaluation environnementale (Ottawa, Ministre des Approvisiounements et Services Canada, 1980), 
p. 7. 
-, 5 
- id., p. 9. 
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L .•. ] Currently, about 85 per cent of our electricity capacity comes from clean, 
stable and competitively priced hydro power. On the Island, however, 
approximately 65 per cent of electricity capacity comes from hydro power, 
while 35 per cent comes from thermal-fired generation that is subject to price 
volatility and emits GHGs and other pollutants. In Labrador, most electricity 
is hydroelectric, with the exception of a small amount of isolated diesel and 
gas turbine generating capachy. 

Both electrical systems in the province have adequate generation to meet the 
demand of existing customers. Th.is demand is forecast to grow at a fairly 
steady, moderate pace over the next several years. This wouJd result in a need 
for new sources of supply on the Island prior to 2015, and later in Labrador. 
As a result, we plan to develop the Lower Churchill project, which will 
include a transmission link between Labrador and the Island. This major 
initiative is discussed in detail in the fo llowing section26

. 

Le but premier du projet, seJon le gouvemement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador qui est le 
proprietaire du promoteur, est de h·ansporter l'hydro-electricite generee au Labrador jusqu 'a l'ile 
de Terre-Neuve. Depuis le debut de cette evaluation environnernentale, le gouvemernent definit 
done le projet comme deux centrales et une ligne de transport du Labrador a l'ile de Terre
Neuve. 

3. Les recents changements demontrent la connexite entre la ligne et les 
centrale 

a) La decision du gouvernement provincial en octobre 2010 

La description du role du projet « Bas-Churchill », dans le plan energet-ique du gouveroement de 
la province, devrait suffire, en e!Je-rneme, a demontrer qu' il n'existe pas deux projets distincts, 
te l que soumis par le promoteur pour evaluation, ma.is bien un seul. 

Mais de plus, Jes changernents au projet annonces par le gouvemerne11t de Terre-Neuve-et
Labrador a I 'automne 20 IO ont elimine tout doute a ce sujet. 

Le 18 octobre 2010, le gouvernement de Te1rn-Neuve-et-Labrador a fait la declaration suivante : 

211 Gouvemement de TetT~Neuve et Labrador, Energy Plan: Fo1:11si11g our energy (2007), pp. 31, 32 
http://www.nr.gov.nl.ca/energyplan/energyreport.pctf 
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Signalling the commencement of the long-awaited Lower Churchill River 
hydroelectri c development, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 
today announced a partnership between Nalcor Energy and Emera Inc. This 
arrangement complements the partnership already in place between Nalcor 
and the lnnu Nation. The NaJcor/Emera deal will result in the development of 
Muskrat Falls, with power being transmitted from Labrador across the Strait 
of Belle Isle for use on the Island of Newfoundland. Power will be available 
for recall u se for industrial development in Labrador. Nalcor will then 
transmit surplus power from the Island to Nova Scotia Power, a subsidiary of 
Emera, across tbe Cabot Strait into Lingan, Nova Scotja. 

[ ... ] 

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, a subsidiary of Nalcor Energy, is 
mandated to forecast electricity requirements in tbe province and bring 
forward the ]east cost, Jong-term option for meeting these requirements. As a 
result of growing provincial demand for electricity, Hydro evaluated 
al~ rnatives to develop new generation sources. Hydro assessed a lternatives 
and found the M uskrat Falls project with a transmission link to the Island to 
be the least cost alternative. The Muskrat FalJs option is also more 
environmentally acceptable than maintaining an " isolated" island power 
system, which would retain Holyrood in operation as a major source of 
greenhouse gas emissions. Once the Musk.rat Falls development is 
operational, the energy price structure in the province will be stable and lower 
cost for consumers over the long term and the province will avoid the 
volatility associated with the price of o il 27

• 

Notons en premfor lieu que le gouvemement a tenu a annoncer « Je commencement >> du projet, 
et ce, meme si le promoteur a depose la description du projet aupres des autorites ii ya presque 
quatre ans. 

Deuxiemement, le gouvernement a souligne que ce projet aura pour effet de rew1ir 1~ Labrador 
avec l 'ile de Te1Te-Neuve et de foum ir rile de TeITe-Neuve en energie renouvelable. 

Troisiemement, le gouvemement a ajo ute un nouvel element a la description du projet ; une l igne 
de transport maritime de l' ile de Terre-Neuve a la province de la Nouvelle-Ecosse. 

17 Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve el Labrador, <i News Release : Lower Clrnrcbjll Project lo Become a Reality; 
Province Signs Partnership with Emera lnc. for Development of Muskrat Falls » ( 18 novembre 20 l 0), disponible en 
ligne : http :/iwww.gov.nJ.ca/lowercburchillproject/release.btm 
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L' accord entre le gouvemement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador et le gouvemement de la Nouvelle
Ecosse signale un changement d'approche du projet. Depuis la s·ignature de cette entente, a tout 
le moins, la ligne de transport est 1.me « construction liee » aux centrales au sens du paragraphe 
15(3) de laLCEE. 

b} Toute l'electricite produite par Muskrat Falls passera par la lign.e 
du Labrador a l'ile de Terre-Neuve 

Le promoteur a recemment admis que toute J'electricite produite par Muskrat Falls passera par la 
ligne du Labrador a l'rle de Terre-Neuve, soit, apres avoir change son approche a la mise en 
reuvre du projet. 

Dans son EIE, le prornoteur avait enonce trois options pour que l'electricite generee par son 
projet puisse etre exportee : 

The proponent has three approaches to access export electricity markets: 

• transmission services offered by transmission providers via the interconnection 
with Churchill Falls, in accordance with open access transmission tariffs 
(OATTs), including the services of Hydro-Quebec TransEnergie, as well as the 
development of upgraded interconnection capacity into the Quebec system. 

• development of a HY de transmission Jink from Labrador to the ls land of 
Newfoundland (the Labrador - Island Transmission Link) 

• an extension of the Labrador - Island Transmission Link to the Maritime 
Provinces28 

Or, le I I mai 20 I 0, la Regie de I' energie du Quebec29 avait rejete certaines plaintes deposees par 
le promoteur contre Hydro-Quebec TransEnergie30 (HQT). Le promoteur aUeguait que HQT 
avait sous-evalue de 450 MW la capacite de transport disponible sur Jes lignes de Churchill 
Fa11s31 et qu' elle convoitait pour exporter I 'electricite a etre produite par une eventuelle centrale 
dans la partie in:ferieure du fleuve Churchill. La capacite serait de I 120 MW en hiver et de l 339 
MW en ete32

. 

2
R Demande d'informations n° CEC.5 (3 juillet 2009), p. 8. 

29 Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro v. Hydro-Quebec, Regie de l'energie, decision no. D-20 l 0-053 ( 11 mai 2010) 
3n Hydro-Quebec TransEnergie est la division de Hydro-Quebec responable du transport de l'e.lectricite au Quebec. 
31 Decision de la Regie, supra note 16 au par. 33. 
32 Id. au par. 109. 
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La Regie de l'energie a neanmoins donne raison a HQT sur son calcul de la capacite des lignes 
de Churchill Falls. Puisque la centrale de Muskrat Falls aura une capacite, selon le promoteur, de 
824 MW33

, si HQT a correctement determine que la capacite des lignes de Churcbjll Falls est de 
670 MW en ete et de 889 MW en hiver, le prnmoteur aura besoin d'tm autre chemin pour 
exporter l 'electric ite. 

Voila pourquoi, quelques mois apres la decision de la Regie de l'energie, le gouvernement de 
Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador a annonce sa nouvelle approche au transpo1t de l' energie produite par 
les central.es : par le biais de la ligne du Labrador a Tene-Neuve et d'une ligne maritime de 
Terre-Neuve a la Nouvelle-Ecosse. 

Avec le changement d'approche au projet, le promoteur ne s'attend plus a utiliser les lignes de 
Churchi ll Falls pour exporter l'electricite de Muskrat Falls. Dans une lettre qu'il a recemment 
envoyee a la Commission, le promoteur a precise que seule la centrale de Gull Island ut1lisera !es 
lignes de transp01t de HQT. 

Quant a la seule centrale que le promoteur entend construire dans un ptoche avenir, l' acces aux 
marches pour l' energie a etre produite a M uskrat Falls depenclra des lignes de transpo11 a l' ile de 
Terre-Neuve et d'tm eventuel cable sous-marina la Nouvelle-Ecosse. 

Muskrat F aJ Is 

Capital Cost: 

Schedule: 
Debt/Equity: 
Interest Rate: 
Revenue: 

Market Access: 

Energy Sold: 

As per latest available cost estimate ($2.5 billion 
2010$) 
In service in 2017 ( construction start late 2011) 
59/41 
7.3% 
Newfoundland and Labrador domestic market, Nova 
Scotia, New Bmnswick and New England markets 
Weighted average marker price shown i11 Figure 2 
via Labrador - Island Transmission Link, Maritime 
Transmission Link, NSPI/Emera transmission system 
and rights 
Average production from Muskrat Falls accounted for 
(4.9 TWh/yr)34

. 

La ligne de n·anspo1t du Labrador a l'ile de Te1Te-Neuve est dorenavant la condition essentielle 

33 ' EJE, p. 1-8. 
34 Document J 148, Nalcor, lettre a la Commission d 'examen conjoint datee du l avril 2011 , pp. 4 a 5, disponible en 
ligne : lmp://www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/documents/49310/49310F.pd.f 
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pour la realisation des objectifs p1incipaux du projet de centrale: la fourniture de l'electricite a ta 
province et l' expo11ation de I ' electricite aux tiers, La bgne de ttansport est done une 
« construction liee » qui doi t faire partie de tout examen du projet en vertu du paragraphe 15(3) 
delaLCEE. 

Pour exprimer I 'argument autrement, si pour une raison quelconque la ligne de transport du 
Labrador a l''ile de Terre-Neuve n'etait pas appwuvee, l'electricite produite par Muskrat FalJs ue 
serait d 'aucune utilite. 

c) Les changements a la description du projet de la ligne de transport 
depuis la decision du gouvernement provincial 

Le 29 novembre 2010, le rninistere de l 'Environnement et de la Conservation de Terre-Neuve-et
Labrador a annonce que le promoteur avait revise la description du projet de ligne de transport : 

Nalcor Energy has identified refinements to their project development concept 
and additional design options. Those changes include the use of "shore 
electrodes" at locations along the Labrador shore of the Strait of Belle Isle 
area and Conception Bay South. The option of placing sea electrodes in Lake 
Melville or Holyrood Bay is no longer proposed. In addition. as a result of 
recent decisions and announcements regarding the sequencing of the various 
components of the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project (i.e. 
developing Muskrat Falls first), Nalcor Energy is explo1ing the option of 
locating the Labrador converter station at or near the Muskrat Falls site35

., 

Or, la premiere version de la description du projet prevoyait que la ligne de h·a.nsport commence 
a la centrale de Gull lsland36

. 

Ce changement effectue au projet de la ligne temojgne, encore une fois, du fait que le projet de la 
ligne de transport et celui de ,la centrale a Muskrat Falls n'existent pas l'un sans l' autre. 

35 Newfoundland and Labrador Environment and Conservation, Environmental Assessment Bulletin (November 29, 
2010) 
36 Nalcor, Labrador-Island Transmission Link : Enviro11111e11lal Assessme,u Registration and Proiect Description 
(.January 2009, revised September 2009). p. 16. 
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d) Les centraJes n'ont aucune raison d'etre sans la ligne a Terre
Neuve 

Dans la premiere version de son etude d ' impact, deposee en fevrier 2009, le promoteur avait 
decrit la necessite du projet comme suit : 

2.2 Need for the Project 

The Project is needed to: 

1) address the future demand for hydroelectric generation m the 
Province; 

2) provide an electric energy supply for sale to third parties; and 

3) develop the Province' s natural resource assets for the benefit of the 
Province and its peop·Je37

• 

Quant aux raisons d'etre dtL projet, le promoteur avait precise que la satisfaction des besoins 
presents et futurs de la province etait la priorite prin.cipale du projet : 

2.4.2. l Provincial Nee•ds 

Meeting the cun-ent and future energy needs of the Province is the first 
priority for the power from the lower Churchill River. The Proponent will 
meet these needs with renewable hydroelectric power from the lower 
Churchill River38

• 

Le promoteur admet toutefois que la plus grande partie de la demande en electricite (73 %) dans 
la province provient de l'lle de Terre-Neuve39

. De plus, presque toute la demande au Labrador 
est deja remplie par Churchill Falls-1° : la centrale existante pourra rencontrer la demande au 
moins jusqu'en 20254

i. 

Les besoins de la. province auxquels le projet repondra seront done ceu.x de l'ile de Terre-Neuve. 
alors que la portee du projet dont la Commission est saisie ne comprend aucun moyen d ' y 
transporter l 'energie. 

37 EIE,volume I, partie A (tevrier 2009), p. 2-1. 
3

~ Id., a p. 2-3. 
39 id .. a p. 2-11. 
4o ld. 
41 M. a p. 2-12. 
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Le promoteur a aussi affirme a plusieurs reprises que le remplacement de la centrale thermique 
de Holyrood fait egaJement partie de la raison d'etre du pro jet 42

• Lorsque la Commission a 
demande au promoteut de justifier ses pretentious quant a la reduction des gaz a e:ffet de serre 
(GES) que le projet entrainerait, ii a explique: 

Since the Government of Newfow1dland and Labrador has committed in the 
Energy Plan to retire Holyrood in the event that the Project is sanctioned, the 
displacement of these GHGs is ve1y likely43

. 

Le lien entre k projet et la ligne de transport est evident car la centrale Holyrood se trouve sw· 
l'ile de Terre-Neuve. 

En restune, si le promoteur justifie les centrales de Muskrat Palls et Gull [sland par la demande 
future de la province qui est leur ra1son d'etre, il est evident que les centrales ne pourront 
rencontrer cette demande sans la Jigne de transpmt qui fora pa1iie integrante du veritable projet. 

4. Application des faits du pro.jet aux criteres etablis par I' ACEE 

En vertu de l'articJe 16 de la LCEE, une evaluation environnementaJe qui fait l'objet d' un 
examen par une commission doit se pencher sur la necessite et sur les raisons d'etre du projet. 

L'Agence canadienne d'evaluation euvironnementale (ACEE) definit ces tennes comme suit : 

La « necessite >> do projet se definit conune etant le probleme ou 
liopportunite que le projet a pour objecti f de resoudre ou de satisfaire. Ainsi, 
la « necessite >> etablit la justification necessaire au projet. 

Les << raisons d'etre » du projet se definissent comme etant ce qu'on desire 
realiser en mettant en reuvre le projet44

. 

Rap.~elons les criteres, etablis par l'ACEE, pour la determination de la po1iee d'un projet dans 
son £nonce de politique operationnel/e : 

En determinant si la po1iee du projet devrait et:re etendue au-dela du projet tel 
que propose par Je promoteur, l'autorite responsable devrait tenir compte de la 

42 EIE, volume 1, partie A, p. 2-12 ; Reponse a la demaade d ' infonu ations 11" CEC. 7S/85S. 
43 Reponse a la demande d' infonnations 11" CEC.146, p. 22. 
4

~ Agence ca1rndie11ne d 'evaluation environ.aemental.e, Enonce de po!itique operationnelle: Questions liees a lu 
<< necessile da prof et ;1, ma << raisons d'etre », aux << !Solutions de rechange 11 el aux << aurres moyens 11 de realiser LIil 

pr0Je1 en vertu de lu Loi canadienne sur revaluation enviroonementale (novembre 2007). a p. 2. 
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fa9on dont les composantes supp lementaires sont liees au projet tel que 
propose par le promoteur. Daus les cas ou ii s 'agit de composantes reliees 
entre elles, par exemple 

• dans les cas ou 1,me composante est automatiquement declenchee 
par une autre; 

• dans les cas ou une composanle ne peut a!Jer de !'avant sans 
l'autre; 

• dans Jes cas ou !es deux font partie d' un p lus grand ensemble et 
n' ont, si on en tient compte separement, aucune utilite 
independante 

la portee dtL projet devrnit generalement etre etendue a fin d' inclure toutes ces 
cornposantes supplementaires45

. 

Les centrales proposees par le promoteur dans le cadre de la presente evaluation, ainsi que le 
projet de la ligne qu'il a propose pour une evaluation distincte « font paitie d'un plus grand 
ensemble », et les centrales « n'ont, si on en tient compte separement, aucune utilite 
independante )>. 

Premierement : 

• selon le promoteur, l' utilite principale des cenh·ales est de combler !es besoins presents et 
futurs de la Province; 

• toutefois, la grande rnajorite de ces besoins se trouvent sur l 'ile de Terre-Neuve: 

• et de plus, les besoms de Labrador seront combles par la centrale Churchill Falls au 
moinsjusqu'en 2025; 

Des !ors, le projet ne peut servir a combler les besoins de la Province; ii n 'a done aucune utilite 
independante de la ligne. de transport. 

Deuxiemement; 

45 Agence canadienne d 'evaluation environnementale, E11011ce de po/itique operallonnel/e: Etab/isse111en1 de la 
portee du projel et du ty pe d 'evaluacion e11 vertu de la Loi canadienne su:r l'evaluation enviroonementale (2010), 
p. 3. 
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• le promoteur et son proprietaire reclament le depla.cement de la centrale thenniqae 
Holyrood, le declarant une des principales << rajsons d' etre » du projet; 

• toutefois. la centrale Holyrood est, el le aussi, situee sur I ' ile de Ten-e-Neuve; 

Les centrales n'auront done aucune utilite independante pour reduire les emissions de Holyrood 
sans la ligne de transport. 

Troisiemement : 

• selon le promoteur, l'utilite secoodaire des centrales est de ve11dre l'electrjcite aux tiers; 

• toutefois, ta seule voie disponible au ptomoteur pour vendre l'etectricite de la centrale 
Mus krat Falls est la ligne de Labrador a Ten-e-Neuve. 

Ainsi, la centraJe de Muskrat Fails n 'aura aucune utilite independaute comme source de revenu 
pour le promoteur et son proprietaire, le gouvernement provincial, sans la ligne de transport du 
Labrador a l'ile de Ten e-Neuve. 

L'article 15 de la LCEE exige que la portee du projet comprenne tant les centrales que la ligne de 
transport car il s'agit de composantes reliees entre elles. 

D. .Procedure suggeree a la Commission 

I. La demande d'une modification de son mandat 

Les lnnus de Ekuanitshit estiment que puisque la Comrrnssion n'est pas saisie de la veritable 
portee du projet, elle doit. exercer le pouvoir qu'elle possede en vertu de !'article 4.4.8 de la 
directive Procedures d 'examen par une commission de demander une modification de son 
mandat ·: 

4.4.8 Une comrrnssion peut demander que son ma11dat soit modifie. Dans le 
cas de modifications secondaires, le president de l'Agence, en consul1ation 
avec l'autorite responsable, a le pouvoir de modifier un rnandat. Pour 
demander une modification secondaire du mandat, le president de la 
commission ecrit au president de l'Agence a ce sujet. Si des modifications 
secondaires sont demandees, le president de l'Agence veillera a repondre a la 
commiss ion dans Jes 14 jours suivant la reception de la lettre. Afin de 
respecter les delais qui sont fixes dans le mandat initia l, la commission 
continuera d' exercer ses activites dans la m esure du possible en attendant la 
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reponse. La commission avisera Jes participants de tout changement apporte 
au mandat. Pour demander une modification de fond du mandat, la 
commission doit s' adresser au ministre qui, en retour, fera tous Jes efforts pour 
repondre a la demande dans les 14 jours suivant la reception de la lettre. 

La Commission doit demander, sans delai , au ministre d' Environnement Canada une 
modification de son mahdat pour inclure la ligne du Labrador a l'ile de Terre-Neuve dans la 
portee du projet a etre evalue. 

2. Les consequences d'une mauvaise definition de la portee du projet 
sur u11 eventuel rapport 

Si le Ministre refusait d ' elargir la portee de son mandat, la Commission serait dans 
J'impossjbiJite d 'evaluer les effets environnementaux du projet et la signification de ces effets. 

Dans son evaluation du projet, la Commission est obligee de tenir cornpte des elements enumeres 
a !' article 16 de laLC'EE, dont notanlment : 

a) les effets environnementaux du projet, y compris ceux causes par les accidents ou 
defaillances pouvant en resulter, et Jes effets cumulatifs que sa realisation, combinee a 
!'existence d'autres ouvrages ou a la realisation d' autres projets ou activites, est 
susceptible de causer a l ' environnement; 

b) !'importance des effets vises a l' alinea a); 

En vertu de la partie II de son mandat, la Commission doit egalement tenir compte des elements 
suivants, entre autres : 

9. 1es effets environnementaux du Projet; y compris !es effets 
environnementaux decouJant de defaillances, d' accidents ou 
d'evenements fortuits qui pourraient se produire en rapport avec le 
Projet; 

10. les effets cumulatifs que sa realisation, combinee a !' existence d'autres 
ouvrages ou a la realisation d' autres projets ou activites, est 
susceptible de causer a l' environnement; 

1 L la signification des effets envitonnementaux, tels que decrits aux 
points 9 et 10; 
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L'evaluation exacte des effets environnementaux d ' un projet exige que sa portee soit definie de 
fac;:on correcte. Si la poitee du projet ornet des composantes impo1tantes et essentielles, comme 
c' est le cas pour la presente evaluation. ii sera impossible pour la Commission de rencontrer !es 
ex.igences de l'atticle 16, LCEE, et de son mandat. 

Cette interpretation de I ' article 16 et du mandat est, par ai11eurs, la seu1e qui permettra a la 
Commission de rencontrer l'objectif veritable de la LCEE que l' ahnea 4(l)a) definit comme 
etant <( de vei ller a ce que les projets soient etudies avec soin et prudence avant que les autorites 
federales prennent des mesures a leur egard, afin qu'ils n ' entrainent pas d'effets 
environnementaux negatifs impo1tants >>. 

Selon la Cour federale, « !'omission de la cmmnission conjointe de satisfaire a une exigence de 
l'article 16 de la LCEE peut constituer une e1rnur de droit 46 ». 

De plus, lorsque la Cour supreme du Canada a decide dans l 'affaire Nlines Alerte, que le but 
recberche par les paragraphes 15(2) et 15(3) est de prevenir le fractionnement des projets par les 
promoteurs, sa decision liait autant la Commission que le ministre de !'Environnement ou la 
ACEE. 

Comme l' a explique la plus haute Cour dans tm autre jugement recent : 

[33] Toutefois, dans Je cadre d'un Etat fonde sur la primaute du droit et d 'une societe 
regie par des principes de lega lite, pouvoir discretionnaire ne saurait etre assimile a 
arbitraire. Certes, ce pouvoir discretionnaire existe, mais i i s'exerce a l' interieur d ' un 
cadre jmidique determine. L'acte discretionnaire se situe dans une hierarchie nonnative. 
Dans Jes presents dossiers, l'autorite administrative applique un reglement lui-meme pris 
en vertu d'une loi babifitante. La loi et les reglements delimitent l' etendue du pouvoir 
discretionnaire ainsi que les principes qui gouverneront son exercice et l)ermettront 
d'apprecier le caractere raisonnable de celui-ci47

. 

Ii n'est pas JoisibJe a la Commission de sanctionner une violation de la LCEE en deposant, 
neanmoins, un rappo1t complet, si le ministre d'Environnement Canada refuse de modifier son 
mandat. 

La Commission ne pouna soumettl:e au mm1stre un rapport tenant compte de « la nature et 
l'importance des effets environnementaux que pourrait avoir le Projet », sans que la portee du 
projet ne soit modifiee pour inclure la ligne de transport. La Commission devra done refuser de 

46 Alberta Wilderness Assn. c. Cardinal River Coals Ltd. , [1999] 3 C.F. 425, citant le jugement dans Alhena 
Wilderness Assn. c. Express Pipelines Ltd., (1996), 137 D.L.R. (4th) 177 (C.A.f.) au soutien de ce principe. 
47 Mot111·eal (Vflle) c. Admi11istra1io11 portuaire de Montreal, [2010] 1 R.C.S. 427, par. 33. 
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faire rapport sur les effets environnementaux, avant qtJ'elJe n'ait la possibilite d' evaluer le projet 
selon sa portee n~elle, 
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COURTESY TRANSLATION 

June 23, 2011 

BY FA~ TO 709~18 AND BY EMAIL TO 
<pmame~ 

Pat Manie 
Environmental Assessment Chair 

Re: Labrador Island Transmission Link Project 
CEAR no. 10-03-51746; our file #7550/005 

Dear Mr. Coulter and Mr. Marrie, 

The present letter is in response to your letter received June 3, 2011, in which you 
notified us that the first series of component studies produced by Nalcor as part of the 
environmental assessment of the above-mentioned project were available for study and 
comment. 

1. Introduction 

The following comments are made on behalf of the Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit (the 
Council). They address only the Historic and Heritage Resources Component Study. As 
explained in our letter of December 16, 2010, the 35-day comment period for component studies 
established by Newfoundland and Labrador's Environmental Assessment Regulations, 2003, 
NLR 54/03, does not allow enough time for the Council to retain, instruct, and receive a response 
from the experts whose input would be required to adequately assess the quality and 
completeness of the studies prepared by Nalcor. For further details on this issue, please refer to 
our letter of December 16, 2010. 
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While expert advke would also be necessary to make a complete analysis of the Historic 
and Heritage Resources Component Study, the Council offers herein a limited response to this 
study, based on a first reading by individuals familiar with some of the historic literature but not 
experts in the field of archaeology or history. 

II. Nalcor's Historic and Heritage Resources Component Study does not fulfill the 
requirements of the Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines 

a. T.t.e requirements of the Guidelines 

Se.ction 4.8 of the Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines requires thal the 
Environmental Impact Statement demonstrate "the Proponent' s understanding of the interests, 
values, concerns, contemporary and historic activities, Aboriginal traditional knowledge and 
important issues facing Aboriginal groups, and indicate how these will be considered in planning 
and carrying out the Project'' with respect to several Aboriginal groups, including Ekuanitshit. 

According to the Preface to the Guidelines, component studies "shall address baseline 
data requirements to support the evaluation of environmental effects and/or the development of 
mitigation measures as well as monitoring and follow up programs." 

Based on the foregoing, it is our understanding that the component studies establish the basic 
conditions from which the potential environment effects of the project will be evaluated. A flawed or 
incomplete component study would therefore prevent the potential environmental effects of the 
project from being appropriately assessed. A flawed component study would also hinder the 
development of appropriate mitigation and follow up programs. 

b. The Jack of data underpinning the Historic and Heritage Resources Component Study 

The Historic and Heritage Resources Component Study does not adequately address the 
historic use of the project area by members of Ekuanitshit and other lower north shore Innu 
communities. 

Nalcor has not conducted any direct research into the historic use of the project area by che 
Innu of Ekuanitshit. Nor has Nalcor reviewed any secondary material that describes the historic use 
of the territory by this community. 

There is at least one study that describes this use: Robert Comtois, Occupa1ior1 et Utilisation 
du Territoire par /es Montagnais de Mi,igan, Conseil Attikamek-Montagnais, 1983. Nalcor has 
access to this study, yet has chosen not to review it when preparing its component study. For this 
reason alone, the component study is inadequate as the basis for the environmental impact statement. 
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The Council has provided a great deal of information to Nalcor regarding the historic use of 
the project area by its members.1 In fact, at the hearings of the Joint Review Panel for the 
hydroelectric dams, several elders from the community testified regarding their historic use of the 
project area. 2 This information is clearly available, should Nalcor wish to take the time to engage 
with the community. 

P1ease note that all of the historical information provided as part of the environmental 
assessment of the dams was provided under reserve of the need for Nalcor to conduct a study of the 
community' s historic and contemporary land use to fulfill its obligations under the Guidelines. 

Finally, we note that neither of the documents cited by Nalcor in its component study as a 
source of information regarding the Quebec lnnu provides any information on historic use by the 
lnnu of Ekuanitshit. Nalcor often makes reference to a study authored by J.G. Deschenes. Mr. 
Deschenes' study, however, refers only to the community of Palma Shipi {Saint Augustine) and nol 
to Quebec Innu generally. The other document which Nalcor draws upon in this regard, that of Paul 
F. Wilkinson & Associates Inc., is merely a review of the pre-existing literature and is not a study of 
the historic use of the project area by the Innu of Ekuanitshit. 

c. Nalcor's failure to engage and consult the lnnu or Ekuanitshit 

Nalcor's failure to conduct a single study of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit stands in sharp contrast 
to its interactions with lnnu Nation. Nalcor and its predecessors have been working with Innu Nation 
regarding this project since at least 1998. This engagement has involved providing Innu Nation with 
approximately $12 million3 to fund smdies of the community and facilitate the consultation process 
regarding the project 

While the Counc il does not necessari ly expect treatment identical to that received by Innu 
Nation, the Council does believe that. as the project is clearly situated in its traditional territory as 
well, Nalcor is obliged to study and consult the community. This obligation is affirmed bys. 4.8 of 
the Guidelines, which, notably, does not provide any basis for preferencing one Aboriginal group 
over another. 

1 S11bmissio11 from 1/1e /111w of £k1w11itsliit to the Jou,t Review Panel Public Heari11gs, April 2011. avnilnble on the 
CEAA regislry as document #1225 at: http;//www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/05/documents-eng.ctin?evaluation=26 L 78 
2 A transcript of this testimony is available on the CEAA registry as document # 1220 
'"Court begins hearing arguments into aboriginal objection to Lower Churchilr', Canadian Press, March 16, 2011 , 
available on'line at: http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/article/954723- court-begins-hearing-arguments•into• 
uboriginal-objection-to-lower-churchill 
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The Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit submits that Nalcor's Historic and Heritage Resources 
Component Study is incomplete as it does not contain adequate information regarding the historic 
use of the project area by the Jnnu of Ekuanitshir. As component studies form the baseline from 
which the potential environmental effects of the project are assessed, this gap in the component study 
wilJ prevent an adequate environmennil impact statement from being produced. 

The Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit asks the governments to find that the component study 
is incomplete and direct Nalcor to engage with the community regarding a study of its historic and 
contemporary use of the project area. 

cc : Chef Jean-Charles Pietacho 
Conseil des lnnus de Ekuanitshit 
PAR TELECOPIEUR AU 418-11111:>85 

Monsieur Yves Bernier 
Corporation Nishipiminan 
PARTELECOPIEUR AU 418-- 177 

Simon Laverdiere 

Regards, 

DIONNE SCHUI.Z& 

NichoJas Dodd 

Agence canadienne d 'evaluation environnementale 
PAR TELECOPlEUR AU 418-~ 43 
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AND BY EMAIL TO <Labrador AND BY EMAIL TO <pmarrie 
lsland.Transmissionlink 

Pat Marrie 

Labrador Island Transmission Link Project 
CEAR no. I 0-03-51746; our file #7550/005 

Dear Sirs, 

The present letter is in response to the ·notice received August 19, 2011 regarding the 
latest component study produced by Nalcor entitled "Socioeconomic Environment: Aboriginal 
Communities and Land Use Component Study'> ("Aboriginal CS") produced as part of the 
environmental assessment of the above-mentioned project. 

I. Introduction 

The following comments are made on behalf of the Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit (the 
Council). While additional time and funding for expert advice would be necessary to make a 
complete analysis of the impact the proposed transmission link could have on the Innu of 
Ekuanitshit, the Council offers herein a limited response to this study. The following 
demonstrates a need for additional research and meaningful consultation to assist in establishing 
a more complete baseline study. 
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Jt is our understanding that the component studies establish the basic conditions from which 
the potential environmental and socioeconomic effects of the project will be evaluated. In reviewing 
the Aboriginal CS, we deem it to be wholly inadequate as well as dismissive of the impact the project 
threatens to have on the ancestral and contemporary uses of resources by the lnnu of Ekuanitshit. 
Despite Nalcorls insistence of its willingness to "consult" with the Council, albeit in a limited 
manner, in truth Nalcor has unjustly deemed Ekuanitshit irrelevant to the EA. This sentiment is found 
time and again in its correspondence with the Council and now in its Aboriginal CS. 

The Aboriginal CS makes mention of the Council's invitation "to inform the community 
about the Labrador-Island Transmission Link and to hear and record any associated questions and 
concems'1; that the proponent saw fit to release its Aboriginal baseline study before the meeting with 
Ekuanitshit alone reveals its faiture to engage meaningfully with the community and the 
incompleteness of the Aboriginal CS. 

In the most recent correspondence with the Council, dated July 20, 20 l 1, Nalcor suggests 
that if "Ekuanitshit possede des elements de preuve pennetant de demontrer un plus haut niveau 
d'utilisation du territoire et des resources clans cette zone que ce que la documentation disponible 
demontre-, Nalcor encourage Ekuanitshit a la presenter afin gue celle-ci soit serieusement consideree" 
(emphasis added) [translation: {( ''Ekuanitshit is in possession of proof demonstrating a higher /eve/ 
of use of the terrilory and resources in this zone than what is demonstrated in the available 
documentation, Nalcor encourages Ekuahitshit to present it in order that it be considered 
seriously']. Being listed as a community with whom Nalcor must consult under s.4.8 of the 
Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines is apparently insufficient; Ekuanitshit is now being 
required to prove it has a right to be consulted. 

The Aboriginal CS provides only a cursory overview of Ekuanitshit and its Innu residents. 
The superficial review of Ekuanitshit in the study is justified on the basis that "[a]vailable data does 
[sicJ not indicate contemporary land use by the Innu of Ekuanitshit in or near the proposed 
transmission corridors". lf such a determination is to be made by relying on secondary sources of 
information, the collection of these sources should be as complete as possible. Notably absent from 
the proponent's review of Ekuanitshit ls the extensive report conducted in collaboration with the 
community by Hydro.Quebec for the La Romaine hydroelectric project.1 

Nalcor further bolsters its rationale for excluding Ekuanitshit, amongst other Quebec Jnnu 
communities, by stating at s.1.2 of the CS that the "asserted claims have not been accepted for 
negotiation by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador". Failure to mention the federal 
govemment's acceptance for negotiation cannot be considered an innocent omission. 

Hydro-Quebec, Complexe de lo Romaine: Etude d"impact sur l 'enviom,ement, Volume 6: Milieu humain. 
Decembre 2007, part 39 .1.4 <hnp://www.acee-<:caa.gc.ca/050/documents_ st;lticpost/cearref 26 I 3/ei volume06.pdt> 
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The scope of the Aboriginal CS is described as a review of "contemporary land use activities 
in Central and Southeastern Labrador as socioeconomic baseline info for use in the Project's EA". 
This geographic delineation does not respect the realities of the natural environment or the ecosystem 
approach. It has the potential, moreover, to undermine Ekuanitshit's Aboriginal fishing rights if the 
stocks are negatively affected by the project as a result of a failure to consult. 

Ill. Salmoo Migratory Routes 

In its discussion of Ekuanitshit's contemporary land use, Nalcor states: "up to 1982, salmon 
fishing began towards the end of May and continued to be a common activity throughout the 
summer". This single, dated sentence making reference to salmon fishing fails to capture the 
importance of the Atlantic salmon runs in Innu life. Hydro-Quebec notes in its La Romaine report 
that the fishing of Atlantic salmon is not only an integral part of ancestral practices, but also 
continues to be an important resource for the (nnu of Ekuanitshi( valued equally with the caribou and 
the beaver.2 

During Nalcor's presentation on June 20, 20 l t , members of Council expressed their concern 
regarding the potentially negative impacts the transmission link might have on the Atlantic salmon 
stocks upon which they rely. In a letter sent a month later, Nalcor explicitly refused to provide 
Council with the financial capacity to retain its own expert to advise on the component study on fish 
habitat. 

Accor-ding to s.3.3.2.4 of its report entitled "Marine Fish and Fish Habitat in the Strait of 
Belle Isle: [nfonnation Review and Compilation", Nalcor is aware that the Atlantic salmon migratory 
route includes passage through the Strait of Belle Isle en route to the spawning rivers along the St. 
Lawrence, such Riviere Saint-Jean (Cote-Nord). Despite this recognition, the proponent focuses its 
consultations and research regarding fisheries almost exclusjvely on the delineated area around the 
cables through the Strait of Belle Isle within its "Marine Fisheries in the Strait of Belle Isle 
Component Study". 

The Guidelines specifically mention at s.4.5.1 the need to consider the effects on fish and fish 
habitat " including migration patterns and fish mortality'. The migratory route of Atlantic salmon 
indicates the need to consult with the Council as the transmission link has the potential to impact the 
food supplies and economic wellbeing of the Innu of Ekuanitshit. Valuable Aboriginal traditional 
knowledge that could be assisting in establishment of baselines regarding an understanding 
ecosystem function, resource abundance, distribution and quality is, moreover, not being 
incorporated into these studies. 

2 Id, at p. 39--95. 
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Mr. Bill Coulter 

The Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit submits that Nalcor's Aboriginal CS is incomplete, as it 
does not contain adequate infonnation regarding the contemporary use of resources that may be 
impacted by this project. As component s tudies fonn the baseline from which the potential 
environmental effects of the project are assessed, this gap will prevent an adequate environmental 
impact s tatement from being produced. 

The Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit asks that the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency and the Department of Environment and Conservation hold that the component study is 
incomplete and direct Nalcor to engage with the community regarding a study of the contemporary 
use of the project area and potentially affected resources. 

cc : Chief Jean-Charles Pietacho 
Conseil des lnnus de Ekuan'itshit 
J:IY FAX TO 418 ... 085 

Mr. Yves Bernier 
Corporation Nishipiminan 
BY FAX TO418 177 

Mr. Simon Laverdiere 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
BY EMAIL TO <Simon.LavcrdierE>{! 

Yours, 

DIONNE SCHULZE 

* 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

* 
David Schulze 
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January 23, 2012 

BY FAX TO 709.allllslS 
AND BY EMAIL TO <pmarrie@ 

PatMarrie 
Environmental Assessment Chair 

Re: Labrador Island Transmission Link Project 
CEAR no. 10-03-51746; our file #7550/005 

Dear Sirs, 

Introduction 

This is in response to your letter dated December 22, 2011 regarding our client's 
comments on NaJcor's "Socioeconomic Environment: Aboriginal Communities and Land Use 
Component Study" in the above-mentioned assessment. In fact, your letter only acknowledges 
our first letter on the subject, dated August 5, 2011 and not our second, dated September 13, 
2011 . This omission is surprising, especially given the significant delay in your reply. 

Capacity ~nd Comment Periods 

Our first letter outlined the ongoing concerns of our client, tlle Conseil des lnnus de 
Ekuanitshit (the Council)1 regarding both the lack of capacity to participate in the envfronmental 
assessment (EA) pro.cess and the insufficiency of the periods for commenting on the Component 
Studies. Your response to these concerns fails to recognize or address the challenges faced by 
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our client in this process. Rather than acknowledging the potentiaUy serious impact this project 
may have on the Imm of Ekuanitshit, you describe the need to keep this EA process moving 
forward in a timely manner. Had the Council been granted adequate funding at the beginning, it 
would have been better positioned to keep pace with your desired progress. 

You sought, moreover, to undennine the sincerity of our client's concerns by suggesting 
that though we state the 35-day comment period is insufficient, we have made "aucune 
demande" [translation: "no request "l for an extension. Your comment entirely misses our point. 
No amount of additional time will enable our client to participate without increased capacity: the 
two are intrinsically linked. Until the Council has access to the scientific expertise necessary to 
interpret the Component Studies> additional time will not cure the problem. 

Comments on Component Study 

Despite your assertion to the contrary, if you had read our second Jetter responding to the 
Aboriginal Component Study you would have noted that we did indeed provide comments. We 
stated that the Study is incomp1ete, as it does not contrun sufficient information regarding the 
historic and contemporary use of resources that may be affected by this project. Specifically, 
Nalcor has almost entirely excluded the Innu of Ekuanitshit from this EA process and as a result 
their interests are not being considered. By definition, baseline studies must be as complete as 
possible, otherwise the environmental assessment built upon them will be inaccurate. 

We also discussed our client's concerns regarding the impact the transmission link may 
have on the Atlantic salmon migratory routes. The proposed cable crossing travels under the 
Strait of Belle Isle, where the Atlantic salmon to which the Innu have fishing rights migrate. Fish 
and caribou are fundamental to the lnnu' s way of life and anything that may negatively affect 
these resources threatens the livelihood of the Innu ofEkuanitshit. 

Aboriginal Funding Envelope 

In your most recent letter, you outline the process by which Aboriginal communities may 
receive financial aid to participate in environmental assessment processes. We are aware of the 
Aboriginal Funding Envelope, and indeed, are already participants in the program. The amount 
of funding provided, however, was insufficient to allow our client to participate effectively in 
this review process. It is unclear what purpose your explanation serves as the email by Simon 
Laviere to which you refer explains the fund "a ete djstribue en totalite aux differentes 
communautes participantes. Conseqoemment, jJ n'y a pas de fonds supplementaires disponibles" 
[translation: "has been completely distributed to the dff/erent participant communities. 
Consequently, there are no supplementary funds available"]. 
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Your letter reiterates your desire to he]p the Imm of Ekuanitshit participate in the EA 
process. Specifically, you offer to facilitate discussions between the federal government, the 
Province, and the community on the propose.cl Project and the EA process. You refer to Mr. 
Laverdiere's email, in which he states: 

"le plan de consultation prevoit des occasions de collaboration avec les differents 
intervenants des ministeres participants a l'evaJuation environnementale. Cela peut 
comprendre des echanges avec des scientifiques qui se penchent sur les differents 
rapports du promoteur. Ce type de collaboration pourrait permettre a la communaute 
d'avoir un certain acces a du savoir technique sans avoir besoin d' ambaucher du 
personnel." [translation: "the consultation plan provides opportunities for collaboration 
with the different representatives of ministries participating in the environmental 
assessment. This may include discussions with scientists looking at the various reports of 
the proponent. This type of collaboration could allow the community to have some access 
to technical knowledge _without the need to hire staff "J 

You also mention the _possibility of ho]djng meetings and teleconferences to resolve concerns 
and provide technical assistance. Given our client's inability to retain independent scientific 
expertise to assist with the EA, access to government scientists wou)d be beneficial. In order to 
progress beyond mere generalities of possible collaborations and meetings, we will propose the 
following strategy. 

As mentioned above1 the Innu of Ekuanitshit are most concerned about the well-being of 
the migratory fish and the caribou. Our c1lent would welcome the opportunity to receive 
presentations from government scientists on the Component Studies discussing these two topics 
in particular. Thereafter, our clients and the community would be better positioned to make more 
specific inquiries regarding technical issues of concern. Once these presentations take place> 
meeting the 35-day comment period would be more reasonable. We invite you to propose dates 
when your scientific representatives would be available to visit the community. 

Conclusion 

The concerns expressed in our first Jetter, date.d August 5, 2011, persist. The comments 
regarding the Aboriginal Component Study outlined in our second letter, dated September 13, 
201 J, remain unanswered. In order to overcome the impasse in which we find ourselves, we have 
proposed herein to detennine and agree on a date on which your government scientists would be 
able to make presentations to the lnnu of Ekuanitshit. Of particular interest is the impact the 
proposed transmission link may have on the fish and caribou populations. We beJieve this 
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consultation strategy would allow for both the increased capacity and additional time necessary 
for the Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit to respond to the Component Studies. 

cc: Chief Jean-Charles Pietacho 
Conseil des Innus de Elruanitshit 
BY FAX TO 418..-:>85 

Mr. Yves Bernier 
Corporation Nishipiminan 
BYFAXTO418--77 

Mr. Simon Laverdiere 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
BY EMAIL TO <Simon.Laverdiere 

Yours, 

DIONNE SCHULZE 

* 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

* 
David Schulze 





Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project 

Aboriginal Consultation Guidelines 
for Regulatory Approval Applications 

Overview 

Newfou dland 
Labrador 

These Aboriginal Consultation Guidelines (the "Guidelines") will assist the Proponent, 
Nalcor Energy, and provincial regulatory departments and agencies (the "Departments") 
discharge any duty to consult that the Province may owe to the Aboriginal governments and 
organizations identified in Appendix I before issuing regulatory approvals for the Lower 
Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project (the "Generation Project"). 

The lnnu of Labrador will be consulted via the environmental management agreement 
(EMA) contemplated by section 28. 7 .2 of the Land Claims and Self Government 
Agreement-In-Principle among the federal government, the Province and the lnnu Nation. 
Until the EMA comes into effect, the lnm.J of Labrador will be consulted 'via these 
Guidelines. 

The Guidelines are appllcable to the Generation Project, only; they are not applicable to any 
other project and are not to be used in any way by the Proponent or any Department to 
inform Aboriginal consultation activities for any other project. 

The Guidelines provide general direction, only; the Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs 
Secretariat (IGAA) will be available to provide on-going support and advice to the Proponent 
and Departments in using the Guidelines. 

The Guidelines provide French versions of template emails (see Appendices II-IV); like the 
English templates, these French versions must be revised on a case-by-case basis so that 
they refer properly to the Applications that are the subject of the correspondence. However, 
it is recognized that not all government officials are sufficiently fluent in French to allow for 
easy revision of the French templates. In all cases, Departments ought to consult wlth IGAA 
which will arrange translation services. 

Several of the Aboriginal organizations' working language is French. If email or telephone 
contact is made to a government official in French by an official of an Aboriginal 
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organization, Departments should consult with IGAA, which will arrange for translation 
services. 

All steps identified in the Guidelines should be followed for each Application received for a 
regulatory approval. When the Proponent or a Department, in consultation with IGAA, 
deems an Application to be ancillary to an Application on which the Proponent and the 
Department has already consulted under the Guidelines, all Aboriginal governments / 
organizations identified in Appendix I should be notified upon issuance of the ancillary 
regulatory approval. 

For purposes of the Guidelines, an Application includes a written request for any permit, 
licence or other regulatory approval required by the Proponent for the Generation Project. 

The Guidelines, and any form of consultation conducted by the Proponent or Departments 
pursuant to them, does not constitute acceptance or recognition of asserted Aboriginal or 
treaty rights. The process of consultation does not create any Aboriginal or treaty rights. 

Whenever the Guidelines indicate that the Proponent or Departments are to transmit an 
Application(s) and any supporting information to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations, 
use of a single email, including the template email content taken from the Appendices and 
any attachments to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations (as a group) is encouraged. 

Date: May30,2012 
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Aboriginal Consultation Steps (1-5) 

Step 1 

Aboriginal consultation on an Application will begin when the Proponent sends 
the formal Application (including background/supporting information or 
documentation sufficient for a Department to begin its own review, analysis 
and processing of that Application) to all Aboriginal governments / 
organizations, inviting them to review the Application and submit any 
comments to the appropriate Department within a defined timeframe. 

The Proponent should revise the English and French versions of the Template 
Email for Distribution of Applications (APPENDIX II) to identify the Application 
to be enclosed for comment, the Department to which any comments should 
be directed and to specify the appropriate timeframe within which comments 
are invited. 

Please see APPENDIX I for email addresses for each Aboriginal government/ 
organization. Street / P.O. Box addresses have also been provided for 
reference. 

Notes for Step 1: 

• There may be information related to an Application that the Proponent considers 
confidential. It is therefore incumbent on the Proponent to engage Aboriginal 
governments / organizations to pursue protection of any confidential information, 
should the Proponent choose to do so. The Proponent and the Aboriginal 
government/ organization(s) may wish to consider other means of ensuring that any 
confidential information is protected; such means may include an Application
specific confidentiality agreement or a confidentiality agreement that applies to the 
entire regulatory approval process. 

• All information disclosed to Aboriglnal governments/ organizations is for purposes of 
consultation on the relevant Application, only; it is not to be used for any other 
purpose or disclosed to any other person without the written consent of the 
Proponent. 

• Where more than one Application is provided to Aboriginal governments / 
organizations for comment at the same time, the template email should be adjusted 
accordingly to incorporate all Applications covered by that email. 
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• In using the template email, the Proponent is to include both the English and 
unofficial French text in the body of the email. 

• The email template includes a copy (cc.) block reminding the Proponent that the 
appropriate Department and IGAA are to be copied on all correspondence to the 
Aboriginal governments and organizations (see APPENDIX I for contact information). 
The Proponent must ensure that each email is copied to the Department and IGAA. 

• When providing Aboriginal governments / organizations with an Application, the 
Proponent should email the Application to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations 
together. 

• If the Proponent, rather than the appropriate Department, receives any comments 
on an Application, those comments should be provided to the Department 
immediately. 

Selection of Timeframes 
• Timeframes for return of comments to the Department shall be 15 days, 30 days or 

60 days. 

• A 30 day timeframe has been applied to all Applications identified in Nalcor Energy's 
Environmental Impact Statement as potentially required for the Generation Project 
(see list in Appendix V). 

• Where an Application does not appear in Appendix V, the Proponent should consult 
the appropriate Department which will determine, in consultation with IGAA, the 
appropriate timeframe of 15 days, 30 days or 60 days by considering such factors 
as the complexity of the Application, the timeframes in which similar applications 
are typically approved, and the length of time required for the Department to 
complete its own review and analysis of the Application. 

• Any variation from the above-noted process of determining timeframes should be 
preceded by consultation between the Department and IGAA. 
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Step 2 

Once the Application and associated. template email is assembled, sent to all 
Aboriginal governments / organization and copied to the Department and 
IGAA, the Department should commence its internal review and analysis of 
the Application. 

Notes for Step 2: 

• There is no reason for the Department to delay beginning its review of an Application 
until the timeframe for comments from Aboriginal governments/ organizations has 
ended. However, the Department must not issue a regulatory approval prior to the 
end of the timeframe for comments from Aboriginal governments / organizations. 

• If the Department receives a request from any Aboriginal government/ organization 
for an extension gf the prescribed timeframe, the Department must consult with 
IGAA to coordinate an appropriate response. 

• If the Department receives comments on an Application from an Aboriginal 
government / organization(s), the Department must review the comments 
and reconsider its initial analysis of the Application in light of those 
comments (see Step 5). The Department is encouraged to contact IGAA to 
coordinate both the review of comments received from an Aboriginal government/ 
organization(s), and preparation of a response. 
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Step3 

When the t1meframe for comments from Aboriginal governments / 
organizations has ended, the Department should: 

(1) revise the Template Email for Notifioation of End of Timeframe for Comments 
(APPENDIX IV) to state the date on the email accompanying the Application, the name of 
the Application and the fact that the timeframe of XX days has ended. On the day that the 
timeframe lapses, the Department should send the email to all Aboriginal governments/ 
organizations; and then 

(2) contact IGM to confirm whether it has received comments on the Application. If no 
comments have been received by either the Department or IGAA, the Department should 
complete its own review of the regulatory approval and proceed to Step 4. 

If any comments have been received, the Department should skip the 
next step and proceed to Step 5. 

Notes for Step 3: 

• Where possible, the Department should send a single email to all Aboriginal 
governments / organizations at once, and copy IGAA (the Proponent need not be 
copied on communication undertaken in Step 3). 

• If the timeframe for comment for more than one Application ends on the same day, 
the Department should revise the template email appropriately to include all such 
Applications. 

• If the Department is not yet in a position to issue the regulatory approval when the 
timeframe for comment expires, the Department should contact IGAA to re-confirm 
that no comments have been received when the regulatory approval is ready to be 
issued. If no comments have been received , the Department should proceed to 
issue the regulatory approval. 
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Step 4 

The Department should revise t he Template Email for Distribution of 
Regulatory Approvals - No Comments (APPENDIX 111) to refer to the original 
cover letter and Application, and identify the enclosed regulatory approval. 

Notes for Step 4: 

• The template email has a copy (cc.) block which indicates that the Proponent and 
IGAA are to be copied on the email sent to all Aboriginal governments / 
organizations. 

• If multiple regulatory approvals are attached to an email, the Department should 
revise the email appropriately to refer to all associated Applications. 

• In using the template email, the Department is to include both the English and 
unofficial French versions in the body of the email. 

• As noted above, it may be difficult for the Department to revise the French template 
email to incorporate relevant details such as the name of the Application. The 
Department is asked to please engage IGAA, which will arrange assistance in 
revising the French version of the cover letters. 
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Step 5 

Where comments are received from an Aboriginal government/ organization, 
the responsible Department should give full and fair c0nsideration to the 
comments in its review of the Application. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of 
such comments the Department should provide the Aboriginal government / 
organization with full and fair consideration of the comments, in writing. Upon 
issuing its written response to the comments by email, the Department should 
also indicate that within seven (7) days of receipt of the Department's 
response, the Aboriginal government or organization may request a 
conference call to discuss the Department's response. 

Notes for Step 5: 

• The Department should contact IGAA 1f it receives any comments related to any 
Application or regulatory approval, before or after the timeframe for comments has 
ended, even if the correspondence indicates that the Aboriginal government Gr 

organization supports or has no concerns with the Application or regulatory approval. 

• If any comments are received on an Application at any time before the Department 
is ready to issue the associated regulatory approval, the Department should not 
issue the regulatory approval Without first consulting IGAA. 
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For Further Advice or Assistance Contact: 

Brian Harvey 
Director, Polley ana Planning 
Aboriginal Affairs Branch 
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat 
t709- 487 
e brianharvey(n I 
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-1. Nalcor Energy 

Mr. Steve Pellerin 
Nalcor Energy 

APPENDIX I 
Contact Information 

Hydro Place, 500 Columbus Drive 

Fax: (709): - 985 

2. Nunatsiavut Government 

tom sheldon 

Mr. Tom Sheldon 
Director, Environment Division 
Nunatsiavut Government 

Fax: (709)11111111)31 

3. NuhatuKavut Community Council 

Mr. George Russell Jr. 
Environment and Resource Manager 
NunatuKavut Community Council 

Fax: (709)- 594 

4. Council of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

rece tion.oonseil 

Chef Jean-Charles Pietacho 
Conseil des lnnus d'Ekuanishit 
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Fax: (418) - 085 

5. Council of the lnnu of Pakua Shipu 

Conseil des lnnus de Pakua Shipu 

Fax: (418) - 622 

6. Council of the lnnu of Unamen Shipu 

Chef Georges Bacon 
Conseil de bande des Montagnais d'Unamen Shipu 

Fax: (418)- 921 

7. lnnu Nation of Matimekush-Lac John 

I (copy ~ ; ~ 

Chef Real McKenzie 
Conseil de la Nation lnnu Matimekush-l ac Johh 

Fax: (418)- 856 

Copy to: 

Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat 

Nadir Andre 
BCF LLP 

Fax: (514) - 515 

Marie-Christine Gagnon 
BCF LLP 
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8: lnnu of Nutashkuan 

conseil.de.bande 

Chef Frangois Bellefleur 
Conseil des Monta nais de Natashquan 

9. Uashat mak Mani-Utenam First Nation 

ken.rock 

lnnu Takuaikan Uashat mak Mani-Utenam 
c/o Ken Rock 

Fax: (418) ~ 37 

10. Naskapi Nation of Kawachlkamach 

~ 

Chief Louis Einish 

11. lnnu Nation 

lnnu Nation 
c/o Larry Innes -and Paula Reid 
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Fax: (709) 96 
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XI- "Month" 2012 

APPENDIX II 
Template Email for Distribution of Applications 

ENGLISH 

I am writing on behalf of Nalcor Energy, the proponent of the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric 
Generation Project ("Project"), to provide you with the enclosed application for [insert name 
of regulatory approval]. 

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador's [insert name of Department/ Agency] is 
responsible for the above-noted regulatory approval (attached), which Nalcor Energy 
requires for the Project. Any comments you may wish to provide in relation to this 
Application are welcome, and should be provided to [insert Departmental contact name] of 
the [Department/ Agency] within [XX] days of the date of this email. [Insert contact name] 
may be contacted by email at [insert email address] or telephone at [insert phone 
number]. 

You may also wish to consult the Department of Environment & Conservation's 
Environmental Assessment website, which contains important documents related to the 
Project, onllne: <http://www.env.gov.nl.ca/env/env assessment/projects/Y2010/1305/index.html >, as 
well as the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's web registry of documents 
related to the Project, onli'ne: <http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/05/documents

eng.cfm?evaluation=26178>. 

Please note all information disclosed to you is for your use for the purposes of consultation 
on the relevant Application only and is not to be used for any other purposes or disclosed 
to any other person without the written consent of Nalcor Energy. 

The official language of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is English. As such, 
this English language email is the official and authoritative communication from Nalcor 
Energy to your organization. The French t ranslation of this email is for your convenience 
only. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the above-noted provincial Department or Agency should 
you have any questions or concerns regarding the Information or documentation Included 
herewith. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Pellerin, Nalcor Energy 

cc. [Departmental contact] 
Brian Harvey, IGM 
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TRADUCTION NON OFFICIELLE 

Je vous ecrit au nom du Nalcor Energy (qui est promoteur du projet de centrale de 
production d'energie hydroelectrique dans la partie inferieure du fleuve Churchill) 
concernant la jointe Demande de [Insert name of regulatory approvalJ. 

Le Ministere de [insert name of Department/ Agency] du gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et
Labrador est responsable de la jointe Demande, qui Nalcor Energy a besoin pour son 
projet. Toute observation que vous pourriez faire a l'egard de cette demande sont les 
bienvenus; vous pourriez les envoyer a [insert Departmental contact name] du Ministere de 
[Department / AgenoyJ dans les [XX] jours de la date de cette lettre. Vous pouvez 
contacter [ Insert contact name] via courriel electronique [insert email address] ou 
telephone [insert phone number]. 

Vous pouvez egalement consulter le site Web de !'evaluation environnementale du 
ministere de !'Environnement et Conservation, qui contient des documents importants lies 
au pro jet: httr:r//www,.env .gov.nl.ca/env/env assessment/projects/Y2010/1305/index. html, 
ainsi que le Registre canadien d'evaluation environnementale, qui contient de nombreux 
documents lies au projet, en ligne: http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/05/documents
eng.cfm?evaluation = 26178. 

S'il vous plait noter que tous les renseignements communiques a vous est pour votre 
utilisation a des fins de consultation sur la demande appropriee et ne doit pas etre utilise a 
d'autre fins ou communiquees a toute autre personne sans le consentement ecrit du 
Nalcor Energy. 

La langue officielle du gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador est l'anglais. En 
consequence, ce courriel en anglais comprend la communication officielle et autorite du 
Nalcor Energy a votre organisation; la traduction franc;aise non officielle est pour plus de 
commodite seulernent. 

S'il vous plait contacter le ministere du gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador note ci
dessus si vous avez des questions ou des preoccupations a !'information ou la 
documentation ci-jointe. 

Sincerement. 

Steve Pellerin. Nalcor Energy 

cc. [Departmental contact] 
Brian Harvey, IGM 
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APPENDIX Ill 
Template Email for Distribution of Regulatory Approvals - No Comments 

ENGLISH 

XX ["Month") 2012 

I write further to my correspondence of [insert date of originating correspondence via which 
the Application was sent to the Aboriginal government or organization for comment] , in 
which I provided a copy of Nalcor Energy's Application for [insert name of regulatorY 
approval] and requested that you provide any comments in relation to that Application 
within [insert number of days that was provided in original cover letter] days. 

We have now proceeded to issue the regulatory approval related to that AppHcation, and 
have enclosed a copy of same for your information. 

The official language of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is English. As such, 
this English language email is the official and authoritative communication from the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to your organization. The French translation of 
this email Is for your convenience only. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned should you have any questions or 
concerns regarding the information or documentation included herewith. 

Sincerely, 

[insert name, Department and contact 1nformation of sender] 

cc. Steve Pellerin, Nalcor Energy 
Brian Harvey, IGM 

TRADUCTION NON OFFICIELLE 

Je vous ecrit a la suite de ma correspondance du [insert date of original letter enclosing 
Application(s)J, dans laquelle je fournis une copie de la Demande de Nalcor Energy 
concernant [insert name of Application]; j'ai demande que vous fournissez des 
commentaires a l'egard de cette demande dans les ['insert. number of days in time frame 
for comments1 jours de la date de cette lettre. 
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Nous avons procede a !'emission de l'autorisation a l'egard de cette demande visee, et ont 
joint une copie de meme pour votre information. 

La langue officielle du gouver11ement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador est l'anglais. En 
consequence, ce courriel en anglais comprend la communication autorite du 
gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador a votre organisation; la traduction frangaise non 
officielle est pour plus de commodite seulement. 

S'il vous plait communiquer avec le soussigne si vous avez des questions ou des 
preoccupations a !'information ou la documentation ci-jointe. 

Sincerement, 

[Insert name, Department and contact information of sender] 

cc. Steve Pellerin, Nalcor Energy 
Brian Harvey, IGAA 
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APPENDIX IV 
Template Email for Notification of End of Timeframe for Comments 

ATTENTION: 

The timeframe for comments on [insert name of Application], which was referred on [.insert 
date of original correspondence] has ended. The Government of NeWfoundland of Labrador 
will now proceed to issue the applicable regulatory approval. 

ATTENTION: 

Le delai pour les commentaires sur [insert name of Application] 1 qui a ete renvoye le [.insert 
date of original correspondence] a expire. Le gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador va 
maintenant proceder a delivrer le permis applicable. 
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APPENDIX V 

Aboriginal Government / Organization Comment Timeframes 
(Possible Generation Project Regulatory Approval Applications) 

Activity Regulatqry Approval LegjslatiVe Authority Timeframe for 
Aboriginal Comment 

Establishment of Septic System Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Work Camps Commercial - Certificate Resources Act, SNL 2002, 

of Approval for septic c.W-4.01; Environmental Control 
systems >4,500Uday - Water and Sewage Regulations 
in an unserviced area c1nd 2003 
not covered by a 
Municipality 
Certificate of Approval for Newfoundland and Labrador Health 30 days 
prlvate sewage and Community Services Act, SNL 
<4,546/day 1995, c.P-37 .1; Sanitation 

Re~ulations 
Certificate of Approval for Newfoundland and Labrador Fire 30 days 
Commercial Building Prevention Act, SNL 1991 c.34 and 
under National the Natlonal Fire Code of Canada 
Building,'fire/Life 1990 
Safety Code 
Buildings Accessibility Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Design Registration or Building Accessibility Act, RSNL 
Exemption Registration 1990. c.R-10, Buirdlng Accessibility 
Newfoundland and Regulations 
Labrador 
Tobacco and Food Newfoundland and Labrador Food 30 days 
LTcence Application and Drug Act, RSNL 1990, c.F-21, 

Food Premises Regulations 
Land Requirements Crown Lands - Crown Newfoundland and Labrador Lands 30 days 

Land Act, SNL 1991 c.36 
Lease/Ucense/Permit 
Notice of lntent for Newfoundland and Labrador Lands 30 days 
Reservation of Act, SNL 1991 c.36 
Shoreline 

Waste Waste OTI - Handling and NeWfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Management Disposal Environmental Protec6on Act, SNL 
Related to 2002 c.E-.14.2, Used Oil Control 
Construction Regulations 
Activities 
Garbage Waste Management Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Disposal/Waste System; Certlficate of Environmental Protection Act, SNL 
Management Approval 2002 c.E-14.2, Waste Disposal 

and Utter 
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Activity Regu1atory Approval Legislative Auttlority nme.frame for 
Abo_rigi_nal Comment, 

Access Roads Bridges, Certificate of Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Approval, Application for Resources Act, SNL 2002. 
Environmental Permit to c.W-4.01, Section 48 
Alter a Body of Water 
Culvert Installation, Newfoundland and Labraqor Water 30 days 
Certificate of Approval, Resources Act, SNL 2002, 
Application for c.WA.01, Section 48 
Environmental Perrnlt to 
Alter a Body of Water 
Certlficate of Approval for Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Stream Fording, Resources Act, SNL 2002, 
Application for c.W-4.01, Section 48 
Environmental Permit to 
Alter a Body of Water 
Permit for Access off any Newfoundland and Labrador Urban 30 days 
Highway and Rural 'Planning Act, SNL 2000, 

c.0-8, Highway Sign Regulations 
Construction t)f Dams and Appurtenant Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Dams Structures, Resources Act, SNL 2002, 

Certificate of Approval c.W,4.01, Section 48 

Construction of Water Resources - Water Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Generating Course Crossings, Resources Act, SNL 2002. 
Facilities Certificate of c.W-4.01, Section 48 

Environmental Approval 
Construction (Site Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Drainage) Certificate of Resources Act, SNL 2002, 
Approval c.WA.01, Section 48 

Stream Crossi ngs/ Water Resources - Water Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Fording Course Crossings, F?esources Act, SNL 2002, 

Certificate of c.W-4.01, Section 48 
Environmental Approval 

Fuel Storage Fuel Storage & Handling - Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Temporary Storage Environmental Protection Act, SNL 
Remote Locations 2002. c.E~14.2, Storage and 

Handling of Gasoline and 
Associated Products 
Regulations, 2003 

Fuel Storage & Handling - Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
A Permit Flammable & Environmenteil Protectjon Act, SNL 
Liquid Storage & 2002. c.E-14.2, Storage and 
Dispensing (above or Handling of Gasoline and 
below ground) & for Bulk Associated Products 
Storage (above ground Regulations, 2003, and Fire 
only) Prevention Act, .SNL 1991, c.34 

Potable Water Water Resources - Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Supply License to Drill Water Resources Act, SNL 2002, 

Wells c.W,4.01, 
Well DrillinP: ReP:ulations 
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Activity Regu1atory Approval ~gislative Autttonty nme-frame for 
Abo_rigi_nal Comment, 

Water Supply for Water Resources - Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Camp/vVorl< Site General Application for Resources Act, SNL 2002, 

Water Use Authorization - c.W-4.01 
for all beneficial uses of 
water from any source -
Application for Permit for 
Using Ground Water for 
Non-Domestic Uses 

Water Use Water Use Authorization Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
Resources Act, SNL 2002, 
c.W-4.01 

Approval for Water Supply Newfoundland and Labrador Water 30 days 
System Resources Act, SNL 2002, 

c .W-4.01 
Construction Operating Permit/Fire Newfoundland and Lab.rador 30 days 
Activities Season - Crown or private Forestry Act, RSNL 1990, c.F-:;?3, 

land for a company or Forest Fire Regulations 
individual to operate 
durin~ forest fire season 
Permit to Cut Crown Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
T1mber - A permit ls Forest!}' Act, RSNL 1990. ·C.F-23, 
required for commercial or Cutting of Timber Regulations 
domestic cutting of timber 
on Crown land 
Permit to Burn Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 

Forestry Act, RSNL 1990, c.F-23, 
Forest Rre Regulations 

Letter of Advice to New Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Construction Project or Forestry Act, RSNL 1990, c,0-3 
Industrial Enterprise 

Borrow Pits and Quarry Development Newfoundland and Labrador Quarry 30 days 
Rock Quarries Permit - A pennit is Minerals Act, SNL 1999, c.Q-1 . .1 

required to dig for, 
excavate, remove and 
dispose of any Crown 
quarry material 

Control of Control of Nuisance Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife 30 days 
Nuisance Wildlife Black Bear Act, RSNL. c .W-8, Wildlife 
WHdlife Protection Permit/Permit Regulations 

to Destroy Problem 
Animals 

Highway Signage Signs - Highway Services Newfoundland and Labrador Urban 30 days 
Fingerboard Signs, and Rural Planning Act, SNL 2000, 
Approval c.U-8, Highway Sign Regulations 

Temporary Diesel Permit to Operate Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Generation and Temporary Dies~I Environmental Protection Act, SNL 
Permanent Generator 2000, c.E-14.2, Air Pollution 
Emergency Diesel Control Regulations 
Generation 
Environmental Approval of EPP by Newfoundland and Labrador 30 days 
Protection Plan Minister of Environment Environmental Protection Act, SNL 
(EPP) and Conservation 2002, c.E-14.2 
Source: Nalcor Energy, Lower C/1urcl1l// Hydroelectric Generation Project Environmental Impact Statement: Project 
Planning and DescripUon (Vol. 1 , Part. B), onllne: Table IB-G-1 < http://WWW.nalcorenergy.com/assets/eisvo11bii.pdf> . 
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Labrador-Island Transmission Link Project 

Aboriginal ConsuJtation Guidelines 
for Regulatory Approval Applications 

overview 

Newf.o , 1dland 
Labrador 

These Aboriginal Consultation Guidelines (the 11Guidelines") will assist the Proponent, 
Nalcor Energy, and provincial regulatory departments and agencies (the "Departments") 
discharge any duty to consult that the Province may owe to the Aboriginal governments and 
organizations identified in Appendix I before issuing regulatory approvals for the Labrador
Island Transmission Link Project (the ''Project"). 

The Guidelines are applicable to the Project, only; they are not applicable to any other 
project and are not to be used in any way by the Proponent or any Department to inform 
Aboriginal consultation actiVities for any other project. 

The Guidelines will not apply to permits issued for components of the Project on the Island 
of Newfoundland. 

The Guidelines provide general direction, only; the Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs 
Secretariat (IGAA} will be available to provide on-going support and advice to the Proponent 
and Departments in using the Guidelines. 

The Guidelines provide French versions of template emails (see Appendices II -IV); like the 
English templates, these French versions must be revised on a case~by-case basis so that 
they refer proper)y to the Applications that are the subject of the correspondence. However, 
it is recognized that not all government officials are sufficiently fluent in French to allow for 
easy revision of the French templates. In all cases, Departments ought to consult with IGAA 
which will arrange translation services. 

Several of the Aboriginal organizations' working language is French. If email or telephone 
contact is made to a government official in French by an officfal of an Aboriginal 
organization, Departments should consult with IGAA, which will arrange for translation 
services. 
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All steps identified in the Guidelines should be followed for each Application received for a 
regulatory approval. When the Proponent or a Department, in consultation with IGAA, 
deems an Application to be ancillary, due its routine nature or due to it being incidental to 
an Application on which the Proponent and the Department has already consulted under 
the Guidelines, all Aboriginal organizations identified in Appendix I should be notified upon 
issuance of the ancillary regulatory approval, and provided with a copy of the issued permit. 
Efforts have been made to identify ancillary applications in Appendix V. 

For purposes of the Guidelines, an Application includes a written request for any permit, 
licence or other regulatory approval required by the Proponent for the Project. 

The Guidelines, and any form of consultation conducted by the Proponent or Departments 
pursuant to them, does not constitute acceptance or recognition of asserted Aboriginal or 
treaty rights. The process of consultation does not create any Aboriginal or treaty rights. 

Whenever the Guidelines indicate that the Proponent or Departments are to transmit an 
Application(s) and any supporting information to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations, 
use of a single email, including the template email content taken from the Appendices and 
any attachments to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations (as a group) is encouraged. 

Date: 02 July 2013 
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Aboriginal Consultation Steps (1-5) 

Step 1 

Aboriginal consultation on an Application will begin when the Proponent sends 
the formal Application (including background/supporting information or 
documentation sufficient for a Department to begin its own review, analysis 
and processing of that Applicat ion) to all Aboriginal governments / 
organizations, invit ing them to review the Application and submit any 
comments to the appropriate Department within a defined timeframe. 

The Proponent should revise the English and French versions of the Template 
Email for Distnbution of Applications (APPENDIX II) to identify the Application 
to be enclosed for comment; the Department to which any comments s.hould 
be directed and to specify the appropriate timeframe within which comments 
are invited. 

Please see APPENDIX I for email addresses for each Aborigjnal government / 
organization. Street / P.O. Box addresses have also been provided for 
reference. 

Notes for Step 1: 
• There may be information related to an Application that the Proponent considers 

confidential. It is therefore incumbent on the Proponent to engage Aboriginal 
"governments / organizations to pursue protection of any confidential information, should 
the Proponent choose to do so. The Proponent and the Aboriginal government / 
organization(s) may wish to consider other means of ensuring that any confidential 
information is protected; such means may include an Application-specific confidentiality 
agreement or a confidentiality agreement that applies to the entire regulatory approval 
process. 

• All information disclosed to Aboriginal governments / organizations is for purposes of 
consultation on the relevant Application, only; it is not to be used for any other purpose 
or disclosed to any other person without the written consent of the Proponent. 

• Where more than one Application is provided to Aboriginal governments / organizations 
for comment at the same time, the template email should be adj usted accordingly to 
incorporate all Applications covered by that email. 
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• In using the template email, the Proponent is to include both the English and unofficial 
French text in the body of the email. 

• The email template includes a copy (c.c.) block reminding the Proponent that the 
appropriate Department and IGAA are to be copied on all correspondence to the 
Aboriginal governments and organizations (see APPENDIX I for contact information). The 
Proponent must ensure that each email is copied to the Department and IGAA. 

• When providing Aboriginal governments / organizations with an Application, the 
Proponent should email the Application to all Aboriginal governments / organizations 
together. 

• If the Proponent, rather than the appropriate Department, receives any comments on 
an Application, those comments should be provided to the Department immediately. 

Selection of Timeframes 
• A 30 day timeframe has been applied to all Primary Applications identified in Nalcor 

Energy's Environmental Impact Statement as potentially required for the Transmission 
Project (see list in Appendix V). 

• Where an Application does not appear in Appendix V, the Proponent should consult the 
appropriate Department which will determine, in consultation with IGAA, the appropriate 
timeframe by considering such factors as the complexity of the Application, the 
timeframes in which similar applications are typically approved, and the length of time 
required for the Department to complete its own review and analysis of the Application. 

• Any variation from the above-noted process of determining timeframes should be 
preceded by consultation between the Department and IGAA. 
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Step2 

Once the Application and associated template email is assembled, sent to all 
Aboriginal governments / organization and copied to the Department and 
IGAA, the Department shoufd commence its internal review am:l analysis of 
the Application. 

Notes for Step 2: 
• There is no reason for the Department to delay beginning its review of an Application 

until the timefrarne for comments from Aboriginal governments / organizations has 
ended. However, the Department must not issue a regulatory approval prior to the end 
of the tirneframe for comments from Aboriginal governments / organizations. 

• If the Department receives a request from any Aboriglnal government/ organization for 
an extension of the prescribed timeframe, the Department must consult with IGAA to 
coordinate an appropriate response. 

• If the Department receives comments on an Application from an Aboriginal government 
/ organization(s), the Department must review the comments and reconsider its initial 
analysis of the Application in light of those comments (see Step 5). The Department is 
encouraged to contact IGAA to coordinate both the review of comments received from 
an Aboriginal government/ organization(s) i and preparation of a response. 
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Step3 

When the timeframe for comments from Aboriginal governments / 
organizations has ended, the Department should: 

(1) rev,ise the Template Email for Notification of End of nmeframe for Comments 
(APPENDIX IV) to state the date on the email accompanying the Application, t he name of 
the Application and the fact that the timeframe of XX days has ended. On the day that the 
timeframe lapses, the Departmeflt should send the email to all Aboriginal governments / 
organizations; and then 

(2) conta~t IGAA to ascertain whether it has received comments on the Application. If no 
comments have been received by either the Department or IGAA, the Department should 
complete its own review of the regulatory approval and proceed to Step 4. 

If any comments have been received, the Department should skip Step 4 and 
proceed to Step 5. 

Notes for Step 3: 
• In using the template email, the Department is to include both the English and 

unofficial French versions in the body of the email. 

• Where possible, the Department should send a single email to all Aboriginal 
governments/ organizations at once, and copy IGAA. 

• If the timeframe for comment for more than one Application ends on the same day, the 
Department should revise the template email appropriately to include all such 
Applications. 

• If the Department is not yet in a position to issue the regulatory approval when the 
timeframe for comment expires, the Department should contact IGAA to re-determine 
whether comments have been received by the time the regulatory approval is ready to 
be issued. If no comments have been received, the Department should proceed to 
issue the regulatory approval. 
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Step 4 

The Department should revise the Template Email for Distribution of 
Regulatory Approvals - No Comments (APPEND))( 11'1) to refer to the original 
cover letter and Application, and identify the enelosed regulatory approval. 

Notes for Step 4: 
• In using the template email, the Department is to include both the English and 

unofficial French versions in the body of the email. 

• The template email has a copy (c.c.) block which indicates that the Proponent and IGAA 
are to be copied on the email sent to all Aboriginal governments/ organizations. 

• If multiple regulatory approvals are attached to an email, the Department should revise 
the email appropriately to refer to all associated Applications. 
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Step 5 

Where comments are received from an Aboriginal government/ organization, 
the responsible Department should give full and fair consideration to the 
comments in jts review of the Application. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of 
such comments the Department should provide the Aboriginal government / 
organization with full and fair consideration of the comments, in writing. Upon 
issuing its written response to the comments by email, the Department should 
also indicate that within seven (7) days of receipt of the Department's 
response, the Aboriginal government or organization may request a 
conference call to discuss the Department's response. 

Notes for Step 5: 
• The Department should contact IGAA if it receives any comments related to any 

Application or regulatory approval, before or after the timeframe for comments has 
ended, even if the correspondence indicates that the Aboriginal government or 
organization supports or has no concerns with the Application or regulatory approval. 

• If -any comments are received on an Application at any time before the Department is 
ready to issue the associated regulatory approval, the Department should not issue the 
regulatory approval without first consulting IGAA. 
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For Further Advice or Assistance Contact: 

Brian Harvey 
Director - Abonglnal Affairs 
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat 
t709.- 487 
e ~ 
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APPENDIX I 
Contact Information 

Nalcor Energy 
marionor~ 

Ms. Mar,ion Organ 
Nalcor Energy 
Hydro Place, 500 Columbus Drive 

Nunatsiavut Government 
t m sheldon 

Mr. Tom Sheldon 
Director, Environment Div1slon 
Nunatsiavut Government 

Fax: (709)- 931 

Mr. George Russell Jr. 
Environment and Resource Manager 
NunatuKavut Community Council 

4. Council of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

Chef Jean-Charles Pietacho 
Conseil des lnnus d'Ekuanishlt 

5. Council of the lnnu of Pakua Shipu 

Consell des lnnus de Pakua Shipu 

Fax: (418)~ 22 
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6. Council of the lnnu of Unamen Shipu 
~ 

Chef Raymond Bellefleur 
Conseil de bande des Montagna is d'Unamen Shipu 

7. lnnu Nation of Matimekush-Lac John 
~ (copy~: daveandr.e1309 

Chef Real McKenzie 
Conseil de la Nation lnnu Matimekush-Lac John 

Copy to: Marie-Christine Gagnon 
BCF LLP 

David Andre 

8 . lnnu of Nutashkuan 
conseit.de.bande 

Chef Rodrigues Wapistan 
Conseil des Montagnais de Natashquan 
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9. 

10. 

Uashat mak Mani-Utenam Rrst Nation 
(Copy morgan.l~endall@ 

lnnu Takuaikan Uashat mak Mani-Utenam 
c/o Jean-Claude Pinette 

Copy to: Morgan Kendall 
O'Reilly & Associes 

Naskapi Nation of Kawachikamach 
kawawaC.1 (Copy - ~ ) 

Deputy Chief Jimmy James Einish 
Naskapi Nation of Kawawachikamach 

Copy to: Paul Renzoni 
General Adv.isor 
Naskapl Nation of Kawawachikamach 

Mr. John Mameamskurn 

11. lnnu Nation 
~ ~ 

lnnu Nation 
c/o Lany Innes and Paula Reid 
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APPENDIX II 
Template Email for Distribution of Applications 

ENGLISH 

XX ''Month" 2012 

I am writing on behalf of Nalcor Energy, the proponent of the Labrador-Island Transmission 
Linl< Project ("Project"), to provide you with the enclosed application for [insert na!Tle of 
regulatory approval]. 

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador's [insert name of Department / Agency] is 
responsible for the above-noted regulatory approval {attached), which Nalcor Energy 
requires for the Project. Any comments you may wish to provide in relation to this 
Application are welcome, and should be provided to [insert Departmental contact name] of 
the [Department/ Agency] within [XX] days of the date of this email. [Insert contact name] 
may be contacted by email at [insert email address] or telephone at [insert phone 
number] . 

You may also wish to consult the Department of Env·ironment & Conservation's 
Environmental Assessment website, which contains important documents related to the 
Project (http://www.env.gov.nl.ca/env/env assessment/projects/Y2010/1407/index.html), 
as well as the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's web registry of documents 
related to the Project http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/details-eng.cfm?evaluation =517 46. 

Please note all information disclosed to you is for your use for the purposes of consultation 
on the relevant Application only and is not to be used for any other purposes or disclosed 
to any other person without the written consent of Nalcor Energy. 

The official language of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is English. As such, 
this English language email is the official and authoritative communication from Nalcor 
Energy to your organfzation. The French translation of this email is for your convenience 
only. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the above-noted provincial Department or Agen,cy should 
you have any questions or concerns regarding the information or documentation included 
herewith. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Organ, Nalcor Energy 

c.c. [Departmental contact] 
Brian Harvey, IGAA 
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TRADUCTION NON OFFICIELLE 

Je vous ecris au nom du Nalcor Energy (qui est promoteur du Projet de ligne de transport 
d'energie entre le Labrador et !'lie de Terre-Neuve} concernant la jointe Dernande de [insert 
name of regulatory approval}. 

Le Ministere de Linsert name of Department/ Agency] du gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et
Labrador est responsable .de la jointe Demande, qui Nalcor Energy a besoin pour son 
projet. Toute observation que vous pourriez faire a l'egard de cette demande sont les 
bienvenus; vous pourriez les envoyer a [insert Departmental contact name] du Mlnistere de 
[Department/ Agency] dans les [XX] jours de la date de ce courriel. Vous pouvez contacter 
[Insert contact name] via courriel electronique [insert email addressl ou telephone [insert 
phone number]. 

Vous pouvez egalement consulter le site Web de !'evaluation environnementale du 
ministere de !'Environnement et Conservation, qui contient des documents importants lies 
au pro jet (http~//wVvW.env.gov.nl.ca/env/env assessment/profects!Y2010/1407 /index.html, 
ainsi que le Registre canadien d'evaluation environnementale, qui contient de nombreux 
documents lies au projet (http://VvWw.ceaa.gc.ca/050/details-eng.cfm?evaluation=517 46). 

S'il vous plait noter que tous les renseignements communiques a vous est pour votre 
utilisation a des fins de consultation sur la demande appropriee et ne doit pas etre utilise a 
d'autre fins ou communiquees a toute autre personne sans le consentement ecrit du 
Nalcor Energy. 

La langue officielle du Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador est l'anglais. En 
consequence, ce courriel en anglais comprend la communication officielle et autorite du 
Nalcor Energy a votre organisation; la traduction fran~aise non officielle est pour plus de 
commGdite seulement. 

S'il vous plait contacter le Ministere du Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador note ci
dessus si vous avez des questions ou des preoccupations a !'information ou la 
documentation ci'-jointe. 

Sincerement, 

Marion Organ, Nalcor Energy 

c.c. [Departmental contact] 
Brian Harvey, IGAA 
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APPENDIX Ill 
Template Email for Distribution of Regulatory Approvals - No Comments 

ENGLISH 

XX ["Month"] 2012 

I write further to Nalcor Energy's correspondence of [insert date of originating 
correspondence via which the Application was sent to the Aboriginal government or 
organizati0n for comment], in Which Nalcor Energy provided a copy of its Application for 
[insert name of regulatory approval] and requested that you provide any comments in 
relation to that Application within [insert number of days that was provided in original cover 
letter] days. 

We have now proceeded to issue the regulatory approval related to that Application, and 
have enclosed a copy of same for your information. 

The official language of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is English. As such, 
this English language email is the official and authoritative communication from the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to your organization. The French translation of 
this email is for your convenience only. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned should you have any questions or 
concerns regarding the information or documentation included herewith. 

Sincerely, 

[insert name, Department anct cor,itact information of sender] 

c.c. Marion Organ, Nalcor Energy 
Brian Harvey, IGAA 

TRADUCTION NON OFFICIELLE 

Je vous ecris a la suite de la correspondance du Nalcor Energy du [insert date of original 
letter enoloslng Application(s)], dans laquelle Nalcor Energy fournit une copie de sa 
Dernande concernant [insert name of Application]; Nalcor a demande que vous fournissez 
des commentaires a l'egard de cette demande dans les [insert number of days In time 
frame for comments] jours de la date de son courriel. 
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Nous avons procede a !'emission de l'autorisation a l1egard de cette demande visee, et ont 
joint une copie de meme pour votre information. 

La langue officielle du Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador est ranglais. En 
consequence, ce courriel en anglais comprend la communication autorite du 
Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador a votre organisation; la traduction frangaise non 
officielle est pour plus de commodite seulement 

S'il vous plait communiquer avec le soussigne si vous avez des questions ou des 
preoccupations a !'information ou la documentation ci-jointe. 

Sincerement, 

[Insert name, Department and contact information of sender] 

c.c. Marion Organ, Nalcor Energy 
Brian Harvey, IGAA 
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APPENDIX IV 
Template Email for Notification of End of Timeframe for Comments 

ATTENTION: 

The timeframe for comments on [l11sert name of Application], which was referred on [insert 
date of original correspondence] has ended. The Government of Newfoundland of Labrador 
will now proceed to issue the applicable regulatory approval. 

ATTENTION: 

Le delai pour les commentaires sur [insert name of AppHcationl, qui a ete renvoye le [insert 
date of original correspondence] a expire. Le Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador va 
maintenant proceder a delivrer le permis applicable. 
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APPENDIX V 
P sible Project Regulatory Approval Applications OS 

Primary Approval Activity Department or (R) / Potentially Legislation Requiring Agency Requirements 
Ancillary Required Approval {A) 

License to 
Lands Division, 

Approval is 
required for Occupy Crown 

Development Department of 
Project Land, Crown 

Lands Act on Crown Environment 
Activit ies and 

p 
Land Leases/ 

Lands and 
infrastructure Grants/ 

Conservation 
on Crown Land . Easements 

Permits are 
required for 

Water construction 
Resources activities w]thin 

Certificate of Any actfvit ies 
Di\lision, 15 m of the 

Approval for any Water which may 
Department of high watermark p 

Alteration to a Resources Act alter a water 
Environment of any water 

Body of Water body 
and body. An 

Conservation application form 
is required for 

each alteration. 
Approval is 

required for any 
In-st ream 
activity, 

Certificates of 
including culvert 

Approval for any 
Water installations 

lnstream 
Resources and fording 

Activity 
Dfvislon, activities, 

(lncluding Water Ary in-stream 
Department of before p 

Culvert Resources Act activity 
Environment undertaking the 

Installation, 
and work. This also 

Bridges and 
Conservation includes any 

Fording a 
development 

Watercourse) 
within 15 m of 

the high 
watermark of 

any water body. 
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Certificates of 
Approval for 
Development 

Approval is 

Activity in a 
Water 

Protected 
Construction 

Resources 
required for any 

Public Water 
Water activity in a 

Division, 
activity in a 

Supply Area or 
Resources Act protected 

Department of 
protected public p 

Wellhead 
water supply 

Environment 
water supply 

Protected 
and 

area prior to the 

Public Water 
Conservation 

commencement 
of any work. 

Supply Area 

Any run-off Water 
Approval is 

Certificate of 
from the Resources 

required for any 

Approval for Water 
project site Division, 

run-off from the 

Construction Resources Act 
being Department of 

project site 

Site Drainage 
discharged to Environment 

being 
p 

receiving and 
discharged to 

waters Conservation 
receiving 
waters. 

Water 
withdrawal for 

use at 
Water 

Water Use 
temporary 

Resources Water use 

Authorization 
Water camps or 

Division, authorization is 

Resources Act during 
Department of required for all A 

Construction 
Environment beneficial uses 

and 
and of water. 

Operations 
Conservation 

activities 

Water 
A licence is 

Application for 
Resources 

required to 

Water Well 
Water 

Drilling activity Division, 
carry on the 

Drilling Licence 
Resources Act 

for a water Department of 
business of 

well Environment 
water well 

A 

and 
drilling in 

Conservation 
Newfoundland 
and Labrador. 

Water A licence is 
Application for Resources required to 

Permit for 
Constructing a 

Water Establishment 
Division, establish a non-

Non-Domestic 
Resources Act of a water well 

Department of domestic water A 
Environment well in 

Well and Newfoundland 
Conservation and Labrador. 
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Prohibits the 
disturbance, 
harassment, 

injury, or killing 
of an individual 

of a species 
designated as 
threatened, 

endangered or 

Wildlife 
extirpated. The 

Division, 
Minister may, 

Compliance under certain 
Standard, 

Endangered Project Department of 
circumstances, p 

Potential Permit 
Species Act Activities Environment 

issue a permit 
and 

Conservation 
for an activity 

affecting a 
designated 

species, the 
residence of a 
specimen of a 

designated 
species or 
critical or 
recovery 
habitat. 

Urban and The 
Rural Planning Department of construction of 

Act, Works, Construction Transportation an access to a 
Access to Services and of access and Works and, highway that is p 

Highway Permit Transportation roads and where classified as a 
Act, Protected trails applicable, Protected Road 
Road Zoning Service NL requires 
Regulations approval. 

A development 
permit is 

required to 
build on and 
develop land, 

Urban and whether Crown 
Preliminary Rural Planning 

Construction 
or privately 

Application to Act, Protected 
activity 

Service NL owned, within p 

Develop Land Road Zoning the building 
Regulations control lines of 

a Protected 
Road or within 
the boundaries 
of a Protected 

Area. 
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A permit is 

Quarry 
Mineral Lands required to dig 

Materials Act 
Extracting Division, for, excavate, 

Quarry Permit 
and 

borrow Department of remove and p 

Regulations 
material Natural dispose of any 

Resources Crown quarry 
material. 

Clearing land 
A permit is 

required for the 
Cutting Permit 

Forestry Act areas for the 
Department of commercial or 

Operating 
and Cutting of right-of-way, 

Natural domestic p 

Permit 
Timber borrow pits, 

Resources cutting of 
Regulations camp sites or 

timber on crown 
laydown areas 

land. 
A permit is 

required to light 
fires outdoors 

Forestry Act Any burning Department of between April 
Permit to Burn and Forest Fire required during Natural and December. A 

Regulations the Project Resources Permits are not 
issued during 

forest fire 
season. 

Provincial 
A permit is 

Archaeology 
Archaeological 

Any 
Office, 

required for any 

Research 
Historic archaeological 

Department of 
archaeological p 

Permit 
Resources Act investigations 

Tourism, 
investigations 

required 
Culture and 

on land or 

Recreation 
underwater. 

Certificate of 
Environmental A Certificate of 

Approval for 
Protection Act, 

Storing and 
Approval is 

and Storage Engineering required for 
Storing and 

and Handling of 
handling 

Services storing and 
Handling 

Gasoline and 
gasoline and 

Division, handling 
A 

Gasoline and associated 
Associated 

Associated 
products 

Service NL gasoline and 
Products associated 

Products 
Regulations products. 

Environmental 
A permit is 

Protection Act 
and 

Engineering required for any 
Fuel Cache 

Environmental 
Temporary fuel Services temporary fuel 

A 
Permit 

Guidelines for 
storage Division, storage in a 

Fuel Cache 
Service NL remote 

Operations 
location. 
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This permit is 
issued on 

behalf of the 
Office of the 

Fire 

Permit for Rre Prevention 
Commissioner. 

Storage, Act, and Fire 
Storing and 

Approval is 

Handling, Use Prevention 
Engineering based on a 

or Sale of Flammable and 
handling Services review of 

Flammable and Combustible 
flammable Division, information 

A 

Combustible Liquids 
liquids Service NL provided for the 

Liquids Regulations 
Certificate of 
Approval for 
Storing and 

Handling 
Gasoline and 
Associated 
Products. 
Sewage 
disposal 
systems 

designed, 
constructed or 

Sanitation 
installed to 

Certificate of Regulations, 
Sewage service a private 

Approval for under the 
disposal and dwelling or a 

Installation of a Health and 
treatment at Service NL commercial or A 

Sewage System Community 
construction other building 

Services Act 
camps with a daily 

sewage flow 
less than 4,546 

L must be 
approved by an 
inspector before 

installation. 
A Certificate of 

Approval is 
Certificate of 
Approval for 

Sewage 
required for 

Septic Systems Environmental 
disposal and 

Engineering commercial 
Services septic systems 

> 4,546 L per Protection Act 
treatment at A 

day and Well 
construction 

Division, and wells in an 

Approval 
camps 

Service NL unserviced 
area, not 

covered by a 
municipality. 
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Certificate of Water 
Certificate of 

Approval for a 
Water supply 

Resources 
Approval is 

Water 
at temporary 

Division, 
required for any 

Withdrawal 
Water camps, and for 

Department of 
private water 

A 
Resources Act use in withdrawal 

System of> 
construction 

Environment 
system of 

4,500 L per 
activities 

and 
4,500 Uday or 

day Conservation 
greater. 

Water supply 
systems 

designed, 
constructed or 

installed to 
service a private 

dwelling or a 

Sanitation 
commercial or 

Certificate of 
Regulations, 

Water supply other building, 
Approval for 

under the 
at temporary including 

Installation of 
Health and 

camps and Service NL systems not A 
Water Supply 

Community 
maintenance governed by a 

System 
Services Act 

depots municipal 
council, local 

service district 
or local water 
committee, 

must be 
approved by an 
inspector before 

installation. 
Approval is 
required for 

Certificate of Environmental 
Waste disposal waste disposal 

Approval for a Protection Act 
associated (e.g., 

with incineration or 
Waste and Waste 

Construction 
Service NL 

burying). Used 
A 

Management Management 
and ti res must be 

System Regulations 
Operations disposed 

according to 
regulations. 
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A licence is 
required to 

operate food 
premises. 

Where 
municipal 

Establishing 
services are 

unavailable, two 
Health and and operating 

copies of plans 
Food Commumty a temporary 

and 
Establishment SeNices Act, camp and Operations 

specificatlons 
Licence - Food and Drug kitchen facility, Division, 

for water supply 
A 

Temporary Actand Food or SeNice NL 
and sewage 

Facility Pem1it Premi:ses using/upgradin 
disposal must 

Regulations g existing 
be submitted 

facilities 
wi'th application 

for a licence. 
Food premises 
are routinely 
inspected to 

ensure 
compliance. 

The Department 
provides 

direction on 

Permit to 
handling 

Destroy 
Dealing with Department of nuisance 

WIid Life Act nuisance Naturaf animals. Details ~ Problem 
Wild life Resources on the situation 

Animals 
must be 

provided for a 
permit to be 

issued. 
Approval is 

Compliance On-site required for fire 
standards; National A/e structures 

Service NL 
prevention 

A 
permits may be Code (temporary or systems in all 

required permanent) approved 
buildings. 

Compliance On-site 
Approval is 

standards; Natlonal structures 
permits may be Building Code (temporary or 

Service NL required for all A 

required permanent) 
building plans. 

Source: Nalcor's Environmental Impact Statement - Labrador-lsrand Transmission Link Project - Volume 1. Retrieved 
from: http:/Jwww.env.gov.nl.ca/env/env assessrnent/projects/Y2010/1407 /component studies/ch 3 appendix.pdf. 
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David Schulze 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Peter Madden <auto-reply-lhr
Friday, April 25, 2014 2:53 PM 
David Schulze 

Subject: NE-LCP-MEMO-000620: LCP Documentation: Environmental Effects Monitoring Plans -
Resubmission ACNXREF< M5ASU6oM9MontwgKhIJJSB > 

Dear David, 

You have received a new Memorandum: NE-LCP-MEMO-000620 

Project: LCP Permits 

Type: Memorandum 

Mail Number: NE-LCP-MEMO-000620 

To: David Schulze, Council of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

Jean-Charles Pietacho, Council of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

Cc: Brian Harvey , Department of Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs 

Paul Carter, Environment & Conservation NL 

Bas Cleary, Environment & Conservation NL 

John Blake, Government of Newfoundland 

Ivy Stone, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Ms Marion Organ, Nalcor Energy 

Jackie Wells, Nalcor Energy 

From: P Madden, Nalcor Energy 

Sent: 25/04/2014 7:52:36 PM BST (GMT +01:00) 

Status: N/A 

Subject: LCP Documentation: Environmental Effects Monitoring Plans - Resubmission 

Dear Mr. Schulze: 

I trust all is well with you. 

Attached are the Lower Churchill Project environmental effects monitoring plans previously provided to the Council of the I nnu of 

Ekuanitshit in accordance with the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador Aboriginal Consultation Guidelines. 

The Lower Churchill Project encourages and welcomes comments and concerns raised by stakeholders of the Project at any time 

during the implementation of the associated work. Thereby, please forward any comments the I nnu of Ekuanitshit may have specific to 

the implementation of the Project environmental effects monitoring programs at any time and we will work to incorporate them into the 

programs, where appropriate. 

Thank you for your comments and concerns. Please contact me with any questions. 

Best Regards, 

Peter 



Peter Madden, MASc., MBA 

Regulatory Compliance Lead 

Lower Churchill Project 

petermadden@lowerchurchillproject.ca 

File Attachments (Zip download all files) 
ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0009-01 Vegetation PEEMP Bl.pdf 
ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0006-01 Freshwater Fish PEEMP Bl.pdf 
ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0005-01140414 LITL Furbearers PEEMP Bl Final.pdf 
ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0003-01 .pdf 
ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0004-01 Caribou PEEMP Bl.pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0007-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0013-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0014-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0016-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0004-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0005-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0006-01. pdf 
MF A-PT -MD-0000-EV-PL-0003-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0025-01. pdf 
LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL-0026-01..pdf 
Table of LCP EEMPs - Provided to Ekuanitshit.pdf 

This is an automatic notification from Aconex . 
To reply to this message, hit the Reply button on your email program. Do not edit the subject line. 

Aconex 
Project success. Easy as Aconex. 
To request an Aconex User Account please contact your local helpdesk by visiting Support Central 

This email and any attachments are confidential, subject to copyright and may be privileged. No confidentiality or privilege is lost by an erroneous transmission. If 

you have received this email in error, please let us know by reply email and delete or destroy this email and all copies. If you are not the intended recipient of this 

email you must not disseminate, copy or use the information in it. 
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Lower Churchill Project Environmental Effects Monitoring Plans 

Council of the lnnu of Ekuanitshit 

Plan Document no. Status 

Muskrat Falls and Labrador Transmission 

Atmospheric Environmental Effects LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Monitoring Plan 0014-01 attached. 
Avifauna Protection and Environmental LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0004-01 attached. 
Black Bear Protection and Environmental LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0006-01 attached. 
Caribou Protection and Environmental LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0005-01 attached. 
Furbearers Protection and Environmental LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0016-01 attached. 
Ice Formation Environmental Effects MFA-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Monitoring Plan 0003-01 attached. 
Methyl Mercury Environmental Effects LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Monitoring Plan 0013-01 attached. 
Species at Risk Protection and LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV- PL- Prev1ously submitted and 
Environmental Effects Moni toring Plan 0007-01 attached. 
EEMP 
Aquatic Environmental Effects Monitoring April 2014 
Plan 
Navigation Mitigation and Monitoring Plan LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Prevlously submitted and 

0025-01 attached. 
Human Health Risk Assessment Plan LCP-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 

0026-01 attached. 
Clearing Execution, Protection and May 2014 
Environmental Effects Monitoring Plan 

Socioeconomic Environmental Effects May 2014 
Monitoring Plan 
Labrador-Island Link 
Caribou Protection and Environmental ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0004-01 attached. 
Vegetation Protection and Environmental ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0009-01 attached. 
furbearers Protection and Environmental I LK-PT-M D-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0005-01 attached. 
Freshwater Fish Protection and ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Environmental Effects Monitoring Plan 0006-01 attached. 
Avifauna Protection and Environmental ILK-PT-MD-0000-EV-PL- Previously submitted and 
Effects Monitoring Plan 0003-01 attached. 
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Commission of inquiry Respecti.ng fbe Muskrat falls Project 
Application for Fundi.ng by tbe Conseil des lnnu de Ekuan.itsbit 

March 28, 2018 
Pagel 

The Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit (the "Council") hereby applies for funding in order 

to participate in the Commission of Inquiry Respecting the Muskrat Falls Project (the 

"Co1mnission''). The following four sections correspond to the statements required by section 16 

ofthe Rules of Procedure for the Commission of Inquiry Respecting the Muskrat Falls Project 

(the "Commission'' or the " Inquiry"). 1 

a) The applicant and its finances 

The Council is the elected governing body that represents the Lnnu of Ekuanitshit, one of 

the aboriginal peoples of Canada w hose rights are recognized and affi1med by section 35 of the 

Constitution Act, 1982. The lnnu of Ekuanitshit are also a band within the mea11ing of section 2 

of the Indian Act, RSC 1985, c I-5. As the elected governing body, the Council represents the 

over 600 registered members of the c01mnU11ity. 

The Council also intends to contact other Innu communities with reserves located tn 

Quebec ,in order to request their support for the Council 's participation before the Inquiry. 

While the Council would still seek to participate before the Commission even if it does 

not receive funding to do so, the availability of funding would have an important influence on 

the nature and extent of tbe Council's participation. 

In support of its application; tbe Council's most recent financial statements are attached 

to the present application. Tbe Counc i-1 provides these statements on a confidential basis aud 

requests that they not be made public as per section 17 of the Commission' s Rules of Procedure. 

It should be noted that the Council generally enters into yearly funding agreements with 

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada and other federal departments and agencies. Through 

these agreements, the Council receives funding to provide a variety of _public services to its 

population including some provincial-type services, such as education, and other municipal-type 

1 https://www.muskn1tfal11ii11quiry.ca/files/20 l 80118-Rul'es-of-Proccdw·c--final-•l .pdf 
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services, such as housing, wastewater treatment and drinking water, construction and 

maintenance of public infrastructure, fire protection and garbage collection. 

These statements illustrate that most of the funding that the Council receives 1s ded1cated 

to providing specific programs and servjces. For example, at section J 8, the statements declare 

that Council depends on funding from Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada and Health 

Canada. The Council does not receive any other funding for the purpose of participating in 

inquiries such as this one and, in general, its discretionary funding is extremely limited. On the 

other hand, being accustomed to receiving dedicated funding, the Council has always managed 

these funds responsibly and used them for the purposes for which they were received. 

b) Purpose and use of funds 

The Council requires funding for the purpose of faci litating its participation before the 

Inquiry. The funds will be used pr1mar1ly for professional fees, travel and other related 

disbursements. More specifically: 

• Before the Inquiry, the Council will have to participate in a third language, 

English, which is spoken by less than I 0% of community members. The vast 

majority of Ekuanitshit community members of Ekuanitshit speak lnnu as their 

first language (over 95% according to the last available census data) and French 

as their second language. The Council's pa1ticipation in a third language will 

require adrutional time and resources, for example, for the preparation and 

translation of submissions and other docmnents. 

• Travel from Ekuanitshit to St. John's or Happy Valley-Goose Bay will be 

required in order to patticipate before the Inquiry, which will be time-consuming 

and expensive. 

• Jn order to fwt her the conduct of the Inquiry to the fullest extent possible, the 

Council has retained legal counsel. While professional represent~tion will 
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contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of the Inquiry, it also increases the 

cost of participation for the Cmmcil. 

The funds will be accounted for according to the Commission·' s rules and generall y 

accepted accounting principles. 

c) Statement of the applicant's own contributions 

The Counci l des lnnu de Ekuanitshit w ill contribute its own funds and personnel to 

participate in the Inquiry to the extent possible. For example, the Council l1as already contributed 

its own funds in order to prepare submissions on the interpretation of the Commission's terms of 

reference. In addition, the C hief and councillors and other council employees shall participate as 

required in order to further the conduct of the Jnquiry and to represent the community fairly 

before the Inquiry. 

The fund would be administered through Ekuanitshit's not-for-profit corporation 

dedicated to the defence of its rights and title on the territory, Corporation Ka Tshishpeuatak, and 

the person primaiily responsible would be: 

Name: Isabelle N apess 

Position: Director General, Corporation Ka Tshisbpeuatak 

Ad,dress: 

Telephone: 418-11111132 ext. 223 

d) Administration and controls 

As noted above. the Council is accustomed to receiving dedicated funding and it would 

put similar controls in place to those that it uses for other sources of dedicated funding in order to 

ensure that any funding received is disbursed for the purpose of the Inquiry. For example, the 

financial controls that would be put into place in order to ensure that funding is disbursed solely 

for the purpose of the Inquiry would include the use of accounting tools, audits, i11ternal cbecks 
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and balances, such as requiring multiple signatories, and the deposit of funds into the trust 

account of the applicant's legal counsel. 

2. Hearing of app.lication 

In light of the costs to the Council that would be associated with a hearing in either 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay or St. John 's, the Council requests that the Commissioner recommend 

that it be granted funding on the basis of these w1itten submissions alone. (fa hearing is required 

for this application for funding, the Council requests that the hearing take place at the same time 

and place as the hearing of its application for standing before the Commission. 
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AFFIDAVIT 

Je soussignee, Rita Mestokosho, conseillere elue siegeant sur le Conseil des lnnu de Ekuanitshit, 
cxer9ant mes fonctions au declare 
solennellement ce qui suit: 

l. Je suis une conseillere elue siegeant sur ie Conseil des lnnu de Ekuanitshit; 

2. L 'avocat du Conseil, David Janzen, m'a resume le contenu de !'Application for Funding lo 

Participate Before the Commission o,/'Inquiry Re!lpecting the Muskrat Falls Project ci-jointe 
et tous !es faits qui y sont allegues sont vrais et exacts a ma connaissance personnelle. 

ET J' AI SIGNE 

Conseillere Rita Mestokosho 

ASSERMENTE devant moi a Ekuanitshit, ce d$ J/..AQflr) 2018. 

~ - /O"U,a,a 
Cmmnissaire a-l'assermentation pour le 
District de 
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DECLARATION DES GESTIONNAIRES SUR LA RESPONSABILITE 

Les etats financiers consolides ci-jojnts, au 31 mars 2017, du Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit 
sont la responsabilite des gestionnaires. 11s ont ete approuves par le Chef et par le Conseil. 

Ces etats financiers consolides ont ete dresses conformement aux Normes comptables 
canadiennes pour le secteur public, tels que d6finis dans le Manuel de comptabilite de CPA 
Canada pour le secteur public. Lorsqu'il y a lieu, ils comprennent des montants fondes sur Jes 
rneilleurs jugements et estimations des gestionnaires. Ceux-ci ont etabli des system.es de contr6le 
inteme pour faire en sorte que les informations financieres soient objectives et fiables et que les 
biens de la bande :soient proteges. 

Ccs etats financiers consolides ont ete audites par les auditeurs independants, Blouin, Julien, 
Potvin, Societe de comptables professionnels agrees, dont le rapport precise la portee de leur 
audit et indique leut opinion sur ces documents. 

Le Chef et le Conseil assument leur responsabilite a l'egard de ces etats financiers par 
l'entremise d'une decision du Conseil, le quorum ayant ete atteint Ils ont rencontre les auditeurs 
pour s'assureI que les controles intemes sont adequats et examine les etats financiers ainsi que le 
rapport de l ' auditeur independant. 

Le Chef et le Conseil examinent les etats financiers consolides audites avec les aud1.teurs 
independants avant de faire des recomrnandations quant a la presentation de ces documents aux 
membres de la bande. 



• Glouin Julien rat~j ~ 
saclHe dP mmptable!i professionnels agr~~ 

RAPPORT DE l., 'AUDITEUR 1NDE.PENDANT 

Aux membres du 
Conseil des In.nu de Elruanitshit 

Nous avons effectue I' audit des etats financiers consolides ci-joints du Conseil des Innu de 
Ekuanitsbit qui comprennent l' etat consolide de la situation .financiere au 31 mars 2017 et lcs etats 
consolides des resultats, de la variation des actifs financiers nets, des flux de tresorerie, du fonds de 
bande et des resultats, soldes des fonds et informations sectorielles pour l'exercice termine a cette 
date ainsi qu'un resume des principales methodes comptables et d1autres infonnations explicatives. 

Responsabilite de la direction pour les etats financiers. 

La direction est responsable de la preparation et de la presentation fidele de ces etats financiers 
consolides confonnement aux Normes comptables canadiennes pour le secteur public, ainsi que du 
controle interne qu' elle considere comme necessaire pour permettre la preparation d 'etats financiers 
exempts d ' anomalies significatives resultant de fraudes ou d'erreurs. 

Responsabilite de l'auditeur independant 

Notre responsabilite consiste a exprimer une opinion sur les etats financiers consolides, sur la base 
de notre audit. Nous avons effectue notre audit selon les normes d'audit genera]ement reconnues du 
Canada. Ces normes requierent que nous nous conform.ions aux regles de deontologie et que nous 
planifiions et realisions !'audit de fa~on a obtenir !'assurance raisonnahle que les ctats financiers 
consolides ne comportent pas d'anomalies significatives. 

Un audit implique la mise en reuvre de procedures en vue de recueillir des e1ements probants 
concemant les montants et les informations fournis dans les etats financiers. Le choix des 
procedures rel eve du jugcment de l'auditeur et notamment de son evaluation des risques que les eta ts 

financiers consolides comportent des anomalies significatives resultant de fraudes ou d'errcurs. Dans 
}'evaluation de ces risques, l'auditeurprend en consideration le controle inteme de l'entiteportantsur 
la preparation et la presentation fidcle des etats financiers consolidcs afin de concevoir des 
procedures d'audit appropriees aux circonstances et non dans le but d'exprimer une opinion sur 
l'efficacite du controle inteme de l'entite. Un audit comporte egalement !'appreciation <lu caractere 
approprie des methodes comptables retenues et du caractere raisonnable des estimations comptables 
faites par la direction, de meme que Pappreciation de la presentation d'ensemble des etats financiers 
consolides. 

m ; .1.ruL tooner. bJffiU :OU, Ciu.'tiK 10-Jhetl j1V4nl TN.: 4 IU S l 0405 61~, : 418,Ei 1 0285 www,bjpcpa.t• 



Nous estimons que les elements pro ban ts que nous avons obtenus sont suffisants et appropries pour 
fonder notre opinion avec reserve. 

Fondement de l'opinion, avec reserve 

Les etats financiers de quatre filiales et de trois societes satellites n'ont pas.fail 1•objetd'un .rudit. Par 
consequent, etant donne que ces placements sont comptabilises a Ia valeur de consolidation 
modifiee, nous ne pouvons determiner si certains redressements auraient du etre apportes aux 
resultats et aux placements. A cet egard, les etats financiers consolides ne sont pas confonnes aux 
Normes comptables canadiennes pour le secteur public. L'incidence sur les etats financiers 
consolides n' a pu etre detenninee en raison de la complexitc a obtenir ! 'information adequate dans 
Jes delais requis. 

Opinion avec reserve 

A notre avis, a l'exception des incidences de l'clement decrit dans le paragraphe « Fondement de 
]'opinion avecreserve », les etats financiers consolides donnent, dans tous leurs aspects significat:ifs, 
une image :fidele de la situation financiere du Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit au 31 mars 2017 ainsi 
que de ses resultats d'exploitation et de ses flux de tresorerie pour l'exercice termine a cettc date, 
confonnement aux Nonnes comptables canadiennes pour le secteur public. 

0 bservations 

Sans pour autant modifier notre opinion, nous attirons 1 •attention sur le fait que le Conseil des Innu 
de Ekuanitshit inclut dans ses etats :financiers consolides certaines informations financieres qui ne 
sont pas ex.igees selon les Normes comptables canadiennes pour le secteur public. Ces informations, 
etablies conformement au modcle prescrit par les Affaires autochtones etDeveloppement du Nord 
Canada (AADNC) sont presentees dans les renseignements complementaires. 

Autre point 

Les chiffies du budget, presentes pour fins de comparaison, ne sont pas audites et, par consequent, 
nous n'exprimons pas d 'opinion sur ces donnees. 

Socictc de comptables professionnels agrees 

Quebec, le 25 juillet 2017 

* CPA auditeur, CA, pennis de comptabilite publique n° Al 11190 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSillT 

SITUATION FINANCIERE CONSOLIDEE 
AUJl MARS 

ACTIFS FINANCIBRS 
Encaisse 
Dep6ts a terme (note 5) 
Debiteurs (note 6) 
Placements (note 7) 

PASSIFS 
Emprunt bancaire (note 9) 
Crediteurs (note 10) 
A vances de filial es 

ACTIF 

Surplus de contribution fixe reporte (note 11) 
Produits reportes (note 12) 
Dette a Jong tenne (n~te 13) 
Reserves pour remplacement (note 14) 

ACTIF'S FINANCIERS NETS 

ACTIFS NON FINANCIERS 
Immobilisations (note 8) 
Charges payees d'avance 

EXCEDENT ACCUMULB 

EVENTUALlTES (Note l 7) 

4 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSllIT 

RESULTATS CO.NSOLIDES 
EXERCICE TERMINE LE 31 MARS 

PRODUITS 
AADNC 
Surplus recuperable AADNC 
Transfert de (a) surplus de contribution fixe-reporte 
Interets 
Sante Canada 
Pare Canada 
'Emploi et developpement social Canada 
Regroupement Mam.it 'Innuat Inc. 
Institut Tshakapesh 
Hydro-Quebec 
Loyers 
Location de personnel et de machinerie 
S.C .H.L. 
SAA 
C.S.S.S.P.N .Q.L. 
Contributions des usagers 
Administration et gestion 
Reserves de remplacement 
Reserve d'exploitation 
Societe Ishpitenitamun 
Transports Quebec 
Fondation de la faune du Quebec. 
Pourvoirie du lac Allard et riviere Mingan 
Programme de mise en valeur du saumon de l'Atlantique 
Redevances 
Quebec en forme 
Divers 

Contributions reyucs relativement a !'acquisition 
d'immobilisations 

Produits reportes 

CHARGES 
Salaires et avantages sociaux 
Contrats 
Materiel et foumitures 
Transport et deplacements 
Projets 

Montant a reporter 

s 

2017 2016 



CONSEil. DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

RESULTATSCONSOLIDES 
EXERCICE TERMINE LE 31 MARS 

CHARGES (suite) 

Montant reporte 

Frais de location 
.Entretien et reparations 
Electricite 
Telecommunications 
Assurances 
Papeterie et foumitures de bureau 
Frais de scolarite 
Formation 
Honoraires Chef et Conseilters 
Honotaires professionnels 
Frais d'adrninistration 
Hebergement, allocations et achats 

de v~tements 
Reserves de remplacement 
Interets et .frais bancaires 
Mauvaiscs creances 
Activites culturelles, sportives 

et educatives 
Elections 
Jnvestissements entreprises 
Amortissement des immobilisations 
Amortissement des produits reportes relatif.'l 

aux immobilisations 
Divers 

INSUFFISANCE DES PRODUITS SUR LES CHARGES 
AVANT QUOTE-PART DANS LES RESULTATS DES 
FILIALES ET SOCIETES SATELLITES 

QUOTE-PART DANS LES RESULTATS DES FILIALES 

QUOTE-PART DANS LES RESULT ATS DES 
SOCIETES SATELLITES 

EXCEDENT (INSUPFJSANCE) DES 
PRODUIT SUR LES CHARGES 

6 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

VARIATION DES ACTIFS FINANCIERS.NETS CONSOLIDES 
EXERCICE TERMINE LE 31 MARS 

EXCEDENT (INSUFFISANCE) DES 
PRODUITSURLESCHARGES 

AJUSTEl\IBNTS A L'EXCEDENT ACCUMULE (note 3) 

VAR.IA TION DES IMMOBILISATIONS 
Ajustements 
Acquisitions 
Amortissement 
Produits reportes relatifs aux immobilisations 
Amortissemeot des produits reportes relatits 

aux itnmobilisations 

CHARGES PAYEES D'AVANCE 

VARIATION DES ACTIFS FINANCIERS NETS 

ACTIFS FINANCIERS NETS AU DEBUT 

ACTIFS FINANCIERS NETS A LA FIN 

7 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

FLUX DE TRESORERIE CONSOLIDES 
EXEROCE TERMJNE LE 31 MARS 

ACTMT.ES D'EXPLOITATION 
Excedent (insuffisance) desproduits sur les charges 
Elements sans effet sur la tresorerie 

Amortissement des immobilisations 
Amortissement des produits reportes relarifs 

aux immobilisations 
Reserve de remplacement 
Participation dans des entreprises commerciales 

Variation nette des elements hors caissc 

ACTMTES D'INVESTISSEMENT 
Variation ncrte des depdts a terme 
Dividendes re~us d'une filiale 
Retrait reyU d'une societe en commandite 
Ajustements des immobilisations 
Acquisitions d'immobilisations 
Produits reportes relatifs aux immobilisations 

ACTNITES DE FINANCEMENT 
Variation nette de l'emprunt bancaire 
Variation nette des ayances di1ne filiale 
Emptunt a long terme 
V ersement en capital sur la dette a long terme 
Fonds de reserve d'ex:ploitation - S.C.H.L. 
Ajustements a I'excedent accumule 

VARIATION DE LA TRESORERJE ET EQUIVALENTS 
DE TRESORERJE 

TRESORERIE ET EQUN ALENTS DE TRESORERIE 
AU DEBUT 

TRESORERIE ET EQUIVALENTS DE TRESORERIE 
ALA FIN 

La tresorerie et les equivalents de tresorerie sont constitues de l'encaissc. 

8 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANTfSHIT 

FONDS DE BANDE 
EXERC!CE TERMINE LE 31 MARS 

COMPTE DE CAPITAL 

Solde au debut et a la fin 

COMPTE DE PRODUITS 

Solde au debut 

Recettes 
Hydro-Quebec 
Telus 
Interets 

Solde a la fin 

9 

2017 2016 



RESULTATS CONSOLIDES, SOLDES DES FONDS ET 
INFORMA T[ONS SECTORIELLES 



Tnm:ifut Trans fc:rt Transfcrt 
de{!} de(a) de ( a) suiplus 

d'autres produits de contributiollS 
services rq,ort6s fixes 

__ _ . l - ---- ~- ____ -_S 

Autres 
pmduits 

- J 

Tota.I des 
prod~ 
2016-17 

Total~ 
charges 
2016-17 

----

Exccdent 
(IDsuffisaoce) 

2016-l 7 

Solde 
{dfficit) 

2017 

10 



RESULTATS CONSOLIDES, SOLDES DES FONDS ET 
INFORMATIONS SECTORlELLES (suite) 



11 

Transfert Tran11[ert Tmnsfert 
de(a) de(a) a surplus Total des Tota! des Exccdcnt Solde 

d'alttres produits de contributions Autrcs produ.its charges (lnsuffisancc) (deficit) 
seivices reportts fixes produits 2016-17 2016-17 2016-17 2017 

• $ 

-

- ! 



RESULTATS CONSOLIDES, SOLDES DES FONDS ET 
INFORMATIONS SECTORJELLES (suite) 



Trmsfen 
de(a) 

d'lllltres 

services 

s 

. s 

- s 

- s 

- s 

Transfort 
de(a) 

produiw 
reportcs 

Transfert 
a sucplus 

de conhibutions 
fixes 

- s 

---

Autrcs 
p1oduits 

Total<la1 
produits 
2016-17 

Total des 
charges 
2016-17 

Exceo.ent 
(lnsaffisance) 

2016-17 

S<i!de 
(deficit) 

2017 

12 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSHIT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

1- STATUTS ET NATURE DES ACTIVITES 

13 

Le Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit est un gouvemement local compose d'un chef et de 
quatre conseillers, lesquels sont choisis par voie d'election populaire et dont !e mandat 
consiste a administrer les affaires de la Bande. 

2- PRINCIPALES l\'IETHODES COMPTABLES 

Les etats financiers ont ete dresses selon !es Normes comptables canadiennes pour le 
secteur public et comprennent les pri.ocipales methodes comptables suivantes : 

l;'resorerie et equivalents de tresorerie 
Les fonds de caisse, l es soldcs bancaires et dccouverts bancaires, dont lcs soldes 
fluctuent souvent entre le decoavert et le disponible ainsi que les placements, dont 
l'echeance n'excede pas trois mois a partir de la date d'acquisition, sont consideres 
comme des elements de tresorerie et equivalents de tresorerie. 

Depots a termc 
Les depots a terme sont comptabilises au cout. 

Principes de consolidation 
Toutes les entites soumises au controle du Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshit sont 
consolidees une a une, a l'exception des entreprises commerciales qui correspondent a la 
definition d'entreprise publique. Les activites de ces entreprises sont incluses dans les 
etats financiers consolides selon ta methode modifiee de comptabilisation a la valeur de 
consolidation. 

Immobilisations cozporelles 

Les immobilisations corporelles sont comptabilisees au cout. Les contributions re~es 
relativement a !'acquisition d'immobilisations sont enregistrees comme -produits reportes 
et amorties au produit sur 1a m6me base que le cout des biens connexes. L'amortissement 
est calcule selon la mcthode de l'arnortissement degressif aux taux suivants : 

Blltisses 
Aqueduc et egouts 
Maisons 
Amenagement de terrains 
Mobilier et equipement 
Materiel roulant 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKU~1TSHIT 

NOTES AUX ET ATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

2- PR.INCIP ALES METH ODES COMPT ABLES (suite) 

Jmmobilisation.s incorporelles 
Le pennis de peche est comptabilise au coftt et n'est pas amorti. 

Revision par AADNC, Sante Canada et la S.C.H.L. 

14 

Les etats financiers seront examines par les representants AADNC, de Santc Canada et 
de la S.C.H.L. et suite aces revisions, les postes suivants pourraient etre modifies : 

Excedent accumule 
Debiteurs - AADNC 
Debiteurs - Sante Canada 
Debiteurs - S.C.H.L. 

Comptabilisation des produits 

ToWI les produits soot enregistres selon la methode de la comptabilite d'exercice. Le 
financement obtenu aux term.es des accords de contribution du gouvemement federal est 
comptabilise comroe un produit une fois Jes criteres d'admissibilite satisfaits. Le 
financemcnt est comptabilise com.me produit reporte s'il a ete limite par le gouvemement 
federal dans un but declare, comme un programme particulier ou l'acquisition 
d'immobilisations. Les produits reportes sont comptabilises aux p.roduits, au fur et a 
mesure que les criteres de comptabilisation sont satisfaits. 

Utilisation d'estimatio.ns 
La preparation des etats financiers, conformement aux Normes comptablcs cana.diemies 
pour le secteur public, exige que la direction procede a des estimations et pose des 
hypotheses qui ont une incidence sur le montant presente au titre des actifs et des passifs, 
sur !'information foumie a l'egard des actifs et passifs eventuels a la date des etats 
financiers et sur le montant presente au titre des produits et des charges au emus de la 
pcriode consideree. Ces estimations sont revisees periodiquement et des ajustements sont 
apportes au besoin aux resultats de l'exercice au cours duquel ils dev:iennent connus. Les 
principales estimations portent sur la depreciation des actifs fmanciers et la duree de vie 
utile des immobilisations. 

3- AJUSTEMENTS .A L'EXCEDENT ACCUMCJLE 

Sante Canada 
AADNC 
Projet Habitation 
Autres 



CONSElL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ET ATS FINANCIERS CONSOLJDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

4- ENCAISSE - RESERVES 

JS 

Afin de se conformer aux. exigences du programme de Jogement social de la S.C.H.L., les 
fonds de reserve de. remplacement ainsi que de suipJus de subventions cumules (;ioivent etre 
verses dans un compte bancaire distinct. En date du 31 mars 2017, la situation etait 
conforme a cette egard. 

5- DEPOTS A TERME 

Les taux d'interets sur les depots li terme varient de 0 . 75 o/n a 1.85 %. Les depots a terme 
viennent a echeance de juilJet 2017 a octobte 2021 . 

6- DEBITEURS 

T..oyers 
AADNC 

Annee courante 

Deficit admissible, Surplus recuperable ou autres 
Institut Tshakapesh 
C.S.S.S.P.N.Q.L. 
S.C.H.L. 
Sante Canada 

Taxes a la consomtt1ation (TPS et TVQ) 
Pecberies Uinipekunnu 
SAA 
Fondation de la faune du Quebec 
Peches et Oceans Canada 
Hydro-Quebec 
Transport Ekuanitshit Inc. 
Societe Ishpitenitamun 
Financement a recevoir 
Divers 

Provision pour creances douteuses - loyers 

2017 2016 



CONSED., DES IN.NU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

7- PLACEMENTS 

Pecheties Shipek S.E.C. 

60 000 parts representant une participation de 
49,99 % 

9152-0759 Quebec Inc. 
100 actions categorie ''A" representant une 
participation de 50 % 

Compagnf e Atautshuap Inc. 
25 000 actions categoric '1A" representant une 
participation de 100 % 

Societe de gestion Ekuanitshinnuat Inc. 
100 actions categorie 11A" representant une 
participation de l 00 % 

Securite 1nnu Inc. 
100 actions categorie "A" representant uoe 
participation de 1 00 % 

.Pou.rvoirie du lac Allard et riviere Mingan Inc. 
1000 actions categorie "A'' representant une 
participation de l 00 % 

Voyages inter-nations & associes Inc. 
160 actions categorie 11A" representant une 
particip'.:1tion de 33,33 % 

Effet a recevoir, sans interets, echeance in.determinee 

16 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES 1NNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

8- IMMOBILISATIONS 

Immobilisations 
corporeUes: 

Batisses 
Aqueduc et egouts 
Maisons 
Amenagement de 

terrains 
Mobilier et 

equipement 
Materiel roulant 

Immobilisations 
incoJJ)orelles: 

Pennis de peche 

Produits reportes: 
Batisses 
Aqueduc et egouts 
Maiso1'S 
Amenagetnent de 

terrains 
Mobilier et 

equipement 
Materiel roulant 

2017 
Amortis!ilement 

Cout cumuie -----
Va!eur 

Dette 

17 

2016 
Valeur 

nette 

Blou In Ju Ii Pl l rotvi n 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

9- EMPRUNT BANCAIRE 

18 

L'emprunt bancaire, d'un montant autoris6 de 600 000 $ est renouvelable annuellement; ii 
porte interet au taux preferentiel bancaire majore de 2 % et est garanti par l'universalite des 
creances. 

10- CREDITEURS 

Foumisseurs et frais courus 
Salaires a payer 
Charges sociales et retenucs a la source 

11~ SURPLUS DE CONTRIBUTION FIXE REPORTE 

Construction et renovation de logements 
dans les reserves, NTKB 

12-'PRODUITS RE.PORTES 

SAA 
Emploi et developpement social Canada 
Hockey mineur 
Societe lshpitcnitamun 
Regroupement Mamit Innuat 
C.S.S.S.P.N.Q.L. 
Fondation de la faune du Quebec 
Rio Tinto 

2017 2016 

2017 2016 

$ 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

13-DETTE A LONG TERME 

Emprunts rembourses au cours de l'exercice 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les jnter-ets calcules au taux de 3,75 %, 
ecbeant en fevrier 2019, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur des maisons residentie1Jes et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 4,95 %, 
echeant en janvier 2018, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur des maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

~runt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,67 %, 
echeant en juin 2018, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur trois maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant !es interets calcules au taux de 3,9 %, 
echeant en aoilt 2017, garanti par '\UlC hypotheque de 
premier rang sur cinq maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprnnt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant· 1es interets calcules au taux de 6,25 %, 
ccheant en aoO.t 2017, garanti par les creances resultants 
des revenus de $ante Canada et des revenus de loyer du 
Regroupement Mamit Innuat Inc. 

Emprunt, remboursable par verse:ments mensuels de 
- incluant lcs .interets calcules au taux de 1,43 %, 
echeant en avril 2022, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle e1 par AADNC 

Montant a reporter 

19 

2017 2016 



CONSElL DES INNU DE EKUANITSIDT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

13-DETTE A LONG TERME (suite) 

Montant reporte 

~runt, remboursable par vernements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,39 %, 
ecbeant en ao6t 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements semestriels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 5 %, 
echeant en aofit 2017, garanti par le SAA. Cet emprunt 
p.rofite dime aide gouvemementale correspondant aux 
versements semestriels 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensu.els de 
- plus les interets calcules au taux prefereotiel de la 
banque majore de 1,5 %, echeant en mars 2031, garanti 
par une hypotheque de premier rang sur quatre maisons 
residentielles et par AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versem,ents mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux. de 5,25 %, 
echeant en avril 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur deux maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 

- incluant les interets calcules au taux preferentiel 
de la banque majore de l %, echeant en novembre 2020, 

garanti par du materiel roulant 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les inte~ts calcules au iaux de 4,95 %, 
echeant en janvier 2018, garanti par une hypotbeque de 
premier rang sur cinq maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Montant a reporter 

20 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES JNNU DE EKUANITSHIT 

NOTE:S AUX ETATS FINANCffiRS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MA.RS 2017 

13-DETTE A LONG TERME (suite) 

Montant reporte 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les intcrets calcules au taux de 1,08 %, 
echeant en aout 2020, gatanti par one hypotheque de 
premier rang sur un jumelc et par AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 3,4 %, 
echeant en mars 2020, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur trois maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

-

runt, remboursable par versements mcnsuels de 
incluant les interets cal cul es au taux de I, 11 %, 

echeant en avril 2021, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur deux maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursabJe par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,53 %, 
ecbeant en decembre 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur deux maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux. de 1,19 %, 
echeant en novembre 2020, garanti par une hypotheque 
de premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,65 %, 
echeant en juin 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

Montant a reporter 

21 

2017 2016 



CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSmT 

NOTES AUXETATS FINANCJERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 MARS 2017 

13-DETTE.ALONG TERME (suite) 

Montant rcporte 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 

- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,65 %, 
echeant en juin 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 

premier rang surune maison residentielle et par AADNC 

Empnmt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,65 %, 
echeant Cl) juin 2017, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur deux: maisons residentielles et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versemcnts mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,19 %, 
echeant en novembre 2020, garanti par une hypotheque 
de premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par 
AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 

- incJuant les interets calcules au taux de 1,67 %, 
echeant en juin 2018, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

E mprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calculcs au taux de 1,67 %, 
echeant en juin 2018, ganmti par un~. hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant les intircts calcules au tawc de 4,9 %, 
echeant en avril 2018, garanti par une bypotheque de 
premier rang sur un .immeuble 

Montant a reporter 

22 

2017 2016 
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CONSEIL DES INNU DE EKUANITSHIT 

NOTES AUX ET ATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU 31 :MARS 2017 

13- DETTE A LONG TERME (suite) 

Montant reporte 

Emprunt, remboursable par ve.rsements mensuels de 
- incluant les interets calcules au taux de 1,68 %, 
echeant en avril 2018, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

Emprunt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
- incluant 1es interets calcules au taux. de 1,92 %, 
echeant en avril 2019, garanti par une hypotheque de 
premier rang sur une maison residentielle et par AADNC 

E.inpnmt, remboursable par versements mensuels de 
~ cluant les intcrets calcules au taux de 3,41 %, 
echeant en septembre 2020, garanti par une hypotheque 
de premier rang sur huit maisons residcntielles. Les 
remboursements de capital et interets font l'objet d'une 
subvention de Societe Ishpitenitamun 

Emprunt, d'un montant maximal autorise de

remboursable, a partir du dernier deboursement, par 

versements semestriels de 40 502 $ incluant les interets 

calcules au taux de 6,25 %, echeant 60 mois apres le 

demier deboursement. Les remboursemeots de capital et 

interets font l'objet d'wie subvention du SAA 

Einprunt; remboursable par versements mensuels de 

- incluant les interSts calcules au taux de l, 14 %, 

echeant en juin 2021, garanti par une hypotheque de 

premier rang sur un j um.ele ct par AADNC 

23 
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CONSEIL DES !Nl'f-U DE EKUANITSHIT 

NOTES AUX ETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLIDES 
AU31 MARS 2017 

J3. DETTE A LONG TERME (suite) 

Les versements estimatifs en capital a effectuer au cours des cinq prochains exercices 
s1ctablissent comme suit : 

2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 

14•RESERVES POUR REMPLACEMENT 

Reserves contractuelles 
Reserve pour remplacement - sante 
Fonds de reserve de remplacement - S.C.H.L. 
Fonds de reserve d'cxploitation - S.C.H.L. 

Reserves non contractuelles 
Reserve pour remplacement - incendie 
Reserve pour rem.placement - autres 

15-RAPPROCHEMENT DES FONDS AADNC 

Produits AADNC selon les etats financiers 

Produits AADNC selon la confirmation de 
financement 

2017 

24 

2016 



CONSEil, DES INNU DE EKUANITSHIT 

NOTES AUXETATS FINANCIERS CONSOLID:ES 
AU31 MARS 2017 

lo-INFORMATION SECTORIELLE 

25 

Le Conseil des Innu de Ekuanitshlt oflre une gamme de services a ses membres. Aux fins 
de presentation de rapports a la direction, les operations et les activites sont organisees ct 
presentees par sect.eur et par projet. Les services offerts a la population regroupent 
l'educati.on, Ja sante, le developpement economique, le logem.ent ainsi que d'autres services 
a la communaute en plus de l'administration .de la bande. Pour chaque segment faisant 
l'objet d'un rapport distinct, les produits et charges sectoriels representent a la fois les 
montants dircctement attribuables au secteur et les montants alloues de fa(j:On raisonnable. 
La presenta~ion sectorielle est fondee sur les methodes comptablcs e:xposees dans le resume 
des principales methodes comptables figurant a la note 2. Les resultats de chaquc segment 
pour ]'exercice sontreprescntes aux pages 10 a 12. 

17-EVENTUALITES 

Le Conseil des Imiu de Ekuanitsh:it a endosse des dettes contractes par des filiales et des 
societes detenues par ses filiales. II cautionne egalement les emprunts bancaires de certaines 
de ces societes. 11 n'est pas possible d'evaluer le montant que le conseil pourrait devoir 
payer en cas de defaut de l'une de ces societes. 

18-DEPENDANCE ECONOMIQUE 

La majeure partie des produits du Conseil provient de MDNC et de Sante Canada. La 
nature et la portee de ccs produits ont une telle importance que le Conseil en depend sur le 
plan economique. 




